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Abstract. We construct a semiclassical parametrix for the resolvent of the Laplacian acing on functions
on non-trapping conformally compact manifolds with variable sectional curvature at infinity. We apply

this parametrix to analyze the Schwartz kernel of the semiclassical resolvent and Poisson operator and to
show that the semiclassical scattering matrix is a semiclassical FIO of appropriate class that quantizes the
scattering relation. We also obtain high energy estimates for the resolvent and show existence of resonance
free strips of arbitrary height away from the imaginary axis. We then use the results of Datchev and Vasy

on gluing semiclassical resolvent estimates to obtain semiclassical resolvent estimates on certain conformally
compact manifolds with hyperbolic trapping.
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1. Introduction

Conformally compact manifolds form a special class of complete Riemannian manifolds with negative
sectional curvature near infinity. We will use X̊ to denote the interior of a C∞ manifold X of dimension
n + 1 with boundary ∂X. We shall say that ρ ∈ C∞(X) defines ∂X, or ρ is a boundary defining function,

Key words and phrases. Scattering, asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds, conformally compact manifolds, AMS mathemat-

ics subject classification: 35P25 and 58J50.
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if ρ > 0 in X̊, {ρ = 0} = ∂X and dρ ̸= 0 at ∂X. We shall say that (X̊, g) is a conformally compact
manifold (CCM) if ρ2g is a C∞ non-degenerate Riemannian metric up to ∂X, which will be called a

conformal compactification of g. The hyperbolic space serves as the model for this class: X̊ is the open ball

B = {z ∈ Rn+1 : |z| < 1}, the defining function of ∂B is ρ = 1 − |z|2, and the metric g = 4dz2

(1−|z|2)2 , where

dz2 is the Euclidean metric.
For a fixed boundary defining function ρ, the metric g induces a metric H0 on ∂X given by H0 = ρ2g|∂X .

There are infinitely many defining functions of ∂X and any two of these functions ρ and ρ̃ must satisfy
ρ = ef ρ̃, with f ∈ C∞(X). So, if H0 = ρ2g|∂X and H̃0 = ρ̃2g|∂X , then H0 = e2f H̃0. Thus there are also
infinitely many conformal compactifications of g, and only the conformal class of ρ2g|∂X is uniquely defined

by (X̊, g).

According to [43, 44] a CCM (X̊, g) is complete and its sectional curvature approaches |dρ|∂X |2H0
as ρ ↓ 0

along any C∞ curve γ → ∂X. We shall denote

κ = |dρ|∂X |H0
, H0 = ρ2g|∂X ,(1.1)

Notice that it follows from (1.1) that κ does not depend on the choice of ρ.We shall say that CCM for which
κ is constant are asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds (AHM). There is a huge literature on conformally
compact manifolds related to conformal field theory, however the CCM studied there are usually Einstein
manifolds, and hence they are AHM, see for example the survey by Anderson [4].

The scattering theory of hyperbolic manifolds– where the sectional curvature is constant– has a very long
history beginning with the work of Fadeev [17], Fadeev & Pavlov [18] and Lax & Phillips [40]. Scattering
on hyperbolic quotients was studied by Agmon [1] and Perry [57, 58], and on general AHM by Mazzeo and
Melrose [43] and it has since become a very active field, see for example [7, 24, 27, 32, 35, 36, 41, 61] and
references cited there. The literature on scattering on general CCM is much shorter. Mazzeo [44] studied
Hodge theory on CCM and Borthwick [6] adapted the construction of Mazzeo and Melrose [43] to analyze
the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent for the Laplacian on CCM with variable curvature at infinity.

We know from the work of Mazzeo [44, 46], see also Theorem 1.1 of [6], that if (X̊, g) is a CCM, the

essential spectrum of the Laplacian ∆g consists of [
κ2
0n

2

4 ,∞), where κ0 = miny∈∂X κ(y), and it is absolutely
continuous. The resolvent in this case is defined by

R(λ) =

(
∆g − κ20

n2

4
− λ2

)−1

.(1.2)

By the spectral theorem R(λ) is an analytic family of operators bounded on L2(X) for | Imλ| >> 0. We
shall assume that R(λ) is holomorphic on Imλ >> 0; it continues meromorphically to Imλ > 0 with poles
on the imaginary axis given by the square root of the negative eigenvalues of ∆g, and we will study its

meromorphic continuation to Imλ < 0. Mazzeo and Melrose [43] showed that if (X̊, g) is an AHM, R(λ)
extends meromorphically to C \ − i

2N and Guillarmou [20] showed that the points − i
2N can be essential

singularities of R(λ), unless the metric is even. Borthwick [6] extended the results of [43] to CCM and
established the meromorphic continuation of R(λ) to a region of the complex plane that excludes some
intervals contained on the imaginary axis about the points − i

2N and also a region near λ = 0, see Fig.1.
However, no estimates were given for R(λ) and the behavior of R(λ) as |λ| → ∞ was not discussed.

We say that a CCM (X̊, g) is non-trapping if any geodesic γ(t) → ∂X as ±t → ∞ and we shall assume

throughout this paper, with the exception of Section 16, that (X̊, g) is non-trapping. In Sections 3 to 8 we
construct a parametrix for the semiclassical version of R(λ) on non-trapping CCM, namely

R(h, σ) =

(
h2(∆g −

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2

)−1

, σ = 1 + hσ′, σ′ ∈ (−c, c)× i(−C,C); h ∈ (0, h0).(1.3)

The construction follows in part the strategy of Melrose, Sá Barreto and Vasy [52], Wang [64], but it has
several new features including the appearance of Lagrangian manifolds with polyhomogeneous singularity,
their parametrization and the study of the Lagrangian distributions associated with such manifolds. In
Section 12 we use this parametrix to analyze the semiclassical structure ofR(h, σ) on non-trapping CCM, and
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we show that, modulo O(h∞) terms, the Schwartz kernel of R(h, σ) is given by the sum of a pseudodifferential
part and another term which is given by the product of an oscillating factor that is singular at the boundary
and depends on h and a semiclassical Lagrangian distribution in an appropriate class, see Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 12.1 for the precise statements. Melrose, Sá Barreto and Vasy [52] constructed a semiclassical
parametrix for the resolvent for small perturbations of the hyperbolic space and used it to prove high
energy resolvent estimates and the distribution of resonances. Wang [64] extended the results of [52] to
non-trapping AHM. Chen and Hassell [9] also constructed a semiclassical parametrix for the resolvent on
non-trapping AHM and used it to study the spectral measure, restriction theorems, spectral multiplier [10]
and Strichartz estimates [11].

In Section 13 we use the structure of the resolvent to analyze the semiclassical Poisson operator and
in Section 14 we analyze the semiclassical scattering matrix. In particular, we show that on non-trapping
CCM, the semiclassical scattering matrix is a semiclassical Fourier integral operator in an appropriate class
that quantizes the scattering relation. This is somewhat in contrast with the scattering matrix at a fixed
energy, which is well known to be a pseudodifferential operator. We are not aware this has been observed
before in the asymptotically hyperbolic setting. Maybe this can be vaguely justified by the fact that the
scattering matrix at a fixed energy λ is a multiple of ∆iλ

H0
, where ∆H0 is the Laplacian associated with the

boundary metric H0 given by (1.1). In the semiclassical version, λ essentially becomes 1/h and ∆
1/h
H0

is not
a semiclassical pseudodifferential operator. The analogue of this result in the asymptotic Euclidean setting
was proved by Hassell and Wunsch [30]. We should point out that Guillemin [22] studied the scattering
relation in the case of automorphic forms, but using the wave equation. Ji and Zworski [38, 39] also studied
the scattering relation for locally symmetric spaces generalizing the result of Guillemin. We illustrate this
result in the case of the half-space model of the hyperbolic space H3. In this case

X̊ = {(x, y) : y ∈ R2, x > 0}, g =
dx2 + dy2

x2
.

This is not an ideal model, since X is not compact, but it has the advantage that the computations are
very simple. In this case it is well known, see [31, 25, 43], that Schwartz kernel of the resolvent is given by

KR(λ)(z, z
′) =

1

4π

eiλr(z,z
′)

sinh r(z, z′)
,

where r(z, z′) is the distance between z and z′ with respect to the metric g. This choice is so that R(λ) is
bounded on L2(X) for Imλ > 0. It is also well known, see for example [31], that if z = (x, y), z′ = (x′, y′),

cosh r(z, z′) =
x2 + x′

2
+ |y − y′|2

2xx′
.

Since cosh2 r − sinh2 r = 1, and er = cosh r + sinh r, it follows that

KR(λ)(z, z
′) =

1

4π
(2xx′)1−iλA(λ, z, z

′)

B(z, z′)
,

A(λ, z, z′) =
[
x2 + (x′)2 + |y − y′|2 + [(x2 + (x′)2 + |y − y′|2)2 − 4(xx′)2]

1
2

]iλ
B =

[
(x2 + (x′)2 + |y − y′|2)2 − 4(xx′)2

] 1
2 .

(1.4)

Away from the diagonal of ∂X × ∂X, the Schwartz kernel of the scattering matrix is given by

KS(λ)(y, y
′) = 2iλ(xx′)−1+iλKR(λ)(z, z

′)|{x=x′=0} =
iλ

π
|y − y′|2iλ−2,

see for example [24, 27, 36]. By setting λ = σ
h , it is natural to define the Schwartz kernel of the semiclassical

scattering matrix S(h, σ) to be

KS(h,σ)(y, y
′) =

iσ

πh
(xx′)−1+iσ

hKR(h,σ)(z, z
′)|{x=x′=0}.
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But notice that

R(
σ

h
) =

(
∆g −

κ0n
2

4
− σ2

h2

)−1

= h2
(
h2(∆g −

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2

)−1

= h2R(h, σ),

and so

KS(h,σ)(y, y
′) =

iσ

πh3
|y − y′|2iσ

h−2 =
iσ

πh3
e(2i

σ
h−2) log |y−y′|.

Then according to Definition 7.5, away from y = y′, KS(h,σ)(y, y
′) is a semiclassical Lagrangian distribu-

tion of order two (here the dimension of ∂X × ∂X is d = 4) associated with the Lagrangian parametrized
by the phase function ϕ(z, z′) = 2σ log |y − y′|,

Λϕ = {(y, η, y′, η′) : η = dyϕ(y, y
′), η′ = dy′ϕ(y, y′)} = {η′ = −η, η = 2σ

y − y′

|y − y′|2
}.

It follows that |η| = 2σ|y − y′|−1, and that

Λϕ = {(y′, η′, y′ − 2σ
η′

|η′|2
,−η′)},

which is the twist (η′ 7→ −η′) of the canonical relation

C = {(y′, η′, y′ + 2σ
η′

|η′|2
, η′)}.

On the other hand, one can see from (1.4), that R(h, σ) = x−iσ
hU(h, σ), and so to analyze U(h, σ), one

should work with the operator

P̃ (h, σ,D) = xi
σ
hP (h, σ,D)x−iσ

h , where

P (h, σ,D) = h2(∆g − 1)− σ2.

The semiclassical principal symbol of the operator P (h, σ,D) is equal to

p(σ, x, y, ξ, η) = x2ξ2 + x2|η|2 − σ2,

σ ∈ [a, b] ⊂ R+, and the symbol of P̃ (h, σ,D) is obtained by changing ξ 7→ ξ − σ
x in the formula for

p(σ, x, y, ξ, η). One gets that the semiclassical principal symbol of P̃ (h, σ,D) is a multiple of x and

℘(x, y, ξ, η) =
1

2x
p(x, y, ξ − σ

x
, η) = −σξ + 1

2
x(ξ2 + η2).

As we will see in Section 6, if Λ∗ is the Lagrangian submanifold Λ∗ ⊂ T ∗(X̊ × X̊) which consists of integral
curves of H℘ inside ℘ = 0 starting over the diagonal and going towards the boundary, then it turns out
that, away from the diagonal, this manifold extends to a C∞ Lagrangian manifold across the boundary.
Also away from the diagonal, we define the scattering relation Λ∗

∂ as the projection of the closure of Λ∗ to
T ∗(∂X × ∂X). The integral curves of H℘ are C∞ and since they are contained in ℘ = 0, they intersect the
boundary at {x = ξ = 0}. So we trace these curves back from the boundary and consider the integral curves
of H℘ starting at (x, y, ξ, η) = (0, y′, 0, η′). They satisfy

ẋ = −σ + xξ, x(0) = 0,

ξ̇ = −1

2
(ξ2 + |η|2), ξ(0) = 0,

ẏj = xηj , y(0) = y,′

η̇ = 0, η(0) = η′.

If η′ = 0, the solution is x = 0, y = y′, ξ = 0, η = η′ = 0. If η′ ̸= 0, then η = η′, and if one sets ν = ξ/|η|,

ν̇ = −1

2
|η|(1 + ν2), ν(0) = 0,
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and hence

ν(t) = − tan(
1

2
|η|t), ξ(t) = −|η| tan(1

2
|η|t).

On the other hand ℘ = 0 on these curves, and hence

x =
2σξ

ξ2 + η2
=

−2σ|η| tan( 12 |η|t)
|η|2(1 + tan2( 12 |η|t))

= − σ

|η|
sin(|η|t).

Finally,

ẏj = xηj = −σηj sin(t|η|), y(0) = y′,

and hence

yj(t)− y′j = σ
ηj
|η|2

(cos(t|η|)− 1).

Notice that this integral curve will satisfy

|y(t)− y′ +
σ

|η|2
η|2 + x2 =

σ2

|η|2
,

which of course, as expected, is a great circle orthogonal to {x = 0}. This integral curve will intersect the
boundary again when x(t) = 0, and in this case sin(t|η|) = 0. We then have cos(t|η|) = ±1. If cos(t|η|) = 1,
then y = y′. On the other hand, if cos(t|η|) = −1,

y = y′ + 2σ
η

|η|2
.

So, away from {y = y′}, the twist of graph of the canonical relation (y′, η′) 7→ (y, η) where (0, 0, y, η) =
exp(tH℘)(0, 0, y

′, η′) defined as above is given by Λϕ. The structure of Λ∗ near the diagonal is more com-
plicated and will be discussed in details in Section 6.

In certain applications, for example in the study of long time behavior of the wave or Schrödinger equation
or the analysis of the spectral measure, it becomes necessary to understand the behavior of the resolvent at
high energies. Cardoso and Vodev [8], and more recently Datchev [13] studied the high energy behavior of
the resolvent on the real axis for a class of manifolds that include CCM. Guillarmou [21] used the results
of Cardoso and Vodev to show that there is a strip free of resonances for non-trapping AHM that have
constant curvature near infinity. In general, under no assumptions of trapping, Guillarmou [21] also showed
that there exists an exponentially small neighborhood of the real axis with no resonances. In Section 15 we
prove the following

Theorem 1.1. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM of dimension n + 1, n ≥ 1, and let ρ ∈ C∞(X) be a
boundary defining function. For anyM > 0, there exist K > 0 such that ρaR(λ)ρb continues holomorphically
from Imλ > 0 to the region Imλ > −M , |Reλ| > K provided a, b > − Imλ

κ0
and a+ b ≥ 0. Moreover, there

exists N > 0, independent of M,K, a, b, and C > 0 such that

∥ρaR(λ)ρbf∥L2(X) ≤ C|λ|N∥f∥L2(X),(1.5)

see Fig.1.

These are the first high energy resolvent estimates on CCM with variable curvature at infinity. In the
case of perturbations of the hyperbolic space, the analogue of this result was proved by Melrose, Sá Barreto
and Vasy [52]. Wang [64] extended the result for non-trapping AHM. In the case of AHM with even metric
in the sense of Guillarmou [20], Vasy developed a method that gives the meromorphic continuation as well
as sharp semiclassical resolvent estimates without the need to construct a parametrix, but it is not clear
whether his method works in the case of variable curvature. However Vasy’s techniques apply to more
general Lorentzian manifolds [62, 63] to which the results proved here do not apply.
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Figure 1. On any CCM, R(λ) is meromorphic on C excluding the dark intervals on the
imaginary axis and an interval on the real axis about the origin, [6]. If the CCM is non-
trapping, then R(λ) is holomorphic on strips near the real axis. The dots indicate possible
poles, also called resonances, and very little is known about their distribution.

Finally in Section 16 we combine Theorem 1.1 and a result of Datchev and Vasy [12] to extend the results
of Section 15 to CCM that may have hyperbolic trapping. We will assume that x ∈ C∞(X) is a boundary
defining function and as in [12], let

X = X0 ∪X1, X0 = {x < 2ε}, X1 = {x > ε}

and suppose that if γ(t) is an integral curve of the Hamiltonian of ∆g,

if x(t) = x(γ(t)) < 2ε and x′(t) = 0 ⇒ x′′(t) < 0,(1.6)

see for example [12, 37]. Let (X̊, g0) be a non-trapping CCM and let g be a C∞ metric on X̊ such that
g = g0 in X0 and suppose that in X1 the trapped set of g, that is, the set of maximally extended geodesics
of g which are precompact, is normally hyperbolic in the sense of Wunsch and Zworski, see section 1.2 of
[65], see also section 5.3 of [12].

Theorem 1.2. Let (X̊, g) be as above. If ε is such that (1.6) holds, then there exist δ > 0 and K > 0 such
that ρaR(λ)ρb continues holomorphically from Imλ >> 0 to the region Imλ > −δ, |Reλ| > K provided
a, b > − Imλ

κ0
and a+ b ≥ 0. Moreover, there exist C > 0 and N > 0 such that

∥ρaR(λ)ρbf∥L2(X) ≤ C|λ|N∥f∥L2(X).(1.7)

The result of Datchev and Vasy is quite general and Theorem 1.2 can be extended to other cases where
there are suitable estimates for the cut-off resolvent on restricted to X1, as in for example the work of
Nonnenmacher and Zworski [55, 56].

2. The resolvent at fixed energy

We briefly recall the analysis of the Schwartz kernel of the resolvent done by Mazzeo and Melrose [43],

and Borthwick [6]. In the interior X̊ × X̊ one can use the Hadamard parametrix construction to show that
the Schwartz kernel of the operator R(λ) defined in (1.2), which we denote by KR(λ)(z, z

′) (and in general

K• will denote the Schwartz kernel of the operator •), is a distribution in C−∞(X̊ × X̊) conormal to the
diagonal

Diag = {(z, z′) ∈ X̊ × X̊ : z = z′}.
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However, this only gives very limited mapping properties of the operator R(λ). The main difficulty is
to understand the behavior of KR(λ)(z, z

′) near the boundary faces and especially near the intersection

Diag ∩ (∂X × ∂X). The idea is to obtain an expansion of KR(λ)(z, z
′) in terms of powers of the boundary

defining function near the boundary which combined with Schur’s lemma gives weighted L2(X) estimates
for R(λ), see for example [43, 45, 52]. To analyze the behavior of KR(λ)(z, z

′), as z, z′ → ∂X in all possible
regimens, Mazzeo and Melrose introduced the 0-stretched product ofX×X, and we recall their construction.
Let

∂Diag = {(z, z) ∈ ∂X × ∂X} = Diag ∩ (∂X × ∂X).

As a set, the 0-stretched product space is

X ×0 X = (X ×X)\∂Diag ⊔ S++(∂Diag),

where S++(∂Diag) denotes the inward pointing spherical bundle of T ∗
∂Diag

(X ×X). Let

β0 : X ×0 X → X ×X(2.1)

be the blow-down map. Then X ×0 X is equipped with a topology and smooth structure of a manifold
with corners for which β0 is smooth. The manifold X ×0 X has three boundary hypersurfaces: the left and

right faces L = β−1
0 (∂X × X̊), R = β−1

0 (X̊ × ∂X), and the front face ff = β−1
0 (∂Diag). The lifted diagonal

is denoted by Diag0 = β−1
0 (Diag \∂Diag). It has three codimension two corners given by the intersection of

two of these boundary faces, and a codimension three corner given by the intersection of all the three faces.
See Figure 2.

Diag

∂Diag x′

x

X

X

y − y′

Diag0

L

R

ff

β0

Figure 2. The 0-stretched product space X ×0 X.

It is convenient to find a suitable boundary defining function which can be used to express the metric in
a simple form. The proof of Lemma 2.1 of [26], which is written in the case of AHM, can be easily adapted
with almost no changes for CCM to show that fixed a representative H0 ∈ [ρ2g|∂X ] of the equivalence class
of ρ2g|∂X , there exists a unique boundary defining function x in a neighborhood of ∂X such that

(2.2) x2g =
dx2

κ2(y)
+H(x), H(0) = H0, κ(y) = |dρ|∂X |H0

on [0, ε)× ∂X,

where H(x) is a C∞ family of Riemannian metrics on ∂X parametrized by x. One can extend x to X by

setting it equal to a constant on a compact subset of X̊.
In these coordinates,

∆g = κ(y)2(−(x∂x)
2 + nx∂x + x2F (x, y)∂x) + x2∆H − x2Hij(x, y)(∂yi log κ(y))∂yj ,(2.3)
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where ∆H is the Laplacian with respect to the metric H(x, y) =
∑

ij Hij(x, y)dyidyj , and H−1 = (Hij),

and F (x, y) = 1
2∂x log(detH(x, y)). Here we used the convention that repeated indices indicate sum over

those indices.
We will work on the product X ×X, and we shall use (x, y) to denote coordinates on the left factor and

(x′, y′) as coordinates on the right factor of the product.
The Lie algebra of vector fields that vanish on ∂X is denoted by V0(X) and as in [43], the space of

0-differential operator of order m, denoted by Diffm
0 (X), are those of the form

P =
∑

|α|≤m

aαV
α1
1 V α2

2 . . . V αm
m , Vj ∈ V0(X), aα ∈ C∞(X).

In local coordinates in which (2.2) holds, ∂X = {x = 0}, y ∈ ∂X, V0(X) is spanned by over C∞(X) by
{x∂x, x∂y} and in view of (2.3), ∆g ∈ Diff2

0(X).
The key point here is that Diag0 meets the boundary of X ×0 X at the front face ff, and does so

transversally. Therefore one can use the product structure (2.2) to extend X ×0 X, Diag0 and β∗
0∆g across

the front face. We also observe that near Diag0, the lifted vector fields in V0(X) are smooth, tangent to
the boundary, but the lift of ∆g from either the left or right factor is elliptic near Diag0 across ff. Mazzeo
and Melrose [43] defined the class Ψm

0 (X) of pseudodifferential operators of order m acting on half-densities
whose Schwartz kernels lift under β0 defined in (2.1) to a distribution which is conormal of order m to
Diag0 and vanish to infinite order at all faces, except the front face. So the Schwartz kernel of A ∈ Ψm

0 (X)

is of the form KA(z, z
′)|dg(z′)| 12 , with KA as described above, so in particular is C∞ up to the front

face. One can use the Hadamard parametrix construction to find an operator G0(λ) ∈ Ψ−2
0 (X) such that

(∆g − n2

4 − λ2)G0(λ) − Id = E0(λ) where β∗
0KE0 ∈ C∞(X ×0 X) and is supported in a neighborhood of

Diag0 .
Next one needs to remove the error E0(λ), and to do that Mazzeo and Melrose introduced another class

of operators whose kernels are singular at the right and left faces. In the case of AHM, this class will be
denoted by Ψm,α,γ

0 (X ×0 X), α, γ ∈ C. An operator P ∈ Ψm,α,γ
0 (X ×0 X) if it can be written as a sum

P = P1 + P2, where P1 ∈ Ψm
0 (X) and the Schwartz kernel KP2 |dg(z′)|

1
2 of the operator P2 is such that

KP2 lifts under β0 to a conormal distribution which is smooth up to the front face, and which satisfies the
following conormal regularity with respect to the other faces

(2.4) Vk
bβ

∗
0KP2 ∈ ραLρ

γ
RL

∞(X ×0 X), ∀ k ∈ N,

where Vb denotes the space of C∞ vector fields on X ×0 X which are tangent to the right and left faces,
but can be transversal to the front face. Mazzeo and Melrose showed that R(λ) depends meromorphically
on λ ∈ C \ − i

2N, and

R(λ) ∈ Ψ
−2,n2 −iλ,n2 −iλ
0 (X).(2.5)

Guillarmou [20] later clarified that generically in g, for any k, the point λ = i(k+ 1
2 ) is an essential singularity

of R(λ), unless the Taylor’s expansion of H(x) in (2.2) contains only even powers of x up to order O(x2k+1).
In the case of CCM, Borthwick [6] used the strategy of Mazzeo and Melrose [43] to analyze the kernel of
R(λ), and he showed that in this case it is necessary to work with functions that have polyhomogeneous
conormal singularities of variable order at the left and right faces. We define

φ ∈ P(X ×0 X) ⇐⇒ φ ∈ C∞ in the interior of X ×0 X and

φ has a polyhomogeneous expansion at R and L,
(2.6)

in the sense that in local coordinates x = (x1, x2, x
′′), valid up to ff, where L = {x1 = 0}, R = {x2 = 0}

φ ∈ P(X ×0 X) ⇐⇒ φ ∼
∞∑

j1,j2=0

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 x
j2
2 (log x1)

k1(log x2)
k2Fj1,j2,k1,k2(x

′′),(2.7)
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where Fj1,j2,k1,k2 in C∞. The asymptotic summation means that if φJ1,J2(x) is the function given by the
sum on the right truncated for j1 ≤ J1 and j2 ≤ J2, then for any J1, J2 ∈ N and δ > 0 there exists
C(J1, J2, δ) such that

|φ(x1, x2, x′′)− φJ1,J2(x1, x2, x
′′)| ≤ C(J1, J2, δ)x

J1−δ
1 xJ2−δ

2 .

It is not very difficult to show that this definition is independent of the choice of coordinates, but the
characterization of this space in terms of the action of vector fields is carried out in [6]. This a very small
class of polyhomogeneous distributions, but it is necessary to work within it, as we will need to control
km in terms of jm, m = 1, 2. For example, we will take Borel sums of the form

∑
j h

jaj , h ↓ 0, where aj
is polyhomogeneous, and we will also need that products of such distributions remain in the same class.
Borthwick also needed to introduce the spaces

K
α,β
ph (X ×0 X) = {φ : ρ−α

L ρ−β
R φ ∈ P(X ×0 X)}, α, β ∈ C∞(X ×0 X)},(2.8)

and showed that Kα,β
ph is invariantly defined, and it also only depends on the values of β|{ρR=0} and α|{ρL=0}.

One can then define the corresponding space of pseudodifferential operators: Given α, β ∈ C∞(X ×0 X)
one says that

P ∈ Ψm,α,β
0,ph (X) if P = P1 + P2, P1 ∈ Ψm

0 (X), and the kernel of P2 satisfies

β∗
0KP2 = K2|dg(z′)|

1
2 , K2 ∈ K

α,β
ph (X ×0 X).

(2.9)

In the general case when κ is not constant, let κ0 = min∂X κ, and define

µ(λ, y) =
1

κ(y)

√
λ2 − n2

4
(κ(y)2 − κ20).(2.10)

We then extend µ(λ, y) to a C∞ function on X. One way of doing this would be to define µ(λ, x, y) = µ(λ, y)
in a tubular neighborhood of ∂X, where x is a defining function of ∂X, and extend it as a constant further
to the interior. Borthwick [6] proved that

R(λ) ∈ Ψ
−2,n2 −iµL,n2 −iµR

0,ph (X),(2.11)

where µ• is the lift of µ(x, y) from the • factor, • = R,L, and moreover R(λ) continues meromorphically
from {Imλ >> 0} to

C \ {λ ∈ C : µ(λ, y) ∈ − i

2
N0 for some y ∈ ∂X},

see Fig.1.

3. The semiclassical zero stretched product and operator spaces

In this section we define the semiclassical blow-up, which is the same as in [52], define the operator
spaces that will be used in the construction of the parametrix, with the exception of the polyhomogeneous
semiclassical Lagrangian distributions with respect to a polyhomogeneous Lagrangian submanifold that will
be defined in Section 7, and which is one of the novelties in this paper. We will state the theorem about the
structure of the parametrix using notation that will be introduced in Section 7. In Section 9, as an example
and in preparation to the proof in the general case, we construct the parametrix in the particular case of
geodesically convex CCM.

We are interested in the uniform behavior of R(λ), defined in (1.2) as |Reλ| ↑ ∞ and | Imλ| < M, and
so we turn this into a semiclassical problem by setting h = 1/Reλ and regard h as a small parameter. If
we set λ = σ

h , then according to (1.3) we have

R(
σ

h
) =

(
∆g −

κ0n
2

4
−
(σ
h

)2
)−1

= h2
(
h2(∆g −

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2

)−1

= h2R(h, σ),
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and so we define

P (h, σ,D) =̇h2(∆g −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2

where σ = 1 + ih Imλ, σ ∈ Ωℏ = (1− ch, 1 + ch)× i(−Ch,Ch).
(3.1)

As in [6, 43], we need to work on the blown up space X ×0 X to construct the Schwartz kernel of R(h, σ),
but now we also have the semiclassical parameter h ∈ [0, 1), and so we have to work in X ×0 X × [0, 1).
We shall adapt the spaces defined by Melrose, Sá Barreto and Vasy [52] to include distributions that have
polyhomogeneous expansions at the right and left faces. As in [52], we use ℏ to denote the semiclassical
nature of a mathematical object, so as not to confuse it with a family of such objects depending on the
parameter h.

On X ×0 X × [0, 1), the submanifolds Diag0 ×[0, 1) and X ×0 X × {0} intersect transversally, so as in
section 3 of [52], we blow up this intersection. This gives the space X2

0,ℏ, and we shall denote the associated
blow-down map by

β0,ℏ : X2
0,ℏ −→ X ×0 X × [0, 1).

The composition of the blow down maps β0 and β0,ℏ will be denoted by

βℏ = β0,ℏ ◦ β0 : X2
0,ℏ −→ X ×X × [0, 1).

The resulting manifold X2
0,ℏ is a C∞ compact manifold with corners and it has five boundary faces, see

Fig.3. The left and right faces, denoted by L,R, are the closure of β−1
0,ℏ(L×[0, 1)), β−1

0,ℏ(R×[0, 1)) respectively.

The front face F is the closure of β−1
0,ℏ(ff× [0, 1)\(∂Diag0 ×{0})). The semiclassical front face S is the closure

of β−1
0,ℏ(Diag0 ×{0}). Finally, the semiclassical face A is the closure of β−1

0,ℏ((X ×0 X\Diag0) × {0}). The

lifted diagonal denoted by Diagℏ is the closure of β−1
0,ℏ(Diag0 ×(0, 1)).

Diag0 × [0, 1)ℏ

{h = 0}

h

β0,ℏ

Diagℏ

R

L

F

S A

Figure 3. The semiclassical blown-up space. The figure on the right is X2
0,ℏ and the figure

on the left is X ×0 X × [0, 1).

We follow the strategy of [52] and we will find an operator G(h, σ) such that

P (h, σ,D)G(h, σ) = Id+E(h, σ),(3.2)

where β∗
ℏKE(h,σ) vanishes to infinite order on the left face L, the zero-front face F, the semiclassical front

face S and the semiclassical face A. Then we use an appropriate version of Schur’s Lemma to prove that
the error term is bounded as an operator acting between weighted L2(X) spaces and its norm goes to zero
as h ↓ 0.
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As in the work of Mazzeo and Melrose [43] and Borthwick [6], we will show that behavior G(h, σ) at the
right and left faces is determined by the indicial roots. We say that α ∈ C is an indicial root of P (h, σ,D)
if for any v ∈ C∞(X) there exists V ∈ C∞(X) such that

P (h, σ,D)(xαv) = xα+1V.

In view of (2.3), if v ∈ C∞(X) there exists V ∈ C∞(X) such that

P (h, σ,D)(xα)v = (h2(−κ2(y)(α2 − nα)− κ0n
2

4
)− σ2)xαv + xα+1V,

and so α is an indicial root if and only if h2κ2(y)(α2 − nα) + σ2 + h2 κ0n
2

4 = 0, and therefore

α(h, σ, y) =
n

2
± i

σ

h
µ, µ =

1

κ(y)

(
1− n2h2(κ2(y)− κ20)

4σ2

) 1
2

.(3.3)

This is the semiclassical version of the function µ(λ, y) defined in (2.10). Since we assume the resolvent is
holomorphic on Imλ >> 0, we will pick the negative sign in (3.3). When κ is constant, µ = 1

κ , which is
what appears in (2.5), but in general µ ∈ C∞(∂X) and it appears in (2.11).

The function κ ∈ C∞(∂X) can be extended to a C∞ function in the whole manifold X by first setting
κ(x, y) = κ(y) in a tubular neighborhood of ∂X, where (x, y) are as in (2.2), and then extending κ(x, y) to
X. We then define κR = β∗

0κ(z
′) as the lift of κ(z′) from the right factor and similarly κL = β∗

0κ(z) as the
lift from the left factor.

We shall define

µ•(m) =
1

κ•(m)

(
1− n2h2(κ2•(m)− κ20)

4σ2

) 1
2

, • = R,L, m ∈ X ×0 X.(3.4)

If h0 is such that

n2h2

4|σ2|
(κ2• − κ20) <

1

2
, σ = 1 + hσ′, h ∈ [0, h0], σ

′ ∈ (−c, c)× i(−C,C),(3.5)

then µ• is a holomorphic function of (κ2• − κ20)
n2h2

4σ2 , and since σ = 1 + hσ′,

µ• −
1

κ•
= h2ν•(h, σ

′,m) ∼ h2
∞∑
j=0

µj,•(σ
′,m)h2j , • = R,L, σ = 1 + hσ′.(3.6)

As for the boundary defining functions of R and L, we may choose ρR and ρL such that ρR = ρL = 1
near Diag0 . With these choices of κR, κL, ρR and ρL, we define

γ̃ = µR log ρR + µL log ρL.(3.7)

Borthwick’s construction suggests that the Schwartz kernel of a semiclassical parametrix of R(h, σ) should

roughly be of the form G(h, σ) = (G1(h, σ) +G2(h, σ))|dg(z′)|
1
2 , where

β∗
ℏG1(h, σ) is supported near S, β∗

ℏU2 vanishes to infinite order at S and

β∗
0G2(h, σ) = ρ

n
2

Rρ
n
2

L e
−iσ

h γ̃U2(h, σ),
(3.8)

where U2(h, σ) is a distribution that has polyhomogeneous expansions at the right and left faces. Notice
that γ̃ = 0 near Diag0, and β

∗
0G1 is supported near Diag0, so β

∗
0G1 = ei

σ
h γ̃β∗

0G1. But also notice that in
view of (3.6),

γ̃ = γ − h2β, γ =
1

κR
log ρR +

1

κL
log ρL, and

β = νL(h, σ
′,m) log ρL + νR(h, σ

′,m) log ρR,
(3.9)

and therefore

ei
σ
h γ̃ = ρ

ihσνR(h,σ′,m)
R ρ

ihσνL(h,σ′,m)
L ei

σ
h γ .(3.10)
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So the highly oscillatory part of ei
σ
h γ̃ is given by ei

σ
hγ while the remainder of the expansion of ei

σ
h γ̃ should be

viewed as part of a semiclassical symbol. However, while this symbol is polyhomogeneous, the powers of ρ•
that appear in the expansion will depend on ν(h, σ′,m) and is not an element of the class of polyhomogeneous
distributions defined above.

As in Section 2 and [52], we define the class of semiclassical pseudodifferential operators in two steps,

first we define the space Ψm
0,ℏ(X) which consists of operators whose kernel KP (z, z

′, h) |dg(z′)| 12 is such that

β∗
ℏKP = ρ

−n
2 −1

S K̃,

where K̃ is supported near Diagℏ and

Vk
Diagℏ

K̃ ∈ ∞H
−m−n+1

2

loc (X2
0,ℏ), k ∈ N,

VDiagℏ consists of C∞ vector fields tangent to Diagℏ,

where the space ∞Hs
loc is the Besov space defined in the appendix B of Volume 3 of [34], and since X2

0,ℏ has

dimension 2n + 3, and Diagℏ has dimension n + 2, this choice makes K̃ a conormal distribution of order
m− 1

4 to Diagℏ, see Theorem 18.2.8 of [34].
The analogue of the space (2.4) is given by

Ka,b,c(X0,ℏ) = {K ∈ L∞(X0,ℏ) : V
m
b K ∈ ρaLρ

b
Aρ

c
Rρ

−n
2 −1

S L∞(X0,ℏ), m ∈ N},(3.11)

where Vb denotes the Lie algebra of vector fields which are tangent to L, A and R. Again, as in [43], we

define the space Ψm,a,b,c
0,ℏ (X) as the operators P which can be expressed in the form P = P1 + P2, with

P1 ∈ Ψm
0,ℏ(X) and the kernel KP2 |dg(z′)|

1
2 of P2 is such β∗

ℏKP2 ∈ Ka,b,c(X0,ℏ).
Once we construct the parametrix near the semiclassical front face, we obtain errors that vanish to infinite

order at S and this will allow us to work in the space X ×0 X × [0, 1). As in the case of fixed energy λ, if
κ is not constant, one expects polyhomogeneous expansions at the right and left faces instead of (3.11), so
we define P(X ×0 X × [0, 1)) as (2.6) and (2.7), in other words

φ ∈ P(X ×0 X × [0, 1)) ⇐⇒ φ ∈ C∞ in the interior of X ×0 X × [0, 1) and up to F and

φ has a polyhomogeneous expansion at L× [0, 1), R× [0, 1),
(3.12)

where the definition of a polyhomogeneous expansion is the one given in (2.7). For µ, ζ ∈ C∞(X ×0 X), we
define the space

K
µ,ζ
ph (X ×0 X × [0, 1)) = {φ ∈ C−∞(X ×0 X × [0, h)) : ρ−µ

L ρ−ζ
R φ ∈ P(X ×0 X × [0, h))},(3.13)

where by abuse of notation, we are denoting the left face of X ×0 X × [0, 1) by L = L × [0, 1), and the
right face of X ×0 X × [0, 1) by R = R× [0, 1). We remark that it follows from Lemma 2.3 of [6] that these
spaces do not depend on the choice of the defining functions ρL or ρR and it only depends on µ|{ρL=0} and
ζ|{ρR=0}.

Since the sectional curvature of (X̊, g) is negative in a collar neighborhood of ∂X, it follows that a CCM

(X̊, g) has a uniform radius of injectivity, in other words there exists δ > 0 such that for every z ∈ X̊,

geodesic normal coordinates are valid in a ball B(z, δ) = {z′ ∈ X̊ : r(z, z′) < δ}, where r is the length of
the geodesic joining z and z′. This is equivalent to saying that r(z, z′) is well defined in a neighborhood of
Diag, and in fact this implies that β∗

0r is well defined in a neighborhood of Diag0 and up to a neighborhood
of the front face.

Next we state the theorem which gives the structure of the parametrix for non-trapping CCM. We use
the spaces of Lagrangian distributions Ikph(X ×0 X,Λ

∗,Ω
1
2 ) in the statement of the theorem, but we will not

define it until Section 7. For now we just say that this is the space semiclassical Lagrangian distributions
associated with a Lagrangian submanifold and symbols which have polyhomogeneous singularities at the
right and left faces of X ×0 X.
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Theorem 3.1. For h ∈ (0, h0) with h0 as in (3.5) and σ ∈ Ωℏ = (1− ch, 1+ ch)× i(−Ch,Ch), there exists
G(h, σ) = G0(h, σ) +G1(h, σ) +G2(h, σ) +G3(h, σ) +G4(h, σ) such that

G0 ∈ Ψ−2
0,ℏ(X),

G1(h, σ) = ei
σ
h rU1(h, σ), U1(h, σ) ∈ Ψ

−∞,∞,−n
2 −1,∞

0,ℏ (X),

β∗
ℏKU1(h,σ) supported near S and away from Diagℏ,

β∗
0KG2(h,σ) = e−iσ

h γ̃U2(h, σ), U2(h, σ) ∈ ρ
n
2

Rρ
n
2

L I
1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ),

β∗
0KG3(h,σ) = e−iσ

h γ̃U3(h, σ), U3 ∈ h∞K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

β∗
0KG4(h,σ) = e−iσ

h γ̃U4(h, σ), U4 ∈ h∞ρ∞ff K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

(3.14)

and such that, for γ̃ defined in (3.7),

P (h, σ,D)G(h, σ)− Id = E(h, σ),

β∗
0KE(h,σ) ∈ h∞ρ∞ff e

−iσ
h γ̃K

∞,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

(3.15)

4. An outline of the proof

The proof will be divided into five steps, each one dedicated to the construction of the operators Gj(h, σ),
0 ≤ j ≤ 4. The construction of the first two terms G0(h, σ) and G1(h, σ) will be carried out in Section
5. The operator G0(h, σ) is a pseudodifferential operator and P (h, σ,D)G0(h, σ) − Id = E0(h, σ) is such
that β∗

ℏE0(h, σ) is C∞ near Diagℏ, i.e. G0(h, σ) removes the singularity at the diagonal. We take care to
have β∗

ℏKG0(h,σ) and β∗
ℏKE0(h,σ) supported near Diagℏ, see Fig.4. The operator G1(h, σ) is such that if

P (h, σ,D)G1(h, σ)− E0(h, σ) = E1(h, σ), β
∗
ℏKE1(h,σ) vanishes to C

∞ order at the semiclassical front face,
but it now produces an error supported near the semiclassical face, see Fig.5.

To remove the error at the semiclassical face we construct the operator G2(h, σ) which belongs to the
class of semiclassical Lagrangian distributions associated with a Lagrangian manifold with polyhomogeneous
singularity, which is one of the main novelties of the paper. We analyze the underlying Lagrangian subman-
ifolds in Section 6, and in Section 7 we discuss the corresponding semiclassical Lagrangian distributions.
In section 8 we construct the operator G2(h, σ) which removes the error at the semiclassical face, but this
will introduce errors at the front and left faces. The operator G3(h, σ) removes the error on the front face,
and is constructed by using the normal operator at the front face, as in [43]. Finally, the operator G4(h, σ)
removes the error at the left face, and its construction is based on the arguments of [43] which use the
indicial operator.

In section 12, we also use an argument of [43] to obtain the resolvent from the parametrix. We use the
structure of the resolvent to analyze the semiclassical Poisson operator and in section 13 and the semiclassical
scattering matrix in section 14.

5. The first two steps of the proof: The construction near Diagℏ

For now we will carry out the first two steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and we will construct G0(h, σ)
and G1(h, σ). This construction takes place near Diagℏ uniformly up to S and F, but away from the right
and left faces, so the fact that the asymptotic sectional curvature is not constant does not play a significant
role in these steps. We first remove the singularity at the diagonal, and then remove the error at the
semiclassical front face.

We first prove the following

Lemma 5.1. There exists G0(h, σ) ∈ Ψ−2
0,ℏ(X) holomorphic in σ ∈ Ωℏ, h ∈ (0, h0) such that

P (h, σ,D)G0(h, σ)− Id = E0(h, σ) ∈ Ψ−∞
0,ℏ (X)(5.1)

with β∗
ℏKG0(h,σ) and β∗

ℏKE0(h,σ) supported in a neighborhood of Diagℏ in X2
0,ℏ that only intersects the

boundary of X2
0,ℏ at the semiclassical front face S and the front face F.
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Figure 4. The support of β∗
ℏE0

Proof. This is easily done in the interior, since β∗
ℏP (h, σ,D) is elliptic there. In this case, the construction

of G0(h, σ) in the interior follows for example from the standard Hadamard parametrix construction. We
will show that this also works uniformly up to F and S. As mentioned before, this is possible because the
lifted diagonal intersects the boundary of X2

0,ℏ transversally only at F and S, see Fig.4. The proof is as in

[43] and was used in the semiclassical setting in [52]. We first compute the lift of the operator β∗
ℏP (h, σ,D)

and show it is uniformly transversally elliptic at Diagℏ up to the boundary of X2
0,ℏ.

Since we are interested in a neighborhood of the diagonal we work on a partition of unity given by
Uj ×Uj , where Uj is a neighborhood intersecting ∂X, and (x, y) are local coordinates in Uj for which (2.2)
works. Again we will use (x, y) to denote coordinates on the left factor and (x′, y′) to denote coordinates
on the right factor. So ∆g, on the left factor, is given by (2.3) and the operator P (h, σ,D) given by (3.1).

Then Diag∩(∂X × ∂X) = {x = x′ = 0, y = y′}. One can use polar coordinates ρff = (x2 + y2 + |y− y′|2) 1
2 ,

ρR = x′/ρff , ρL = x/ρff and Y = (y−y′)/ρff , but since Diag0 does not intersect either the right or left faces
of X ×0 X, ρR > C > 0 near Diag0, it is easier to use projective coordinates

(5.2) X = x/x′, Y = (y − y′)/x′, x′, y′.

Here X is a boundary defining function for L and x′ is a boundary defining function for ff. We deduce from
(2.3) and (3.1) that β∗

0P (h, σ) is given by

β∗
0(P (h, σ)) =

h2κ2(y′ + x′Y )[−(X∂X)2 + n(X∂X)− F (x′X, y′ + x′Y )X2x′∂X ] + h2X2∆H(x′X,y′+x′Y )(DY )

−h2X2
∑
i

∂Yi
(log κ(y′ + x′Y ))Hij∂Yj

− κ0n
2

4
h2 − σ2.

(5.3)

Here ∆H(DY ) means the derivatives in ∆H are in Y variable. Notice that,

β∗
0(P (h, σ,D)) = h2(∆g0 − κ0n

2

4
)− σ2, where

g0(x′, y′, X, Y, dX, dY ) =
dX2

κ2(y′ + x′Y )X2
+

1

X2

n∑
i,j=1

Hij(x
′X, y′ + x′Y )dYidYj ,

(5.4)

and we interpret g0 is a C∞ family of metrics parametrized by (x′, y′), across the front face where x′ = 0.
We are working in the region near Diag0 = {X = 1, Y = 0}, so the metric g0 is C∞, and we can introduce
geodesic normal coordinates around {X = 1, Y = 0}, which is C∞ manifold parametrized by (x′, y′). Fixed
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z′ ∈ X̊, let r(z′) be the geodesic distance from z′. As we discussed above, this is well defined if r small, and
one can interpret β∗

0r as the distance along the geodesics of the metic (5.4) for fixed (x′, y′). Since we are
working on a compact region, geodesic normal coordinates (r, θ) hold in a neighborhood of Diag0, across
the front face for the metric g0, and hence

g0 = dr2 + r2H(r, θ, dθ),

where H is a smooth 2-tensor, and by abuse of notation we are using r = β∗
0r. Therefore, in view of (3.1)

and (5.4), the operator β∗
0P (h, σ,D) is given by

β∗
0P (h, σ,D) = h2(−∂2r −A(r, θ)∂r +

1

r2
Q(r, θ,Dθ)−

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2,(5.5)

which is of course elliptic up to the front face. Next we blow-up the intersection

Diag0 ∩{h = 0} = {r = 0, h = 0}.
We will work with projective coordinates:

h, ρ = r/h, x′, y′, valid in the region r/h bounded,

r, H = h/r, x′, y′, valid in the region h/r bounded.
(5.6)

At first we are interested in the region where Diagℏ meets F and S, where we may use the first set of
projective coordinates in (5.6), and one has

β∗
ℏP (h, σ,D) = −∂2ρ − hA(hρ, θ)∂ρ +

1

ρ2
Q(hρ, θ,Dθ)− h2

κ0n
2

4
− σ2,(5.7)

Now it is evident that β∗
ℏP (h, σ,D) is an elliptic operator uniformly up to the front face F = {x′ = 0} and

the semiclassical front face S = {h = 0}. One can use these coordinates to extend the manifold X2
0,ℏ, the

lifted diagonal Diagℏ, and the operator β∗
ℏP (h, σ,D) across the faces F and S, and by doing so we get an

elliptic differential operator of order 2. One can then apply the Hadamard parametrix construction to show
that there exist G0(σ) ∈ Ψ−2

0,ℏ(X) and E0(σ) ∈ Ψ−∞
0,ℏ (X) holomorphic in σ such that P (h, σ,D)G0(h, σ) =

Id+E0(h, σ). Moreover, one can cut-off G0(h, σ), and make sure that G0(h, σ), and E0(h, σ) are supported
near Diagℏ . □

The next step is to remove the error E0, and we do so in the following

Lemma 5.2. There exists an operator G1(h, σ) holomorphic in σ ∈ Ωℏ, such that

G1(h, σ) = G1,0(h, σ) + ei
σ
h rU1(h, σ), G1,0(h, σ) ∈ Ψ−∞

0,ℏ (X), U1(h, σ) ∈ Ψ
−∞,∞,−n

2 −1,∞
0,ℏ (X),

where r is defined above, and such that the pull back of kernel β∗
ℏKG1,0 is supported near Diagℏ, while Kβ∗

ℏU1

is supported near the semiclassical front face S, but away from Diagℏ, and

P (h, σ,D)G1(h, σ)− E0(h, σ) = E1(h, σ),

E1(h, σ) = E′
1(h, σ) + ei

σ
h rF1(h, σ), with

E′
1(h, σ) ∈ ρ∞S Ψ−∞

0,ℏ (X), F1(h, σ) ∈ ρ∞S Ψ
−∞,∞,−n

2 ,∞
0,ℏ (X)

(5.8)

Moreover, β∗
ℏKE1 is supported near Diagℏ, and hence away from L and R, β∗

ℏKF1 vanishes to infinite order

at the semiclassical front face S and is of the form ρ
−n

2

A C∞ near the semiclassical face A.

Notice that the error term E1 is such that β∗
ℏE

′
1 vanishes to infinite order at all boundary faces, while the

kernel of F1 lifts to a C∞ function which is supported near S (and in particular vanishes to infinite order
at the right and left faces), vanishes to infinite order at the semiclassical front face, and its singularity at

A is of the form ρ
−n

2

A C∞, see Fig.5. The proof of this Lemma is quite involved, was carried out in section
5 of [52], and will not be redone here. We will just say that it makes no difference to this construction
whether κ is constant or not. The reason is that its main ingredient is the structure of the normal operator
at the semiclassical front face, but in this case, on the fiber over a point (x′, y′), the normal operator is the
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Figure 5. The supports of β∗
ℏG1, β

∗
ℏKU1 , β

∗
hKE′

1
and β∗

ℏKF1 .

Laplacian associated with the Euclidean metric 1
κ(y′)dX

2 + H(x′, y′, dY ), and the (x′, y′) play the role of

parameters and do not enter in the proof of asymptotic behavior of the operators described in the lemma.
The lift of the kernel of E′

1 ∈ ρ∞S Ψ−∞
0,ℏ (X) is supported near Diagℏ, so it will be ignored from now on,

and it will be part of the final error term in the construction of the parametrix. On the other hand, the
term lift of the kernel of e−iσ

h rF1(h, σ) does not vanish at the semiclassical face A and therefore cannot be
ignored. So we need to find an operator G2(σ, ℏ) such that

P (h, σ,D)G2(h, σ)− ei
σ
h rF1(h, σ) = E2(h, σ),

where E2(h, σ) vanishes to infinite order at the semiclassical face A. Since β∗
ℏKF1 vanishes to infinite order

at the semiclassical face, it follows that β∗
0KF1 vanishes to infinite order at Diag0 ×[0, 1), and we shall work

on X ×0 X × [0, 1) rather than on X2
0,ℏ.

As pointed out in [52], the construction of G1(h, σ) is the analogue of the semiclassical construction of
intersecting Lagrangians of Melrose and Uhlmann [47], which is actually carried out by Chen and Hassell
[9].

As suggested above in (3.8) it is natural to try to construct an operator G2(h, σ) such that

β∗
0G2(h, σ) = e−iσ

h γ̃U2(h, σ), γ̃ = µR log ρR + µL log ρL,

and so we define

PL(h, σ,D) = β∗
0(h

2(∆g(z) −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2), PR(h, σ,D) = β∗

0(h
2(∆g(z′) −

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2),(5.9)

where R and L indicate the lift of ∆g from the respective factor of X ×X, and

ei
σ
hγP•(h, σ,D)e−iσ

h γ = P•,γ(h, σ,D), • = L,R,

ei
σ
h γ̃P•(h, σ,D)e−iσ

h γ̃ = P•,γ̃(h, σ,D),
(5.10)
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Therefore,

β∗
0(P (h, σ,D)G2(h, σ)− ei

σ
h rF1(h, σ)) = PL(h, σ,D)e−iσ

h γ̃U2(h, σ)− ei
σ
hβ∗

0 rβ∗
0KF1(h,σ) =

e−iσ
h γ̃

(
PL,γ̃(h, σ,D)U2(h, σ)− ei

σ
h (β∗

0 r+γ̃)β∗
0KF1(h,σ)

)
,

But if we choose ρR and ρL such that with ρR = ρL = 1 on the support of β∗
0KF1 and near Diag0, then

γ̃ = 0 on the support of β∗
0KF1 and near Diag0, and so we should find U2(h, σ) such that

PL,γ̃(h, σ,D)U2(h, σ)− ei
σ
hβ∗

0 rβ∗
0KF1(h,σ) = h∞E(h, σ), E ∈ K

n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, 1)).

Near Diag0, e
iσ
hβ∗

0 rF1 is a semiclassical Lagrangian distribution with respect to the manifold obtained
by flowing-out the subset of the conormal bundle of the diagonal where {β∗

0pL = β∗
0pR = 0}, (β∗

0p• is
the semiclassical principal symbol of β∗

0P•(h, σ,D), • = R,L,) along the integral curves of Hβ∗
0p• . We will

analyze this Lagrangian submanifold in detail before proceeding with the construction of the parametrix.

6. The underlying Lagrangian submanifolds

In this section we will discuss the underlying Lagrangian submanifolds that will be used in the construc-
tion of the parametrix, and we assume that (X̊, g) is a non-trapping CCM.

It is well known that the Riemannian metric g in the interior X̊ induces an isomorphism between the
tangent and cotangent bundles of X̊ :

G : TzX̊ −→ T ∗
z X̊

v 7−→ g(z)(v, ·),
(6.1)

which in turn induces a dual metric on T ∗X̊ given by

g∗(z)(ξ, η) = g(z)(G−1ξ,G−1η).(6.2)

We shall denote

|ζ|2g∗(z) = g∗(z)(ζ, ζ).

In local coordinates we have

g(z)(v, w) =
∑
i,j

gij(z)viwj and g∗(z)(ξ, η) =
∑
i,j

gij(z)ξiηj ,

where the matrices (gij)
−1 = (gij).

The cotangent bundle T ∗X̊ equipped with the canonical 2-form ω is a symplectic manifold. In local
coordinates (z, ζ) in T ∗X̊, ω =

∑n+1
j=1 dζj ∧ dzj . If f ∈ C∞(T ∗X̊;R), its Hamilton vector field Hf is defined

to be the vector field that satisfies ω(·,Hf ) = df, and in local coordinates,

Hf =
∂f

∂ζ
· ∂
∂z

− ∂f

∂z
· ∂
∂ζ
.

We also recall, from for example section 2.7 of [2], that if

p(z, ζ) =
1

2
(|ζ|2g∗(z) − 1),(6.3)

the integral curves of the Hamilton vector field Hp are called bicharacteristics, and the projection of the

bicharacteristics contained in N = {p = 0} to X̊ are geodesics of the metric g. In other words, if (z′, ζ ′) ∈
T ∗X̊ and p(z′, ζ ′) = 0, and if γ(r) is a curve such that

d

dr
γ(r) = Hp(γ(r)),

γ(0) = (z′, ζ ′),
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then, with G given by (6.1),

γ(r) =

(
α(r),G(

d

dr
α(r))

)
, where

α(r) = expz′(rv), v ∈ Tz′X̊, |v|2g = 1, G(v) = ζ ′,

(6.4)

expz′(r•) denotes the exponential map on Tz′X̊. We can identify T ∗(X̊ × X̊) = T ∗X̊ ×T ∗X̊, and according

to this we shall use (z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) to denote a point in T ∗(X̊ × X̊), (z, ζ) will denote a point on the left factor
and (z′, ζ ′) will denote a point on the right factor. We shall denote

Λ0 = {(z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) : z = z′, ζ = −ζ ′, p(z, ζ) = p(z′, ζ ′) = 0}.(6.5)

We shall study the manifold obtained by the flow-out of Λ0 by Hp. In other words,

Λ = {(z, ζ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈ T ∗(X̊ × X̊) \ 0 : (z, ζ) ∈ N, (z′,−ζ ′) ∈ N

lie on the same integral curve of Hp},
(6.6)

The non-trapping assumption guarantees that X̊ is pseudo-convex with respect to p, see Definition 26.1.10
of [34], and according to Theorem 26.1.13 of [34], Λ is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗(X̊×X̊) equipped
with the canonical form ω = π∗

LωL + π∗
RωR, where ω• is the canonical form on the •-factor, • = R,L,

π• : T ∗X ×T ∗X 7→ T ∗X is the projection on the •-factor. In canonical coordinates ω = dζ ∧ dz+ dζ ′ ∧ dz′.
Notice that Λ is not conic because we are taking |ζ|g∗(z) = |ζ ′|g∗(z′) = 1.

We also observe that Λ \ Λ0 = ΛR ∪ ΛL where

ΛL = {(z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) ∈ Λ : (z, ζ) lies after (z′,−ζ ′) on the bicharacteristic of Hp},
ΛR = {(z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) ∈ Λ : (z, ζ) lies before (z′,−ζ ′) on the bicharacteristic of Hp}.

The non-trapping assumption implies that ΛL∩ΛR = ∅, as otherwise we would have a closed bicharacteristic.
Notice that one can also write

ΛL = {(z, ζ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈ N ×N : (z, ζ) = exp(tHp)(z
′,−ζ ′) for some t > 0},

ΛR = {(z, ζ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈ N ×N : (z, ζ) = exp(tHp)(z
′,−ζ ′) for some t < 0},

(6.7)

where exp(tHp)(z
′,−ζ ′) denotes the map that takes (z′,−ζ ′) to the point obtained by traveling a time t

along the integral curve of Hp through the point (z′,−ζ ′). Therefore,

Λ = {(z, ζ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈ N ×N : (z, ζ) = exp(tHp)(z
′,−ζ ′) for some t ∈ R},(6.8)

Another way of interpreting ΛL and ΛR is to define pR, pL ∈ C∞(T ∗(X̊ × X̊)) as the function p on the
right and left factors, i.e. pR = p(z′, ζ ′) and pL = p(z, ζ), and then think of ΛR as the flow-out of Σ under
HpR

and of ΛL as the flow-out of Λ0 under HpL
for positive times:

Λ \ Λ0 =
∪

t1>0,t2>0

exp(t1HpR) ◦ exp(t2HpL)Λ0.(6.9)

The map β0 defined in (2.1) induces a map β0 : T ∗(X ×0 X) 7−→ T ∗(X̊× X̊), and we want to understand
the behavior of β∗

0Λ up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X). Even though X ×0 X is not a C∞ manifold, the product structure
(2.2) valid in a tubular neighborhood of ∂X can be lifted to X ×0 X and it gives a way of doubling X ×0 X
across its boundary and extending the metric β∗

0(x
2g), where x is the boundary defining function in (2.2).

So we may think of X ×0 X as a submanifold with corners of an open C∞ manifold.
It follows from (6.9) that β∗

0Λ is given by the joint flow-out of the β∗
0Λ0 by Hβ∗

0pR
and Hβ∗

0pL
and our

goal is to understand its behavior up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X).
Recall, see for example [42, 66], that if P (z, h,D) is a semiclassical differential operator on a manifoldM,

which in local coordinates is given by P (z, h,D) =
∑

|α|≤m aα(h, z)(hDz)
α, with D = 1

i ∂, aα ∈ C∞([0, 1]×
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M), one defines its semiclassical principal symbol as

σsc(P (z, h,D))(z, ζ) =
∑

|α|≤m

aα(0, z)ζ
α,

and this is invariantly defined as a function on T ∗M. Notice that for σ = 1 + hσ′,

σsc(h2(∆g −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2) = |ζ|2 − 1.(6.10)

If φ ∈ C∞(M), and h ∈ (0, 1), we shall encounter operators obtained from P (h, z,D) by conjugation of
the type

Pφ(h, z,D) = ei
φ
hP (z, h,D)e−iφ

h =
∑

|α|≤m

aα(h, z)(hDz − dφ)α,

and hence these remain semiclassical differential operators whose semiclassical principal symbols are given
by

pφ(h, z, ζ) =
∑

|α|≤m

aα(0, z)(ζ − dφ)α = σsc(P (z, h,D))(z, ζ − dφ),(6.11)

where for (z, ζ) ∈ T ∗M, (z, ζ − dφ) denotes the shift along the fiber direction by −dφ. Notice that the
transformation (z, ζ) 7→ (z, ζ − dφ) preserves the symplectic form of T ∗M.

We also obtain semiclassical operators by conjugating standard differential operators P (z,D) =
∑

|α|≤m aα(z)D
α :

ei
φ
h hmP (z,D)e−iφ

h = hmP (z,D − 1

h
dφ) =∑

|α|=m

aα(z)(hD − dφ)α +
∑

|α|<m

hm−|α|aα(z)(hD − dφ)α.

But in this case, the semiclassical principal symbol of the resulting operator is equal to

σsc(ei
φ
h hmP (z,D)e−iφ

h ) =
∑

|α|=m

aα(z)(ζ − dφ)α = σm(P (z,D))(z, ζ − dφ),(6.12)

where σm(P (z,D)) is the principal symbol of P (z,D).
In the present case, we will work with the operators PL(h, σ,D) and PR(h, σ,D) defined in (5.9), with

σ = 1 + hσ′, and σ′ ∈ (−c, c) × i(−C,C). If γ is as in (3.9), P•,γ(h, σ,D) was defined in (5.10), and so, if
p•(m, ν) denotes the semiclassical principal symbol of P•(h, σ,D), then according to (6.12) the semiclassical
principal symbol of 1

2P•,γ(h, σ,D) is given by

p•,γ(m, ν) =
1

2
σsc(P•,γ(h, σ,D)) =

1

2
p•(m, ν − dγ),(6.13)

where we used that σ = 1+hσ′, σ′ ∈ (−c, c)× i(−C,C). This corresponds to a change in the fiber variables,
and we denote

Sγ : T ∗(X ×0 X) −→ T ∗(X ×0 X)

(m, ν) 7−→ (m, ν − dγ).
(6.14)

This map is C∞ in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X), and preserves the symplectic structure, and observe that
p•,γ = p• ◦ Sγ . Observe that if γ̃ is as in (3.7), and

P•,γ̃(h, σ,D) = ei
σ
h γ̃P•(h, σ,D)e−iσ

h γ̃ ,

then

P•,γ̃(h, σ,D)− P•,γ(h, σ,D) = h2Q(h, σ,D),(6.15)

and hence if p•,γ̃ is the principal symbol of P•,γ̃ ,

p•,γ = p•,γ̃ .(6.16)
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We can now state the main result of this section:

Theorem 6.1. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM, let T ∗(X ×0 X) denote the cotangent bundle of the
manifold X ×0 X. Let ρL, ρR be boundary defining functions of L and R respectively, let κR and κL and
γ be defined as above. Let pR,γ(m, ν) and pL,γ(m, ν) be defined by (6.13), and let Hp•,γ , • = R,L, be the

corresponding Hamilton vector fields with respect to the canonical 2-form of T ∗(X ×0 X). Let Λ̃0 = β∗
0Λ0,

and let Λ∗ denote the Lagrangian submanifold obtained by the joint flow-out of Λ̃0 under HpR,γ and HpL,γ ,
in other words

Λ∗ =
∪

t1,t2≥0

exp(t1HpR,γ ) ◦ exp(t2HpL,γ )Λ̃0.(6.17)

Then Λ∗ is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X). The behavior of Λ∗ at ∂(T ∗(X ×0 X))
differs if κ is constant or not constant:

I. If κ is constant, then Λ∗ extends to a C∞ compact submanifold with corners of T ∗(X ×0 X). More-
over Λ∗ ∩ T ∗

{ρ•=0}(X ×0 X), • = L,R, is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρ• = 0} and Λ∗ ∩
T ∗
{ρR=ρL=0}(X ×0 X) is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρL = ρR = 0}.

II. If κ(y) is not constant, Λ∗ extends to a compact submanifold with corners of T ∗(X ×0 X), the ex-
tension is C∞ up to the front face, but has polyhomogeneous singularities at T ∗

{ρR=0}(X ×0 X) and

at T ∗
{ρL=0}(X ×0 X). However, Λ∗ ∩ T ∗

{ρ•=0}(X ×0 X), • = L,R, is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold of

T ∗{ρ• = 0} and Λ∗ ∩ T ∗
{ρR=ρL=0}(X ×0 X) is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρL = ρR = 0}.

Moreover, if (x0, ξ0) = (x0,3, . . . , x0,2n+2, ξ0,3, . . . , ξ0,2n+2) are local symplectic coordinates in T ∗{ρR =
ρL = 0}, valid near q ∈ T ∗{ρL = ρR = 0}∩Λ∗ such that L∩R∩ff = {x0,3 = 0}, then there exist symplectic
local coordinates (x, ξ) in T ∗(X ×0 X) valid near q in which L = {x1 = 0}, R = {x2 = 0}, ff = {x3 = 0},
and such that on Λ∗, and for 3 ≤ m ≤ 2n+ 2,

xm = xm(x1, x2, x0, ξ0) ∼ x0,m +
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Xm,j1,j2,k1,k2(x0, ξ0),

ξ1 = ξ1(x1, x2, x0, ξ0) ∼
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1+1∑
k1=0

j2+1∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Ξ1,j1,j2,k1,k2(x0, ξ0),

ξ2 = ξ2(x1, x2, x0, ξ0) ∼
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1+1∑
k1=0

j2+1∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Ξ2,j1,j2,k1,k2
(x0, ξ0),

ξm = ξm(x1, x2, x0, ξ0) ∼ ξ0,m +
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1+1∑
k1=0

j2+1∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Ξm,j1,j2,k1,k2(x0, ξ0),

(6.18)

where the coefficients X⋆,j1,j2,k1,k2 and Ξ⋆,j1,j2,k1,k2 , ⋆ = 1, 2, . . . , 2n+ 2, are C∞ functions. Similar expan-
sions are valid near the right and left faces, away from the corner.

The main point in (6.18) is that the xm variables have polyhomogeneous expansions in (x1, x2), according
to (2.7), but the expansions of the ξm variables are only a little worse, and the power of the log x term
can be at most one order higher than the power of x. The proof of Theorem 6.1 will be done at the end
of this section after a sequence of lemmas. One can see that the result of Theorem 6.1 is independent of
the extension of κ or the choice of ρR or ρL. If ρ

∗
L, ρ

∗
R are boundary defining functions of the left and right

faces, then ρL = ρ∗Le
fL and ρR = ρ∗Re

fR for some fL, fR ∈ C∞(X ×0 X). Therefore γ∗− γ = 1
κL
fL+ 1

κR
fR,

and the map (m, ν) 7→ (m, ν + d(γ − γ∗)) is a global symplectomorphism of T ∗(X ×0 X), and so it does
not change the structure of the manifold Λ∗. Similarly, if 1

κ•
− 1

κ̃•
= ρ•f•, with f• ∈ C∞, • = R,L, then

γ− γ̃ = ρR log ρRfR+ρL log ρLfL, and this will only introduce polyhomogeneous terms which one can check
will not affect the proof.
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The main point in the proof of Theorem 6.1 is that Diag0 does not intersect R or L and intersects ff
transversally, see Fig.2. We will show that if ℘• = 1

ρ•
p•,γ , • = R,L, the vector fields H℘• are C∞ in the

interior of T ∗(X ×0 X) and up to ff, and are tangent to ff. Moreover if κ is constant, H℘• is C∞ up to
∂T ∗(X ×0 X) and transversal to {ρ• = 0}, and so Λ∗ extends up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X). When κ is not constant
H℘• has logarithmic singularities at {ρ• = 0}, but its integral curves are well defined up to {ρ• = 0}, and
hence the manifold Λ∗ extends up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X), but with polyhomogeneous singularities. In the case of
AHM, this was observed in [9, 64], and in [52] in the particular case where (X, g) is a perturbation of the
hyperbolic space.

The first lemma describes the behavior of the vector fields H℘• , • = R,L up to the boundary.

Lemma 6.2. Let p•,γ be defined in (6.13), and let ℘• = 1
ρ•
p•,γ , • = R,L. If κ is constant, then ℘• is C∞

up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X), is transversal to {ρ• = 0} and is tangent to the other two faces. If κ is not constant
℘• has polyhomogeneous singularities at {ρ• = 0}, but it is smooth up to the other two faces and tangent
to both. If x = (x1, . . . , xn+1) are local coordinates in X ×0 X in which L = {x1 = 0}, R = {x2 = 0}, and
ff = {x3 = 0}, and if ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξ2n+2) denotes the dual variable to x, then H℘L satisfies

H℘L
= A1(x, ξ)∂x1 +A2(x, ξ)x2∂x2 +A3(x, ξ)x3∂x3 +

2n+2∑
k=4

Ak(x, ξ)∂xk
+

2n+2∑
k=1

Ãk(x, ξ)∂ξk ,

where

A1(x, ξ) = −κL +G1(x)x
2
1 log x1 + x1

2n+2∑
k=1

B1k(x)ξk,

Aj(x, ξ) = Fj(x) +Gj(x)x1 log x1 + x1

2n+2∑
k=1

Bjk(x)ξk, 2 ≤ j ≤ 2n+ 2,

Ãj(x, ξ) = F̃j(x) + Ej(x) log x1 +Dj(x)(log x1)
2 +

2n+2∑
k=1

B̃jk(x)ξj+

2n+2∑
k=1

(log x1)Cjk(x)ξj +
2n+2∑
k,l=1

Fjkl(x)ξkξl,

(6.19)

where Fj , F̃j , Gj , Bjk, B̃jk, Cjk, Dj , Ej and Fjkl, and are C∞ functions. When κ is constant all the
coefficients of log x1 and (log x1)

2 are equal to zero. The formula for the vector field H℘R
is obtained from

this one by switching x1 and x2, ξ1 and ξ2.

Proof. First, observe that if x̃ are coordinates in which L = {x̃1 = 0}, R = {x̃2 = 0} and ff = {x̃3 = 0},
then xj = Xj(x̃)x̃j , j = 1, 2, 3, where Xj(x̃) > 0, The dual variables ξ̃j would be linear combinations of ξj
with C∞ coefficients depending on x only. Therefore the vector fields H℘• would have the same form in the
new coordinates.

We choose a boundary defining function x such that (2.2) holds. We shall use (x, y) to denote coordinates
on the left factor, while (x′, y′) denote coordinates on the right factor. In this case ∆g on the left factor is
given by (2.3) and therefore for σ = 1 + hσ′,

h2(∆g(z) −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2 =

(
κ(y)2(xhDx)

2 + x2Hjk(x, y)hDyjhDyk
− 1

)
−

ihκ(y)2(n+ xF (x, y))xhDx + ih
∑
j

Bkx
2hDyk

− h2
κ0n

2

4
− 2hσ′ − h2σ′2.

(6.20)
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We will find PL(h,m,D − dγ) = PL,γ(h,m,D), compute ℘L and H℘L
. We work in local coordinates valid

near ∂(X ×0 X) and we divide it in four regions and work in projective coordinates valid in each region:

A. Near L and away from R ∪ ff, or near R and away from L ∪ ff.
B. Near L ∩ ff and away from R, or near R ∩ ff and away from L.
C. Near L ∩R but away from ff.
D. Near L ∩R ∩ ff.

First we analyze region A, near L but away from R and ff. The case near R but away from L and ff
is identical. Since we are away from R, we have ρR > δ, for some δ > 0, and hence log ρR is C∞. In this
region we may take x1 = x as a defining function of L, we set γ = 1

κ(y) log x1. We shall denote the other

coordinates y = (x2, . . . , x2n+2) and the respective dual variables by η. Even though this does not match
the notation of the statement of the lemma, it would be more confusing if we renamed the y variables.

Also observe that the map (x, ξ) 7−→ (x, ξ − d( 1
κR

log ρR)) is C
∞ in the region where ρR > δ, it does not

affect the form of the vector fields in (6.19), hence the statements about ℘L in the lemma are true in this
region whether we take γ = 1

κ(y) log x1 + 1
κR

log ρR. In the case near R but away from L and ff one sets

x2 = x′ and γ = 1
κ(y′) log x2.

We see from (6.13) and (6.20) that

pL,γ(x1, y, ξ1, η) =
1

2
pL(x1, y, ξ1 − ∂x1γ, η − ∂yγ) =

1

2
κ(y)2(x1ξ1 −

1

κ(y)
)2 +

1

2
x21H

jk(x1, y)(ηj − aj log x1)(ηk − ak log x1)−
1

2
,

where aj = ∂yjκ(y)
−1,

and so

℘L =
1

x1
pL,γ = −κ(y)ξ1 +

1

2
κ(y)2x1ξ

2
1 +

1

2
x1H

jk(x1, y)(ηj − aj log x1)(ηk − ak log x1).(6.21)

Of course there are no log x1 terms when κ is constant, and it follows from a direct computation that H℘L

is of the desired form.
Next we work in region B near L ∩ ff, but away from R. The case near R ∩ ff but away from L is very

similar. In this case, ρR = x′/ρff > δ, ρ2ff = x2+x′
2
+ |y−y′|2, and so it is more convenient to use projective

coordinates

(6.22) x1 =
x

x′
, x3 = x′, Y =

y − y′

x′
, and y′.

In this case, x1 is a boundary defining function for L and x3 is a boundary defining function for ff, and
it suffices to take γ = a(y′ + x3Y ) logX, where a = 1

κ . Therefore, if ξj and ηj denote the dual variables to
xj and Yj ,

pL,γ(x1, Y, x3, y
′, ξ, η) =

1

2
pL(x1, Y, x3, y

′, ξ1 − ∂x1γ, η − ∂Y γ) =

1

2
κ2(y′ + x3Y )(x1ξ1 −

1

κ(y′ + x3Y )
)2+

1

2
x21H

jk(x3X, y
′ + x3Y )(ηj − aj(y

′ + x3Y ) log x1)(ηk − ak(y
′ + x3Y ) log x1)−

1

2
,

where aj = ∂yja, and so we conclude that

℘L = −κ(y′ + x3Y )ξ1 +
1

2
κ2(y′ + x3Y )x1ξ

2
1+

1

2
x1H

jk(x3x1, y
′ + x3Y )(ηj − aj log x1)(ηk − ak log x1),

(6.23)

and hence (6.19) follows from a direct computation. Again, when κ is constant, aj = 0, and there are no
log x1 terms, so H℘L is C∞ and H℘L is transversal to L.
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In region C, near L∩R and away from ff, x = x1 and x′ = x2 are boundary defining functions for L and
R respectively. In this case, as discussed above, we may define

γ = a(y) log x1 + a(y′) log x2, where a(y) =
1

κ(y)
.

Since we are working with PL,γ , the operator does not have derivatives in Dx2 or Dy′ , and the computations
are exactly the same as in region A. Since H℘L does not have a term in ∂x3 , it is tangent to {x3 = 0} = R.

Finally, we analyze region D near the co-dimension 3 corner (L∩ff∩R).We work in projective coordinates,
and as in [52], set ρff = y1 − y′1 ≥ 0 and define projective coordinates

(6.24) x3 = y1 − y′1, x1 =
x

y1 − y′1
, x2 =

x′

y1 − y′1
, y′ and Yj =

yj − y′j
y1 − y′1

, j = 2, 3, · · ·n.

Here x3 = ρff , x1 = ρL and x2 = ρR, are boundary defining functions for ff L and R faces respectively.
Then

x∂x = x1∂x1 , x∂yj = x1∂Yj , j ≥ 2,

x∂y1 = x1(x3∂x3 − x1∂x1 − x2∂x2 − Yj∂Yj ),
(6.25)

where a repeated index indicate sum over that index. In these coordinates,

γ =
1

κR
log x2 −

1

κL
log x1 κR = κ(y′), κL = κ(x3 + y′1, y

′
2 + x3Y2, . . . , y

′
n + x3Yn)

If (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ηj , η
′
j) denote the dual variables to (x1, x2, x3, Y, y

′), then substituting ξj by ξj − ∂xjγ, ηj by
ηj − ∂yj

γ, we find that

pL,γ =
1

2
κ2L(x1ξ1 −

1

κL
)2 +

1

2
x21H

jk(x1x3, y
′ + x3Y )UjUk − 1

2
,

where U1 = x3ξ3 − x1ξ1 − x2ξ2 − Yjηj + aL + aR + a1x3 log x1, a• =
1

κ•
,

a1 = ∂y′
1
aL, aj = ∂YjaL, Uj = Yjηj − aj log x1, 2 ≤ j ≤ n,

and therefore,

℘L = −κLξ1 +
1

2
κ2Lx1ξ

2
1 +

1

2
x1H

jk(x1x3, y
′ + x3Y )UjUk.(6.26)

Now we have to verify that H℘L matches (6.19). Let us consider the coefficients Aj first. They are
obtained by differentiating ℘L in ξj or ηj , but ℘L is a polynomial of degree two in the dual variables (ξ, η)
with C∞ coefficients depending on (x, Y, y′). So the Aj should be polynomials of degree one in (ξ, η) with
C∞ coefficients depending on the base variables. Notice that the second order terms are of the form x1ξjξk
or x1ξjηk, so the terms of degree one in ξ are of the form x1Bjkξk. As for the log terms, they only appear in
x1UjUk terms, but ∂ξm(x1UjUk) = x1Uj∂ξmUk + x1Uk∂ξmUj , and this shows the general form of Aj . Now
the special form of A1 comes from differentiating the first two terms in (6.26) with respect to ξ1. Similarly,
only the terms x1U1Uj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, contain ξ2 and ξ3, but in fact these show up as x2ξ2 and x3ξ3, so when
we differentiate this product all the terms have a factor x1x2 in the case of A2(x, ξ) and x1x3 in the case of
A3(x, ξ).

For the Ãj(x, ξ) terms, when we differentiate ℘L in (x, Y, y′) get a polynomial of degree at most two

in (ξ, η). This describes the general form of Ãj(x, ξ). Perhaps the only issue is the appearance of the log
terms, and nothing worse. When ∂x1 hits the log term in Uj , the x1 term in front of Hjk cancels the term
in 1

x1
. The log x1 terms come from either ∂xj (x1H

jkUjUk) or ∂Yj (x1H
jkUjUk), and are as in (6.19). This

concludes the proof of the Lemma. □

Next we need to prove that integral curves of H℘• extend up to {ρ• = 0} and have the polyhomogeneous
expansions stated in (6.18). We want to use x1 as the parameter along the integral curves of H℘• . According
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to (6.19), the coefficient of ∂x1 of H℘L
is equal to

A1(x, ξ) = −κL(x) +G1(x)x
2
1 log x1 +

∑
k

Bm,k(x)x1ξk,

and since κ(y) ≥ κ0 > 0, it follows that near any point (x0, ξ0) with x01 = 0, we have the following
asymptotic expansion

A1(x, ξ)
−1 ∼ − 1

κL
+

∑
k+|α|≥1

(x21 log x1)
k(x1ξ)

αHk,α(x), where

Hk,α ∈ C∞, α = (α1, . . . , α2n+2) ∈ N2n+2, (x1ξ)
α = (x1ξ1)

α1 . . . (x1ξ2n+2)
α2n+2 .

So, if we divide H℘L
by A1(x, ξ) we obtain a vector field which has the following asymptotic expansion near

(x0, ξ0) :

A1(x, ξ)
−1H℘L ∼ ∂x1 +

2n+2∑
j=2

Aj(x, ξ)Bj(x, x1 log x1, x1ξ)∂xj +
2n+2∑
j=1

Ãj(x, ξ)B̃j(x, x1 log x1, x1ξ)∂ξj ,

where Aj(x, ξ) and Ãj(x, ξ) are as in (6.19) and

Bj(x, x1 log x1, x1ξ) ∼
∑
k,α

(x1 log x1)
k(x1ξ)

αBj,k,α(x), Bj,k,α ∈ C∞,

B̃j(x, x1 log x1, x1ξ) ∼
∑
k,α

(x1 log x1)
k(x1ξ)

αB̃j,k,α(x), B̃j,k,α ∈ C∞.

Now we need the following result about polyhomogeneous odes:

Lemma 6.3. Let U, V ⊂ Rn be open subsets with U ⊂ V, and let Fm(x, y) ∈ C∞((0, 1)× V ), 1 ≤ m ≤ n be
such that there exist C > 0, M > 0 and N ∈ N be such that

|Fm(x, y)| ≤ C(− log x)N , x ∈ (0, 1), y ∈ V,

|∇yFm(x, y)| ≤M(− log x)N x ∈ (0, 1), y ∈ V.
(6.27)

Then for any p = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ U there exists ε > 0 such that for 1 ≤ m ≤ n, the initial value problem

dym
dx

= Fm(x, y), 1 ≤ m ≤ n,

ym(0) = pm

(6.28)

has a unique solution y(x) = (y1(x), . . . , yn(x)), with y(x) ∈ V for x ∈ [0, ε). Moreover, if for x ∈ (0, 1),
y ∈ V, one has y = (y′, y′′), y′ = (y1, . . . , yk), y

′′ = (yk+1, . . . , yn), and the functions Fm(x, y) have
asymptotic expansions of the type

Fm(x, y) ∼
∞∑
j,α

(x log x)j(xy′′)αBm,j,α(x, y
′), Bm,j,α ∈ C∞ if 1 ≤ m ≤ k, and

Fm(x, y) ∼
∞∑
j,α

(x log x)j(xy′′)α
(
Bm,j,α(x, y

′) + (log x)Cm,j,α(x, y
′) + (log x)2Dm,j,α(x, y

′)
)
+

∞∑
j,α

(x log x)j(xy′′)α

 n∑
r=k+1

yrEr,m,j,α(x, y
′) + (log x)yrẼr,m,j,α(x, y

′) +

n∑
r,s=k+1

yrysFr,s,m,j,α(x, y
′)

 ,

if k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n, Bm,j , Cm,j , Dm,j , Er,m,j , Fr,s,m,j ∈ C∞,

(6.29)
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then ym(x), 1 ≤ m ≤ n, have the following polyhomogeneous expansions at {x = 0} :

ym(x)− pm ∼
∞∑
j=1

j∑
k=0

xj(log x)kYj,k,m(p), Yj,k,m ∈ C∞(U), 1 ≤ m ≤ k,

ym(x)− pm ∼
∞∑
j=1

j+1∑
k=0

xj(log x)kYj,k,m(p), Yj,k,m ∈ C∞(U), k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

(6.30)

in the sense that for any J ∈ N and µ > 0,∣∣∣∣∣∣ym(x)− pm −
J∑

j=1

j+•∑
k=0

xj(log x)kYj,k,m(p)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(J, ε)xJ−µ,

• = 0 if m ≤ k, and • = 1 otherwise.

(6.31)

Proof. We will use a contraction argument in an appropriately defined space of functions to prove the
existence and uniqueness of the solution. We will then show that the asymptotic expansion is valid for the
unique solution. Let δ > 0 be small enough so that

if p ∈ U, Q(p, δ) = {y ∈ V : |yj − pj | ≤ δ, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ⊂ V,

and for ε > 0 let

C = C ([0, ε];Q(p, δ)) = {ϕ : [0, ε] −→ Q(p, δ) continuous }
equipped with the norm ||ϕ|| = sup

x∈[0,ε]

|ϕ(x)|

For ϕ ∈ C we define the map T (ϕ) = (T1(ϕ), . . . , Tn(ϕ)), where

Tm(ϕ(x)) = pm +

∫ x

0

Fm(t, ϕ(t)) dt, 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

Then in view of the second inequality in (6.27), given two functions ϕ, ψ ∈ C,

|Tm(ϕ)(x)− Tm(ψ)(x)| ≤M ||ϕ− ψ||
∫ x

0

(− log t)N dt

But since ∫ x

0

(− log t)N dt = xN !

N∑
r=0

1

r!
(− log x)r,

we conclude that for x << 1, ∫ x

0

(− log t)N dt ≤ N !x(− log x)N ,(6.32)

and therefore

|Tm(ϕ)(x)− Tm(ψ)(x)| ≤MN !x(− log x)N ||ϕ− ψ||.

The function x(− log x)N is increasing in the interval (0, e−N ), and so if x < ε and ε < e−N ,

||Tm(ϕ)(x)− Tm(ψ)(x)|| ≤MN !ε(− log ε)N ||ϕ− ψ||

and we pick ε > 0 such that ε < e−N and

MN !
√
nε(− log ε)N < 1.(6.33)

With this value of ε, we need to find δ which guarantees that T : C 7−→ C. Now we use the first inequality
in (6.27) to deduce that if Q(p, δ) ⊂ V, and ϕ ∈ C,

|Tm(ϕ(x))− pm| ≤ C

∫ x

0

(− log t)N dt.
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Again because of (6.32) we conclude that

|Tm(ϕ)− pm| ≤ CN !ε(− log ε)N .

We pick

δ = CN !
√
nε(− log ε)N , with ε small enough

such that Q(p, δ) ⊂ V, ∀p ∈ U.
(6.34)

Also, in view of the first inequality in (6.27),

|Tm(ϕ)(x+ h)− Tm(ϕ)(x)| ≤ C||ϕ||
∫ x+h

x

(− log t)N dt,

and so Tm(ϕ) is continuous. Therefore with ε and δ such that (6.33) and (6.34) hold, we have shown that
T : C 7−→ C, and T is a contraction. Since C is a complete metric space, T has a unique fixed point
y(x) = (y1(x), . . . , yn(x)) which satisfies

ym(x) = pm +

∫ x

0

Fm(t, y(t)) dt, 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

Therefore, y is differentiable in x > 0 and satisfies (6.28). We still need to prove that if Fm(x, y) satisfies
(6.29), then ym(x) satisfies (6.30), 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

Let ϕ, ψ ∈ C, and consider the sequence T Jϕ and T Jψ, J ∈ N. From the definition

T J
mϕ(x)− T J

mψ(x) =

∫ x

0

(
Fm(t, T J−1ϕ(t))− Fm(t, T J−1ψ(t))

)
dt, 1 ≤ m ≤ n,

and so from (6.27),

∣∣T J
mϕ(x)− T J

mψ(x)
∣∣ ≤M

∫ x

0

(− log t)N |T J−1ϕ(t)− T J−1ψ(t)| dt.

Iterating this formula we obtain ∣∣T J
mϕ(x)− T J

mψ(x)
∣∣ ≤

MJ

∫ x

0

(− log t)N
∫ t

0

(− log t1)
N . . .

∫ tJ−1

0

(− log tJ )
N |ϕ(tJ )− ψ(tJ)| dtJ dtj−1dtj−2 . . . dt1dt ≤(

M

∫ x

0

(− log t)N dt

)J

||ϕ− ψ||.

We then deduce from (6.32) that∣∣T J
mϕ(x)− T J

mψ(x)
∣∣ ≤ (MN !x(− log x)N )J ||ϕ− ψ||.

Now, for J fixed and r ∈ N, one can write

T J+r+1(ϕ)− T J(ϕ) =

r∑
α=0

(T J+α(Tϕ)− T J+α(ϕ)),
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and we conclude that, with our choice of ε,∣∣T J+r+1(ϕ)(x)− T J(ϕ)(x)
∣∣ ≤ r∑

α=0

|T J+α(Tϕ)− T J+α(ϕ)| ≤

r∑
α=0

[MN !x(− log x)N ]J+α ||Tϕ− ϕ|| ≤

||Tϕ− ϕ||(MN !x(− log x)N )J
∞∑

α=0

(MN !ε(− log ε)N )α =

||Tϕ− ϕ||(MN !x(− log x)N )J
1

1−MN !ε(− log ε)N
.

(6.35)

Since T is a contraction, if one picks any ϕ ∈ C, the sequence defined by ϕk = T (ϕk−1), and ϕ0 = ϕ
converges to the solution y uniformly. So we pick ϕ = p, and by taking the limit as r → ∞ in (6.35) we
deduce that for any L ∈ N and µ > 0, there exists CL,µ > 0 such that∣∣y(x)− TL(p)(x)

∣∣ ≤ CL,µx
L−µ,

and so we only need to show that, fixed L, then in the sense of (6.31),

TL
m(p)− pm ∼

∞∑
j=1

j∑
k=0

xj(log x)kFL,j,k(p) FL,j,k(p) ∈ C∞(U), m ≤ k and

TL
m(p)− pm ∼

∞∑
j=1

j+1∑
k=0

xj(log x)kFL,j,k(p) FL,j,k(p) ∈ C∞(U), k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

(6.36)

We prove this by induction in L and begin with L = 1. From the definition of T,

Tm(p)(x)− pm =

∫ x

0

Fm(t, p) dt, 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

But since the coefficients of the expansions in (6.29) are C∞ functions of the type B(x, y′), then B(x, p′) ∼∑∞
j=0Bj(p

′)xj , Bj(p
′) = 1

j!∂
j
xB(x, p′)|x=0,

Fm(t, p) ∼
∑
j,l,α

tl(t log t)j(tp′′)αB̃m,j,l,α(p
′), 1 ≤ m ≤ k,

Fm(t, p) ∼
∑
j,l,α

tl(t log t)j(tp′′)α(F̃m,j,l,α(p) + (log t)F̃1,m,j,l,α(p) + (log t)2F̃2,m,j,lα(p), ) k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

(6.37)

But since for j, k ∈ N0, ∫ x

0

tj(log t)kdt =
xj+1

j + 1

k∑
r=0

(−1)r

(j + 1)r
k!

(k − r)!
(log x)k−r,(6.38)

and so (6.36) is satisfied for L = 1.
Suppose that (6.36) is correct for L. So we write

TL+1
m (p)(x)− pm =

∫ x

0

(
Fm(t, TL(p)(t))− Fm(t, p)

)
dt.(6.39)

Let us consider the case 1 ≤ m ≤ k first. In view of (6.37),

Fm(t, TL(p)(t))− Fm(t, p) ∼
∑
j,l,α

tl(t log t)j
(
B̃m,j,l,α(t, T

L(p)′(t))(tTL(p)′′(t))α − B̃m,j,l,|α|(t, p
′)(tp′′)α

)
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But since B̃m,j,l,α(t, y
′)(ty′′)α ∈ C∞, its Taylor series expansion gives that

B̃m,j,l,α(t, TL(p)
′(t))(tTL(p)′′(t))α −Bm,j,l,α(t, p

′)(tp′′)α ∼∑
r,j,β1,β2

dm,j,l,α,r,β1,β2t
r(TL

m(p)′(t)− p′m)β1(tTL(p)′′(t)− tp′′)β2 .

But since (6.36) holds for L, we have that

TL
m(p)′(t)− p′m ∼

∞∑
j=0

j∑
r=0

tj(log t)rFL,m,j,r(p), 1 ≤ m ≤ k,

tTL
m(p)′′(t)− tp′′m ∼

∞∑
j=0

j∑
r=0

tj(log t)rFL,m,j,r(p), k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n,

and since  ∞∑
j=0

j∑
l=0

tj(log t)lAj,l

N

∼
∞∑
j=0

j∑
l=0

tj(log t)lAj,l,N ,(6.40)

we conclude that

TL+1
m (p)(x)− pm ∼

∞∑
j=0

j∑
r=0

∫ x

0

tj(log t)rF̃m,j,r(p) dt, F̃m,j,r ∈ C∞,(6.41)

and the result follows from (6.38).
The case of k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n is similar. Again, we start from (6.39), and observe that the terms in

(x log x)j(xy′′)α((log x)Cm,j,α(x, y
′) + (log x)2Dm,j,α(x, y

′)) and (x log x)j(log x)yrẼr,m,j(x, y
′, y′′) can be

handled exactly as above, leading to an expansion of the form (6.36) because of the additional power of

log x.We will analyze terms like
∑

j(x log x)
jyrysF̃j(x, y

′, y′′), F̃ ∈ C∞, and we have to consider the integral∫ x

0

(t log t)j
(
Tr(p)(t)Ts(p)(t)F̃ (t, T

L(p)′(t), tTL(p)′′(t))− prpsF̃ (t, p
′, tp′′)

)
dt(6.42)

We write

Tr(p)(t)Ts(p)(t)F̃ (t, T
L(p)′(t), tTL(p)′′(t))− prpsF̃ (t, p

′, tp′′) =

Tr(p)(t)Ts(p)(t)(F̃ (t, T
L(p)′(t), tTL(p)′′(t))− F̃ (t, p′, tp′′))+

(Tr(p)(t)− pr)Ts(p)(t)F̃ (t, p
′, tp′′) + (Ts(p)(t)− ps)prF̃ (t, p

′, tp′′),

and the same argument used above plus (6.36) gives that

Tr(p)(t)Ts(p)(t)F̃ (t, T
L(p)′(t), tTL(p)′′(t))− prpsF̃ (t, p

′, tp′′) ∼
∞∑
j=0

j+2∑
l=0

tj(log t)lYj,l,L(p)

As before, we substitute this expression into (6.42) and use (6.38) to show that we gain one power of t and
hence the sum goes from l = 0 to l = j + 1, and we conclude that (6.36) holds for L+ 1. □

Now we conclude the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Proof. Let Λ be the Lagrangian manifold defined by (6.6), then by definition, β∗
0Λ is obtained by the joint

flow-out of

Λ̃0 = β∗
0(Λ) = β∗

0

(
{(z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) : z = z′, ζ = −ζ ′, |ζ|g∗(z) = 1}

)
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under HpR
and HpL

. In other words

β∗
0Λ =

∪
t1,t2≥0

exp(t1HpL
) ◦ exp(t2HpR

)Λ̃0.

On the other hand, also by definition, with p•,γ defined in Theorem 6.1, and since by the choice of ρR
and ρL, γ = 0 near Diag0,

Λ∗ =
∪

t1,t2≥0

exp(t1HpL,γ ) ◦ exp(t2HpR,γ )Λ̃0.

But since in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X), the map Sγ defined in (6.14) preserves the symplectic structure,
and since p•,γ = S∗

γp• = p• ◦ Sγ , it follows that β
∗
0Λ = Sγ(Λ

∗), or in other words,

(m, ν) ∈ Λ∗ ⇔ (m, ν − dγ) ∈ β∗
0Λ,

and so we conclude that

Λ∗ − dγ = β∗
0Λ in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X).(6.43)

But, we know that due to the non-trapping assumption Λ is C∞ in T ∗(X̊ × X̊), and since in the interior
of X ×0 X, β0 is a diffeomorphism and γ is C∞, it follows that Λ∗ is a C∞ Lagrangian submanifold in the
interior of T ∗(X ×0 X). Now we need to establish the regularity of Λ∗ up to the left and right faces. First
we will show that in the interior,

Λ∗ =
∪

t1,t2≥0

exp(t1H℘R
) ◦ exp(t2H℘L

)Λ̃0.(6.44)

Since p•,γ vanishes on Λ∗, • = L,R, and ℘• = 1
ρ•
p•,γ , it follows that

H℘• = ρ−1
• Hp•,γ + p•,γHρ−1

•
,

and so we conclude that

H℘• = ρ−1
• Hp•,γ on the set {p•,γ = 0},

and in particular H℘• , • = R,L, is tangent to Λ∗ in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X). If ω0 denotes the symplectic
form on T ∗(X ×0 X), then

{℘R, ℘L} = ω0(H℘R , H℘L) = 0 on Λ∗,

and in particular

[H℘R
,H℘L

] = H{℘R,℘L} = 0 on Λ∗.(6.45)

So Λ∗ is also given by (6.44). In view of Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 the integral curves of H℘• , • = R,L,
extend up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X), and therefore, Λ∗ extends up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X).

Next we verify that (6.18) holds. Since Λ∗ ⊂ {℘R = ℘L = 0}, we deduce from (6.21), (6.23) and (6.26)
that in local coordinates (x, y, ξ, η), in which L = {x1 = 0}, R = {x2 = 0}, then

ξ1 = 0 on Λ∗ ∩ {x1 = 0} and by symmetry ξ2 = 0 on Λ∗ ∩ {x2 = 0},
and therefore the precise asymptotic expansions given in (6.18) follow directly from (6.19) and the asymptotic
expansion (6.30) in Lemma 6.3. Moreover, since Λ0 is a C∞ compact submanifold, and the vector fields H℘•

are non-degenerate at {ρ• = 0}, • = R,L, the extension of Λ∗ up to ∂T ∗(X ×0 X) is a compact submanifold
of T ∗(X ×0 X).

Finally we need to show that Λ∗ ∩ {ρ• = 0} is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρ• = 0} and Λ∗ ∩ {ρR =
ρL = 0} is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρR = ρL = 0}. Let x = (x1, x2, x3, x

′) in R2n+2 be local
coordinates valid near ff ∩ L ∩R such that

ff = {x3 = 0}, L = {x1 = 0} and R = {x2 = 0}.(6.46)

and that the symplectic form ω0 = dξ ∧ dx. We know that Λ∗ is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{x1 >
0, x2 > 0, x3 > 0} up to the front face ff = {x3 = 0} and intersects ff transversally. The fields H℘R and
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H℘L
are tangent to Λ∗ that are C∞ up to {x3 = 0}, and satisfy (6.45), and (6.19) holds for H℘• . Moreover,

H℘R is tangent to ff and L, while H℘L is tangent to ff and R.
Let

F = T ∗
{x1=x2=0}({x : x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0}),(6.47)

and let p = (0, 0, x3, ξ3, x
′, ξ′)), denote a point on F ∩ Λ∗. So, for ε small enough we define

Ψ0 : [0, ε)× [0, ε)× (F ∩ Λ∗) −→ U0 ⊂ T ∗({x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0})
Ψ0(t1, t2, p) = exp(−t1H℘R

) ◦ exp(−t2H℘L
)(p),

Notice that we are defining this map restricted to Λ∗, since H℘• is tangent to Λ∗ and the initial set is
contained in Λ∗. Since the vector fields H℘R

, H℘L commute on Λ∗, Ψ0 is well defined and moreover,

Ψ∗
0(H℘L

|Λ∗) = −∂t1 , Ψ∗
0(H℘R

|Λ∗) = −∂t2 .

Similarly, let

Ψ1 : [0, ε)× [0, ε)× (F ∩ Λ∗) −→ U1 ⊂ T ∗({x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0})
Ψ1(t1, t2, p) = exp(−t1∂x1) ◦ exp(−t2∂x2)(p),

and we also have

Ψ∗
1∂x1 = −∂t1 , Ψ∗

1∂x2 = −∂t2 .

Hence,

Ψ = Ψ0 ◦Ψ−1
1 : U1 −→ U0,

Ψ∗H℘L
= ∂x1 , Ψ∗H℘R

= ∂x2 and Ψ|F = Id.
(6.48)

So Υ = Ψ∗Λ∗ is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{x : x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0}), and Ψ∗H℘L |Υ = Hξ1 = ∂x1

and Ψ∗H℘R
|Υ = Hξ2 = ∂x2 . Therefore when restricted to Υ, Ψ∗℘L = ξ1 + C1 and Ψ∗℘R = ξ2 + C2. But

since Ψ = Id of F and as observed above since ℘R(p) = ℘L(p) = 0, implies that ξ1(p) = ξ2(p) = 0, it follows
that C1 = C2 = 0. So ξ1 = ξ2 = 0 on Υ and this implies that Υ is foliated by submanifolds

Υa = Υ ∩ {x1 = a}, Υa = Υ ∩ {x2 = a},

and Υa is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{x1 = a}, because ξ1 = 0 on Υ, and similarly Υa is a Lagrangian
submanifold of T ∗{x2 = a}. In particular this shows that

(Ψ−1)∗(Υ ∩ {x1 = 0}) = Λ∗ ∩ {ρL = 0} is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρL = 0},
(Ψ−1)∗(Υ ∩ {x2 = 0}) = Λ∗ ∩ {ρR = 0} is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρR = 0}.

The same argument shows that

Υ ∩ {x1 = x2 = a} is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{x1 = x2 = a},

and this implies that Λ∗ ∩{ρR = ρL = 0} is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗{ρR = ρL = 0}. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 6.1. □

As an application of Theorem 6.1, we study the asymptotics of the distance function r(z, z′) between

z, z′ ∈ X̊ as z, z′ → ∂X, in the case where (X̊, g) is a geodesically convex CCM. In this case there are

no conjugate points along any geodesic in X̊ and r(z, z′) is equal to the length of the unique geodesic

joining the two points. Moreover, r(z, z′) is smooth on (X̊ × X̊)\Diag. This is the case when (X̊, g) is a

Cartan-Hadamard manifold, i.e. when X̊ has non-positive sectional curvature, see [19]. The following is a
consequence of Theorem 6.1
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Theorem 6.4. Let (X̊, g) be a geodesically convex CCM, and let ρL and ρR be boundary defining functions

of L and R respectively. For z, z′ ∈ X̊, the lift of the distance function r(z, z′) to X ×0 X satisfies

β∗
0r = −γ + R, γ =

1

κL
log ρL +

1

κR
log ρR(6.49)

R is C∞ up to ∂(X ×0 X) if κ is constant, and in general dmR has polyhomogeneous expansion at {ρR =
0} ∪ {ρL = 0}. More precisely if (x1, x2, x

′), are local coordinates near {x1 = x2 = 0}, where x1 = ρL,
x2 = ρR,

R(x1, x2, x
′)− R(0, 0, x′) ∼

∞∑
j1=2,j2=2

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Wj1,k1,j2,k2(x
′).(6.50)

Notice that the expansion begins with x2j , and therefore R is of class C1.

Proof. Since (X̊, g) is geodesically convex, Λ \ Λ0 is the graph of the differential of the distance function.
In other words,

Λ \ Λ0 = {(z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) : ζ ′ = dz′r(z, z′), ζ = dzr(z, z
′), provided (z, ζ) ̸= (z′,−ζ ′)}.(6.51)

It then follows that β∗
0Λ = {(m, dmβ∗

0r)}, but according to (6.43), β∗
0Λ + dγ = Λ∗, and so

Λ∗ = {(m, dmR)}, R = γ + β∗
0r(6.52)

But in view of (6.18) and in coordinates (x1, x2, x
′), near {x1 = x2 = 0}, where x1 = ρL, x2 = ρR,

∂xrR ∼
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1+1∑
k1=0

j2+1∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Rr,j1,k1,j2,k2(x
′), r = 1, 2.(6.53)

But we know that Λ∗ extends to {ρR = 0} ∩ {ρL = 0}, and is C∞ there, so R(0, 0, x′) is C∞. Integrating
the equation for ∂x1R restricted to {x2 = 0}, and integrating ∂x1R restricted to {x2 = 0}, and similarly
integrating ∂x2R restricted to {x1 = 0} we find that

R(x1, 0, x
′)− R(0, 0, x′) ∼

∞∑
j1=2

j1∑
k1=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1E1,j1,k1(x

′),

R(0, x2, x
′)− R(0, 0, x′) ∼

∞∑
j2=2

j2∑
k2=0

xj22 (log x2)
k2E2,j2,k2(x

′),

(6.54)

Now integrating the equations in (6.53) for ∂x1R and ∂x2R, we obtain

R(x1, x2, x
′)− R(x1, 0, x

′) ∼
∞∑

j1=1,j2=2

j1+1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Vj1,k1,j2,k2(x
′),

R(x1, x2, x
′)− R(0, x2, x

′) ∼
∞∑

j1=2,j2=1

j1∑
k1=0

j2+1∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Wj1,k1,j2,k2(x
′),
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and using (6.54) we obtain

R(x1, x2, x
′)− R(0, 0, x′) ∼

∞∑
j1=2

j1∑
k1=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1E1,j1,k1(x

′)+

∞∑
j1=1,j2=2

j1+1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Vj1,k1,j2,k2(x
′),

and

R(x1, x2, x
′)− R(0, 0, x′) ∼

∞∑
j2=2

j2∑
k2=0

xj22 (log x2)
k2E2,j1,k1(x

′)+

∞∑
j1=2,j2=1

j1∑
k1=0

j2+1∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2Wj1,k1,j2,k2(x
′).

Therefore we conclude that the terms in j1 = 1 and the terms with k1 = j1 + 1 in the first equation are
equal to zero, and similarly, the terms in j2 = 1 and the ones with k2 = j2 + 1 in the second equation are
also equal to zero. So we conclude that (6.50) holds and this proves the Theorem. □

Equation (6.49) was the key ingredient in the construction of a semiclassical parametrix for the resolvent

of the Laplacian carried out in [52] when X̊ = {z ∈ Rn+1 : |z| < 1} is equipped with a metric

gε =
4dz2

(1− |z|2)2
+ χ(

1− |z|2

ε
)H(z, dz),(6.55)

where χ(t) ∈ C∞
0 (R), with χ(t) = 1 if |t| < 1 and χ(t) = 0 if |t| > 2, H is a C∞ symmetric 2-tensor.

Melrose, Sá Barreto and Vasy in [52] showed that there exists ε0 > 0 such that (6.49) holds for (X̊, gε).
Metrics of the type (6.55) appear in connection with the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of
the wave equation on de Sitter-Schwarzschild space-time, [53].

The key property in the theory of Fourier integral operators is that Lagrangian submanifolds can be locally
parametrized by phase functions, and Lagrangian distributions are locally given by oscillatory integrals
with phases that parametrize the Lagrangian. In the case of geodesically convex CCM, (6.52) gives that
Λ∗ is given by the graph of the differential of R. This is possible because the canonical projection Π :
T ∗(X ×0 X) 7−→ X ×0 X when restricted to Λ∗ is a diffeomorphism. In general this is not possible, but
one can still find something similar.

Let M be a C∞ manifold of dimension d, let T ∗M denote its cotangent bundle and let ω denote the
canonical 2-form on T ∗M. Let Ω be a local chart for M (which we identify with an open subset of Rd) and
let U ⊂ Ω × RN , N ∈ N0, be an open subset. A function Φ(y, θ) ∈ C∞(U ;R) is a non-degenerate phase
function if

|dy,θΦ(y, θ)| ≥ C(1 + |θ|)ρ, for some ρ > 0 and all (y, θ) ∈ U

and if dθΦ(y, θ) = 0 for some (y, θ) ∈ U, then

dy,θ(
∂Φ(y, θ)

∂θj
), are linearly independent for j = 1, 2, . . . N.

(6.56)

If these conditions are satisfied,

CΦ = {(y, θ) ∈ U : dθΦ(y, θ) = 0}

is a C∞ submanifold of U of dimension d and the map

TΦ : CΦ −→ T ∗Ω

(y, θ) 7−→ (y, dyΦ(y, θ))
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is an immersion, and

ΛΦ = {(y, dyΦ(y, θ)) : (y, θ) ∈ CΦ}

is an immersed Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗Ω. Moreover, any d-dimensional C∞ submanifold Λ ⊂ T ∗M
is Lagrangian if and only if for every (y0, η0) ∈ Λ there is a local chart Ω near y0 such that Λ ∩ T ∗Ω = ΛΦ

for some non-degenerate phase function Φ. Notice that if N = 0, then Λ = {(y, dyΦ(y))}, and therefore, if
Π : T ∗Ω −→ Ω is the canonical projector, then Π|Λ : Λ −→ Ω is a diffeomorphism. The converse is also
true, if Λ ⊂ T ∗M is Lagrangian submanifold and if Π|Λ : Λ −→ M is a diffeomorphism near (y0, η0), then
there exists a neighborhood Ω ∋ y0 and a function Φ ∈ C∞(Ω) such that Λ ∩ T ∗Ω = {(y, dyΦ)}. In general
this is not possible, and one needs the θ-variables to parametrize Λ. In fact one can always choose a special
phase function. We know, see for example Section 4.1 of [3], that if Λ ⊂ T ∗M is a Lagrangian submanifold,
and (y0, η0) ∈ Λ, there exist local coordinates y = (y′, y′′), y′ = (y1, . . . , yk), in a neighborhood of y0 and
corresponding dual coordinates (η′, η′′) and C∞ maps

S′ : Rn−k
y′′ × Rk

η′ −→ Rk,

(y′′, η′) 7−→ (S′
1(y

′′, η′), . . . , S′
k(y

′′, η′))

and S′′ : Rn−k
y′′ × Rk

η′ −→ Rn−k,

(y′′, η′) 7−→ (S′′
k+1(y

′′, η′), . . . , S′′
n(y

′′, η′)),

such that

Λ = {(y, η) : y′ = S′(y′′, η′), η′′ = S′′(y′′, η′)}.(6.57)

In fact, since the canonical form ω = dη ∧ dy = 0 on Λ, it follows that there exists S̃(y′, η′′) such that

S′
j(y

′′, η′) = ∂η′
j
S̃(y′′, η′), 1 ≤ j ≤ k,

S′′
j (y

′′, η′) = −∂y′′
j
S̃(y′′, η′), k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

If we set θ = η′, this implies that

Λ = {(y, dyΦ(y′, η′)) : dη′Φ(y, η′) = 0} where Φ(y′, η′) = ⟨y′, η′⟩ − S̃(y′′, η′).(6.58)

Recall that X ×0 X is a C∞ manifold with corners, but the product structure (2.2) valid in a tubular
neighborhood of ∂X gives a way of doubling X and extending the metric x2g, where x is the boundary
defining function in (2.2), across ∂X. Similarly, the lift of the product structure (2.2) from X×X to X ×0 X
gives a way of doubling X ×0 X and extending the lift of the metric from either factor of X × X across
∂(X ×0 X) as well. So we may think of X ×0 X as a submanifold with corners of a C∞ manifold. In the
case of asymptotic constant sectional curvature, the manifold Λ∗ is a C∞ Lagrangian manifold that can be
smoothly extended across the boundary ∂T ∗(X ×0 X) and therefore, for any p ∈ Λ∗ including points on
the boundary, there exist neighborhood Γ of p such that Λ∗ ∩ Γ = ΛΦ for a non-degenerate phase function
Φ(m, θ).

When κ is not constant, the manifold Λ∗ has polyhomogeneous singularities at the right and left faces
of T ∗(X ×0 X), so we need to show that Λ∗ can locally be parametrized by a phase function which has
polyhomogeneous singularities at the right and left faces of T ∗(X ×0 X), but it is C∞ in the θ variables.
Here we need all the properties of Λ∗ established in Theorem 6.1:

Theorem 6.5. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM and let Λ∗ be the manifold defined in Theorem 6.1. If
υ ∈ T ∗

• (X ×0 X) ∩ Λ∗, • = L,R, or υ ∈ T ∗
L∩R(X ×0 X) ∩ Λ∗ and Π : T ∗(X ×0 X) −→ X ×0 X is the

canonical projector, then there exists an (relatively) open chart Ω ∋ Π(υ) and a phase function Φ(m, θ) with
(m, θ) ∈ U ⊂ Ω × RN , open and N ∈ N0, such that Φ(m, θ) is C∞ in the interior of U, is C∞ up to the
front face ff, and has polyhomogeneous expansions at L and R in the sense that if x = (x1, x2, y) where
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L = {x1 = 0}, R = {x2 = 0}

Φ(x1, x2, y, θ) = Φ(0, 0, y, θ) +
∞∑

j1=2,j2=2

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 x
j2
2 (log x1)

k1(log x2)
k2Φj1,j2,k1,k2(y, θ),(6.59)

Φ(0, 0, y, θ), Φj1,j2,k1,k2(y, θ) ∈ C∞, and

Λ∗ ∩ T ∗Ω̊ = {(m, dmΦ) : dθΦ = 0},

and up to the boundary of Ω.

Notice that, as in the case of R in Theorem 6.4, the expansion begins with x2j , and therefore Φ is of class

C1. This fact will be very important in the construction of the parametrix.

Proof. Let us assume that υ lies in a codimension 2 corner and we will carry out the proof uniformly up
to the front face. The proofs in the other case follow the same argument. Let (x1, x2, y) y ∈ R2n be local
coordinates near Π(υ) such that

L = {x1 = 0} and R = {x2 = 0}.

We shall assume that x1(υ) = x2(υ) = 0, so the projection of υ to the base, that we shall denote by Π(υ),
lies in the intersection of the right and left faces. We know from Lemma 6.3, that

Λ∗ ∩ {x1 = x2 = 0} = Λ∗
∂

is a C∞ Lagrangian in T ∗{x1 = x2 = 0} which can be thought as a submanifold of T ∗R2n+2 given by

T ∗{x1 = x2 = 0} = {(x1, x2, y, ξ1, ξ2, η) : x1 = x2 = ξ1 = ξ2 = 0}.(6.60)

In view of Lemma 6.2, in these coordinates, H℘• , • = R,L is given by (6.19). Then pick coordinates (y, η)
valid in a neighborhood υ ∈ U∂ ⊂ T ∗R2n such that (6.58) holds for Λ∗

∂ . We can extend (y, η) to coordinates
(ỹ, η̃) valid in an open set U ⊂ T ∗(X ×0 X) by (ỹ, η̃) = exp(−t1H℘R) ◦ exp(−t2H℘L)(y, η), starting from
U ∩ {x1 = x2 = 0} = U∂ . It follows from (6.18) that

ỹ = y + F (x1, x2, y, η), F (0, 0, y, η) = 0,

η̃ = η +G(x1, x2, y, η), G(0, 0, y, η) = 0,

ξ1 =W1(x1, x2, y, η), W1(0, 0, y, η) = 0

ξ2 =W2(x1, x2, y, η), W2(0, 0, y, η) = 0,

where F, G, W1 and W2 have polyhomogeneous expansions at R and L. One should notice that the curves
start on Λ∗

∂ , and so they remain on Λ∗, and on Λ∗, [H℘R
, H℘L

] = 0. Therefore, on Λ∗, exp(−t1H℘R
) ◦

exp(−t2H℘L
)(y, η) = exp(−t2H℘L

) ◦ exp(−t1H℘R
)(y, η). However, in view of (6.58), we in fact have that

on Λ∗,

ỹ = y + F̃ (x1, x2, y
′′, η′), F̃ (0, 0, y′′, η′) = 0,

η̃ = η + G̃(x1, x2, y
′′, η′), G̃(0, 0, y′′, η′) = 0,

ξ1 = W̃1(x1, x2, y
′′, η′), W̃1(0, 0, y

′′, η′) = 0,

ξ2 = W̃2(x1, x2, y
′′, η′), W̃2(0, 0, y

′′, η′) = 0,

with F̃ , G̃, W̃1 and W̃2 polyhomogeneous in (x1, x2), and this implies that on Λ∗,

ỹ′ = H̃1(x1, x2, ỹ
′′, η̃′), η̃′′ = H̃2(x1, x2, ỹ

′′, η̃′),

ξ1 = X1(x1, x2, ỹ
′′, η̃′), ξ2 = X2(x1, x2, ỹ

′′, η̃′),
(6.61)

again with H̃j and Xj , j = 1, 2 polyhomogeneous in (x1, x2). This would follow from the inverse function
theorem if the functions were C∞, but in this case we need the following
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Lemma 6.6. Let F (x1, x2, Y ) ∈ C∞((0, ε)× (0, ε);C∞(U))∩C([0, ε)× [0, ε);C∞(U)) where U is a neigh-
borhood of 0 ∈ Rn. Suppose that

F (x1, x2, Y ) ∼
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x1)

k2Fj1,j2,k1,k2(Y ), Fj1,j2,k1,k2 ∈ C∞(U).

If Ỹ = Y + F (x1, x2, Y ), then there exist δ > 0, an open subset V with 0 ∈ V ⊂ U and a function

F̃ ∈ C([0, δ)× [0, δ);C∞(V )), such that

Y = Ỹ + F̃ (x1, x2, Ỹ ), and

F̃ (x1, x2, Y ) ∼
∞∑

j1,j2=1

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x1)

k2 F̃j1,j2,k1,k2(Y ), F̃j1,j2,k1,k2 ∈ C∞(V ).
(6.62)

Proof. For ε > 0, we let Bε = {Y ∈ Rn : |Y | ≤ ε} ⋐ U and pick δ > 0 such that

sup
x1,x2∈[0,δ], Y ∈Bε

|F (x1, x2, Y )| < ε

2
, sup

x1,x2∈[0,δ], Y ∈Bε

|∂YjF (x1, x2, Y )| < 1

2
.(6.63)

On this set,

|(Y1 + F (x1, x2, Y1))− (Y2 + F (x1, x2, Y2))| ≥ |Y1 − Y2| − |F (x1, x2, Y1)− F (x1, x2, Y2)| ≥
1

2
|Y1 − Y2|,

so the map is injective and hence it has an inverse defined on its range.
Next we define the map

TZ = Ỹ − F (x1, x2, Z), |Z| ≤ ε,

and the norm

||Ψ|| = sup
[0,δ]×[0,δ]×Bε/2

|Ψ(x1, x1, Ỹ )|, Ψ ∈ C([0, δ]× [0, δ]×Bε/2).

Let

Bδ,ε = {Ψ ∈ C([0, δ]× [0, δ]×Bε/2) : ||Ψ|| ≤ ε}.

Then in view of (6.63), provided |Ỹ | ≤ ε
2 ,

T : Bδ,ε −→ Bδ,ε,

and moreover, if Ψj(x1, x2, Ỹ ) ∈ Bδ,ε j = 1, 2,

||TΨ1 − TΨ2|| = ||F (x1, x2,Ψ1)− F (x1, x2,Ψ2)|| ≤
1

2
||Ψ1 −Ψ2||.

Therefore T is a contraction, and hence it has a unique fixed point, and to find this fixed point we just

define the sequence Y0 = Ỹ and Yn = TYn−1. Then ||Yn+1 − Yn|| ≤ ( 12 )
n||Y1 − Y0|| and hence for any

n, k ∈ N,

||Yn+k − Yn|| ≤
k∑

j=1

||Yn+j − Yn+j−1|| ≤ ||Y1 − Y0||
k∑

j=1

(
1

2
)n+j−1 ≤ (

1

2
)n−1||Y1 − Y0||.

Therefore Yn(x1, x2, Ỹ ) is a Cauchy sequence in C([0, δ]× [0, δ]×Bε/2) and hence it converges uniformly to

Y (x1, x2, Ỹ ) = limn→∞ Yn(x1, x2, Ỹ ), then there exists F̃ (x1, x2, Ỹ ) such that Y (x1, x2, Ỹ ) satisfies

Y (x1, x2, Ỹ ) = Ỹ + F̃ (x1, x2, Ỹ ), and

Y (x1, x2, Ỹ ) = Ỹ − F (x1, x2, Y (x1, x2, Ỹ )).
(6.64)

Now we have to show that this function satisfies the expansion (6.62), but this follows by iteration in (6.64),
the expansion of F and the Taylor expansion of the coefficients Fj1,j2,k1,k2(Y ). □
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It also follows from the definition of the coordinates (ỹ, η̃) that Λ∗ is a Lagrangian submanifold with

respect to ω = dξ1 ∧ dx1 + dx2 ∧ dξ2 + dη̃ ∧ dỹ. Then (6.61) implies that there exist S̃(x1, x2, ỹ
′′, η̃′) with

polyhomogeneous expansion in (x1, x2) such that

ỹ′ = ∂η̃′ S̃, η′′ = −∂ỹ′′ S̃,

ξ1 = −∂x1 S̃, ξ2 = −∂x2 S̃.

Therefore, setting θ = η̃′, in the interior, Λ∗ = ΛΦ̃, where

Φ̃(x1, x2, y, η̃
′) = ⟨ỹ′, η̃′⟩ − S̃(x1, x2, ỹ

′′, η̃′).

We are left to prove (6.59), but this follows from (6.18), and the same argument used in the proof of (6.50),
as in Theorem 6.4. □

Notice that expansion (6.59) guarantees that the definition of non-degeneracy can be applied in the case
of such phase functions.

The following is a consequence of Theorem 6.5 and (6.43)

Corollary 6.7. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM, let Λ ⊂ T ∗(X̊ × X̊) be the Lagrangian manifold defined
in (6.6) and let Λ∗ be the manifold defined in Theorem 6.1. If Φ(m, θ) is a polyhomogeneous phase function
that locally parametrizes Λ∗ in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X), and γ is the function defined in (3.9), then
Ψ(m, θ) = Φ(m, θ)− γ locally parametrizes β∗

0Λ in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X).

Notice that a phase function that parametrizes Λ∗ is only determined modulo a constant. In the case a
conic Lagrangian Λ, a phase function Φ(z, θ) that parametrizes Λ is homogeneous in θ, and Euler’s equation
shows that Φ(z, θ) = θ · dθΦ, and hence Φ = 0 on the set {dθΦ = 0}. However, in our case Λ∗ is not
homogeneous, and the dependence on the value of the phase function restricted to its critical points will
generate difficulties when defining the principal symbol of semiclassical Lagrangian distributions associated
to Λ∗, and we need to find more specific phase functions that parametrize Λ∗.

6.1. The construction via the wave equation. It will also be useful to present a construction of Λ and
Λ∗ from the wave equation, so we work on the manifold T ∗(Rt × X̊ × X̊), which can be identified with the

product T ∗Rt × T ∗X̊ × T ∗X̊. In local coordinates (t, τ, z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) the canonical 2-form on T ∗(R× X̊ × X̊)
is given by

ω̃ = dτ ∧ dt+
n+1∑
j=1

dζj ∧ dzj +
n+1∑
j=1

dζ ′j ∧ dz′j .

We define the principal symbol of half of the negative wave operator, − 1
2□ = 1

2 (∆g − D2
t ), to be Q =

1
2 (|ζ|

2
g∗(z) − τ2) and its characteristic variety is NQ = {Q = 0}. In local coordinates, the Hamilton vector

field of Q is given by

HQ = −τ ∂
∂t

+
1

2

n+1∑
j=1

∂|ζ|2g∗(z)

∂ζj

∂

∂zj
−
∂|ζ|2g∗(z)

∂zj

∂

∂ζj
,(6.65)

and define the twisted bicharacteristic relation for Q

Λ̃ = {(t, τ, z, ζ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈ T ∗(R× X̊ × X̊) \ 0 : (t, τ, z, ζ) ∈ NQ, (0, τ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈ NQ,

lie on the same integral curve of HQ}.
(6.66)

Again, in view of the non-trapping assumption, Λ̃ is a C∞, conic, closed Lagrangian submanifold in T ∗(R×
X̊ × R× X̊) \ 0. Since NQ \ 0 consists of two disjoint components

NQ = NQ,+ ∪NQ,−, where NQ,± = {τ = ∓|ζ|g∗(z)},
we define

Λ̃ = Λ̃+ ∪ Λ̃−, where Λ̃± = Λ̃ ∩NQ,±.(6.67)
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As above, we distinguish between the lifts of the wave equation associated to the right or left factor, and
we define

QR(τ, z, ζ, z
′, ζ ′) =

1

2
(|ζ ′|2g∗(z′) − τ2) and QL(τ, z, ζ, z

′, ζ ′) =
1

2
(|ζ|2g∗(z) − τ2),(6.68)

and we will think of these as functions on T ∗(R× X̊ × X̊), and HQR
and HQL

will denote their Hamilton
vector fields.

These vector fields obviously commute, and therefore, for t1, t2 ∈ R and a point (t, τ, z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) ∈
T ∗(R× X̊ × X̊) \ 0,

exp t2HQL
◦ exp t1HQR

(t, τ, z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) = exp t2HQR
◦ exp t1HQL

(t, τ, z, ζ, z′, ζ ′).

Moreover, away from

Λ0,± = {(t, τ, z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) ∈ T ∗(R× X̊ × X̊) : t = 0, z = z′, ζ = −ζ ′, τ = ∓|ζ|g∗(z)},(6.69)

Λ̃± \ Λ0,± = Λ̃±,R ∪ Λ̃±,L,(6.70)

where

Λ̃±,R
.
=

∪
γ>0

exp γHQR
(Λ0,±) and Λ̃±,L

.
=

∪
γ>0

exp γHQL
(Λ0,±).(6.71)

Observe that the relations Λ̃±,R and Λ̃±,L, with the same sign, are the inverse to each other. To see that
one just has to realize that if (t, τ, z, ζ) = exp(γHQR

)(t1, τ, z
′, ζ ′), then (t1, τ, z

′, ζ ′) = exp(γHQL
)(t, τ, z, ζ).

As shown in Section 5.2 of [14], the Lagrangian Λ defined in (6.8) can be obtained from Λ̃+ by first

taking Λ̃+ ∩ {τ = −1}, and then projecting in the t variable. As pointed out above, since Q does not

depend on t, τ remains constant along the integral curves of HQ, and hence one can think of Λ̃+ as a union

of disjoint leaves parameterized by τ. Therefore Λ̃+ ∩ {τ = −1} is a C∞ submanifold T ∗(R× X̊ × X̊). The

next operation is the projection in the variable t. It follows from the definitions of Λ and Λ̃+ that if Πt

denotes the projection on the t-variable, and Λ is as in (6.8), we have

Πt

(
Λ̃+ ∩ {τ = −1}

)
= Λ.(6.72)

As observed in [14], a phase function that parametrizes Λ̃+ can be used to parametrize Λ. Indeed, suppose

that Ψ(t, z, z′, θ) parametrizes Λ̃+ near a point Λ̃+, then by definition,

Λ̃+ = {(t, z, z′, τ, ζ) : τ = dtΦ, ζ = dzΦ, dz′Φ = ζ ′ on dθΦ = 0}.

Notice that the fibers of Λ̃+ consist of cones {τ = −|ζ|g∗(z)} and therefore Λ̃+ intersects {τ = −1} transver-
sally. Then according to equations (5.2.11) and (5.2.12) of [14], if α = (t, θ), the function

Ψ(z, z′, α) = t+Φ(t, z, z′, θ)(6.73)

is a phase function, and

{dαΨ(z, z′, α) = 0} = {dtΦ(t, z, z′, θ) = −1, dθΦ(t, z, z
′, θ) = 0}

and therefore, Ψ(z, z′, α) parametrizes the Lagrangian

Λ = {(z, ζ, z′, ζ ′) : ζ = dzΨ(z, z′, α), ζ ′ = dz′Ψ(z, z′, α) on dαΨ(z, z′, α) = 0} = Πt

(
Λ̃+ ∩ {τ = −1}

)
.

Notice also that, since Λ̃+ is conic, Φ(t, z, z′, θ) is homogeneous in θ and by Euler’s equation Φ(t, z, z′, θ) = 0
on the set dθΦ(t, z, z

′, θ) = 0. Therefore we conclude that

Ψ(z, z′, α) = t on {dαΨ(z, z′, α) = 0}.(6.74)
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But it is very important to notice that t is intrinsically well-defined on Λ. In view of (6.8), given (z, ζ, z′,−ζ ′) ∈
Λ, there exists a t is the unique t ∈ R such that (z, ζ) = exp(tHp(z

′,−ζ ′)}. So we have shown that Λ can
always be locally parametrized by a phase function Ψ(z, z′, α) satisfying (6.74).

The methods developed above can be used to analyze the global behavior of Λ̃± up to ∂T ∗(Rt×X×X)\0
and describe the behavior of Λ up to infinity. As above we work on R× (X ×0 X) and by abuse of notation,
we will also denote

β0 : Rt ×X ×0 X −→ Rt ×X ×X

(t,m) 7−→ (t, β0(m)).
(6.75)

In the interior of X ×0 X, β0 is a diffeomorphism between open C∞ manifolds, and the lift of the Lagrangian

manifolds β∗
0 Λ̃±,R, β

∗
0 Λ̃±,L ⊂ T ∗(Rt×X ×0 X) are naturally well-defined as the flow-out of the lift of (6.69)

under the lifts β∗
0HQR

and β∗
0HQL

.
The proof of the following theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1:

Theorem 6.8. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM. Let ρL, ρR be boundary defining functions of L and R
respectively. Let κR and κL denote the lifts of κ from the right and left factors respectively. Let

M : R× (X ×0 X \ (R ∪ L)) −→ R×X ×0 X

(s,m) 7−→ (s− 1

κL
log ρL(m)− 1

κR
log ρR(m),m) = (t,m)

(6.76)

and define β1 = β0 ◦M : Rs × (X ×0 X \ (R ∪ L)) −→ Rt ×X ×X, where β0 is the map defined in (6.75).

Let Λ̃+ ⊂ T ∗(Rt × X̊ × X̊) \ 0 be the C∞ conic Lagrangian submanifold defined in (6.71). Then β∗
1 Λ̃+,

the lift of Λ̃+ by β1 in the interior of T ∗(Rs × X ×0 X) \ 0, is C∞ there. If κ is constant, then β∗
1 Λ̃+

has a C∞ extension across the boundary of T ∗(Rs × X ×0 X) \ 0. If κ(y) is not constant, β∗
1 Λ̃+ has a

C∞ extension across the front face, but has polyhomogeneous singularities at T ∗
{ρR=0}(Rs×X ×0 X) and at

T ∗
{ρL=0}(Rs ×X ×0 X). Moreover, the analogue of the expansions (6.18) hold.

It follows from (6.72) that if Πs denotes the projection in the s-variable,

Πs(β
∗
1 Λ̃+ ∩ {σ = −1}) = Λ∗.(6.77)

Since t is globally defined on Λ, one can also view s = t+ log ρR + log ρL as a function globally defined on

Λ∗. Similarly to the discussion above, a phase function that parametrizes β∗
1 Λ̃+ can be used to parametrize

Λ∗. Similarly to what we discusses above, Ψ(s,m, θ) parametrizes β∗
1 Λ̃+ near a point q ∈ β∗

1 Λ̃+, then

β∗
1 Λ̃+ = {(s,m, σ, ζ) : σ = dsΦ, ζ = dmΦ on dθΦ = 0}.

Again, since in the interior of X ×0 X, the fibers of β
∗
1 Λ̃+ are cones, β∗

1 Λ̃+ and {σ = −1} intersect transver-
sally, and therefore if α = (s, θ), the function

Ψ(m,α) = s+Φ(s,m, θ)(6.78)

is a phase function, and

{dαΨ(m,α) = 0} = {dsΦ(s,m, θ) = −1, dθΦ(s,m, θ) = 0}

and therefore, Ψ(m,α) parametrizes the Lagrangian

Λ∗ = {(m, ζ) : ζ = dmΨ(m,α) on dαΨ(m,α) = 0} = Πs(β
∗
1 Λ̃+).

As in the case discussed above, since β∗
1 Λ̃+ is conic, we can also conclude that

Ψ(m,α) = s on {dαΨ(m,α) = 0}.(6.79)

So β∗
1 Λ̃+ can always be locally parametrized by a phase function that satisfies (6.79).

We need to introduce the following concept:
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Definition 6.9. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM, and let Λ∗ ⊂ T ∗(X ×0 X) be the Lagrangian sub-
manifold defined in Theorem 6.1. We say that {T ∗Oj , j ∈ N} is an admissible cover of Λ∗ if Oj is a
relatively open local chart of X ×0 X, {T ∗Oj , j ∈ N} cover Λ∗ (and here we identify T ∗Oj with a subset of
[0,∞)× [0,∞)× [0,∞)× R4n+1) such that

i) if Λ∗ is C∞ up to R,L, there exist phase functions Ψj ∈ C∞(Oj × RNj ) satisfying (6.79) such that

Λ∗ ∩ T ∗Oj = ΛΨj .

ii) If Λ∗ is polyhomogeneous at R and L, again we demand that Ψj satisfies (6.79) and that

Λ∗ ∩ T ∗Oj = ΛΨj , Ψj ∈ C∞(Oj × RNj ) if Oj ∩ (R ∪ L) = ∅,

Λ∗ ∩ T ∗Oj = ΛΨj , Ψj ∈ C∞(O̊j × RNj ) and has an expansion (6.59) near R ∪ L,
provided Oj ∩ (R ∪ L) ̸= ∅.

7. Semiclassical Lagrangian distributions

We will work with a generalization of the class of Lagrangian distributions which were introduced by
Hörmander [33] following a long history of work by several people, see [33] for an accurate historical ac-
count. The almost parallel semiclassical version of this concept has been studied by several people including
Alexandrova [3], Chen and Hassell [9], Duistermaat [14, 15], and Guillemin and Sternberg [23]. One major
difference between these theories is that the Lagrangian manifolds associated with semiclassical Lagrangian
distributions are not necessarily conic. We will first recall the definition of semiclassical Lagrangian dis-
tributions with respect to Λ from [15]. We then define Lagrangian distributions with respect to Λ∗. In
the latter case, Λ∗ compact but it is only polyhomogeneous at the right and left faces. We will essentially
extend the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 of [15] to this setting and globally up to the boundary of T ∗(X ×0 X).

7.1. Lagrangian distributions with respect to Λ. We begin by defining the space of semiclassical
symbols that will be used

Definition 7.1. Let O ⊂ R2n+2 be an open subset. We define the space S((0, h0) × O × RN ), N ∈ N0, to
be the space of functions a : (0, h0)× O× RN → C such that there exist aj ∈ C∞(O× RN ) satisfying

sup
(z,z′,θ)

|∂α1
z ∂α2

z′ ∂
β
θ aj(z, z

′, θ)| = Cj,α1,α2,β <∞,(7.1)

and such that for any J ∈ N,

sup
(z,z′,θ)

|∂α1
z ∂α2

z′ ∂
β
θ

a(h, z, z′, θ)− J∑
j=0

hjaj(z, z
′, θ)

 | ≤ CJ,α1,α2,βh
J(7.2)

The space of Lagrangian distributions associated to Λ ⊂ T ∗(X̊ × X̊) can be locally defined in terms of
oscillatory integrals with a phase that parametrizes Λ, but satisfy (6.74). More precisely

Definition 7.2. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM, and let Λ be the Lagrangian submanifold defined in

(6.8) and let Ω
1
2 denote the half-density bundle over X̊ × X̊. We say that A is a semiclassical Lagrangian

distribution of order k with respect to Λ and denote A ∈ Ik(X̊ × X̊,Λ,Ω
1
2 ) if there exists an open cover

{Oj} of X̊ × X̊ and phase functions Ψj ∈ C∞(Oj × RNj ;R) satisfying (6.74) such that Λ ∩ T ∗Oj = ΛΨj ,

and symbols aj(h, z, z
′, θ) ∈ S((0, h0)×Oj ×RNj ) compactly supported in θ such that for each K ⋐ X̊ × X̊

there exists M such that for u ∈ C∞
c (K; Ω

1
2 ), ⟨A, u⟩ =

∑M
j=1⟨Aj , u⟩, where

⟨Aj , u⟩ = (2πh)−k−
(d+2Nj)

4

∫
RN

∫
K

e
i
hΨj(z,z

′,θ)aj(h, z, z
′, θ)u(z) dθdzdz′, provided Nj ≥ 1,

⟨Aj , u⟩ = (2πh)−k− d
4

∫
K

e
i
hΨj(z,z

′)aj(h, z)u(z) dzdz
′, if Nj = 0,

(7.3)

d = 2n+ 2 is the dimension of X̊ × X̊.
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It follows from the stationary phase theorem that if

A(a)(z, z′) = (2πh)−k− (d+2N)
4

∫
RN

e
i
hΨ(z,z′,θ)a(h, z, θ) dθ,

and

C = CΨ = {(z, z′, θ) : dθΨ(z, z′, θ) = 0},

and if a1 and a2 are symbols such that a1(h, z, z
′, θ) = a2(h, z, z

′, θ) on C, then

A(a1)(z, z
′)−A(a2)(z, z

′) = O(h).

One can define the principal symbol of A basically in the same way as in the case of Lagrangian distri-
butions introduced by Hörmander [33, 34]. First pick local coordinates {λj , 1 ≤ j ≤ d} on C, extend them
to a neighborhood of C and let

dC = |dλ1dλ2 . . . dλd|
∣∣∣∣D(λ,Φ′

θ)

D(z, θ)

∣∣∣∣−1

,

which is independent of the choice of {λj}. One then defines the half-density valued symbol aC(h, z, z
′θ)

√
dC

on the manifold C.
Recall that the map

C −→ Λ

(z, z′, θ) 7−→ (z, z′, dz,z′Φ(z, z′, θ))
(7.4)

is a diffeomorphism and it turns out that if a ∼ a0 + ha1 + . . . , and aC = a|C , is the restriction of a to C,
the push-forward of aC(h, z, z

′, θ)
√
dC from C to Λ∗ via the map defined above, which is still denoted by

aC
√
dC , is invariant under a change of phase function that locally parametrizes Λ. We define this class of

symbols by S(Λ,Ω
1
2

Λ). Moreover, it turns out that if a(h, z, z′, θ) ∈ S((0, h0)×O×RN1), a ∼ a0 + ha1 + ...,
b(h, z, z′, θ′) ∈ S((0, h0) × O × RN2), b ∼ b0 + hb1 + ... and two phase functions Φ(z, θ) and Ψ(z, θ′) that
parametrize Λ on a neighborhood of q ∈ Λ, and

(2πh)−k− (d+2N1)
4

∫
RN1

e
i
hΦ(z,θ)a(h, z, θ)dθ = (2πh)−k− (d+2N2)

4

∫
RN2

e
i
hΨ(z,θ′)b(h, z, θ′)dθ′,

then

ei
σ
hΦCΦ ei

π
4 sgnΦ′′

θθaC
√
dC − ei

σ
hΨCΨ ei

π
4 sgnΨ′′

θ′θ′ bC
√
dC ∈ hS(Λ,Ω

1
2

Λ),(7.5)

where ΦCΦ and ΨCΨ are respectively is the restriction of Φ to the manifold CΦ and Ψ to CΨ. But since Ψ
and Φ satisfy (6.74), ΦCΦ = ΨCΨ = t. As in [15], one can then use (7.13) to define the principal symbol of

the Lagrangian distribution A as an element of ei
σ
h tS(Λ,MΛ ⊗ Ω

1
2

Λ), where MΛ∗ is the Maslov line bundle
defined in [33, 34], and we have the principal symbol map:

Ik(X̊ × X̊,Λ,Ω
1
2 )/Ik−1(X̊ × X̊,Λ,Ω

1
2 ) −→ ei

σ
h tS(Λ,MΛ ⊗ Ω

1
2

Λ)/hS(Λ,MΛ ⊗ Ω
1
2

Λ)

which locally is of the form

σk(A) = ei
σ
h tei

π
4 sgnΦ′′

θθa0C
√
dC ,(7.6)

where Φ ∈ C∞(O×RN ) parametrizes Λ, a(h, z, θ) = a0(z, θ) +O(h), and a0|C is the restriction of a0 to C.
Notice that this only involves derivatives of the phase function in θ.

We also need the following result about composition of semiclassical differential operators and semiclas-

sical Lagrangian distributions. Let P (h, σ,D) = h2(∆g(z) − κ0n
2

4 ) − σ2, and let PL be the operator on∫
x× X̊ obtained by lifting P to the left factor of X̊ × X̊. The semiclassical principal symbol of PL(h, σ,D)

is equal to pL(z, ζ, z
′, ζ ′) = |ζ|2g∗(z) − 1, which by definition vanishes on Λ. The principal symbol of PLA is

given by the following analogue of Theorem 25.2.4 of [34]. In fact its proof is very similar to that of the
reference, but it can be found in equation 1.1.13 of [15].
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Proposition 7.3. Let Λ be the Lagrangian manifold defined in (6.8), let PL(h, σ,D) be as above, and let A ∈
Ik(X̊ × X̊,Λ,Ω

1
2 ), have principal symbol ei

σ
h ta, with a ∈ S(Λ,MΛ ⊗Ω

1
2

Λ). Then PLA ∈ Ik−1(X̊ × X̊,Λ,Ω
1
2 )

and

σk−1(PLA) = ei
σ
h t(

1

i
LHpL

a+ pL,spa),(7.7)

where HpL
is the Hamilton vector field of pL, and pL,sp is the semiclassical subprincipal symbol of pL.

Recall that if p(h, z, ζ) = p0(z, ζ) + hp1(z, ζ) +O(h2), then

psp(z, ζ) = p1(z, ζ)−
1

2i

n∑
j=1

∂2p0(z, ζ)

∂zj∂ζj
.

7.2. Lagrangian distributions with respect to Λ∗. We begin by defining the space of semiclassical
symbols that will be used:

Definition 7.4. Let O ⊂ [0,∞)x1 × [0,∞)x2 × R2n
x′ be a relatively open subset. We define the space

S((0, h0)× O× RN ), N ∈ N0, to be the space of functions a : (0, h0)× O× RN → C, such that

i) If O ∩ ({x1 = 0} ∪ {x2 = 0}) = ∅, there exist aj ∈ C∞(O× RN ) with

sup
(x,θ)

|∂αx ∂
β
θ aj(x, θ)| = Cj,α,β <∞,(7.8)

and such that for any J ∈ N,

sup
(x,θ)

|∂αx ∂
β
θ

a(x, h, θ)− J∑
j=0

hjaj(x, θ)

 | ≤ CJ,α,βh
J+1(7.9)

ii) If O ∩ ({x1 = 0} ∪ {x2 = 0}) ̸= ∅, there exist C∞ functions a•(x
′, θ), • ∈ N5, such that

sup
(x′,θ)

|∂αx′∂
β
θ a•(x

′, θ)| = C•,α,β <∞,(7.10)

and for any J, L ∈ N, and δ > 0 there exists C(J, L, δ) > 0 such that for

EJ,L(h, x, θ) = a(x, h, θ)−
J∑

j1,j2=0

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

L∑
l=0

xj11 (log x1)
k1xj22 (log x2)

k2hla•(x
′, θ),

• = (j1, j2, k1, k2, l), sup
(x′,θ)

|∂αx′∂
β
θ EJ,L(h, x, θ)| ≤ C(J, L, δ)hL+1|(x1, x2)|J−δ.

(7.11)

It is a consequence of Borel’s lemma, see Theorem 2.1.6 of [34], that given a sequence a•(x
′, θ) satisfying

(7.10) one can find a function a(x, h, θ) such that (7.11) holds.
Now we define the semiclassical Lagrangian distributions with respect to Λ∗ :

Definition 7.5. Let Λ∗ ⊂ T ∗(X ×0 X) be as above, and let Ω
1
2 denote the half-density bundle over X ×0 X.

We say that A is a polyhomogeneous semiclassical Lagrangian distribution of order k with respect to Λ∗,
and denote A ∈ Ikph(X ×0 X,Λ

∗,Ω
1
2 ) if there exists an admissible cover (T ∗Oj ,Φj) of Λ∗, and symbols

aj(z, h, θ) ∈ S((0, h0) × Oj × RNj ) compactly supported in θ, such that for each K ⋐ X ×0 X there exists

M such that for u ∈ C∞
c (K; Ω

1
2 ), ⟨A, u⟩ =

∑M
j=1⟨Aj , u⟩, where

⟨Aj , u⟩ = (2πh)−k−
(d+2Nj)

4

∫
RN

∫
K

e
i
hΦj(z,θ)aj(h, z, θ)u(z) dθdz, provided Nj ≥ 1,

⟨Aj , u⟩ = (2πh)−k− d
4

∫
K

e
i
hΦj(z)aj(h, z)u(z) dz, if N = 0,

(7.12)

and d = 2n+ 2 is the dimension of X ×0 X.
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Consider one of these oscillatory integrals in (7.12),

A(a)(z) = (2πh)−k− (d+2N)
4

∫
RN

e
i
hΦ(z,θ)a(h, z, θ) dθ.

According to the definition, the function Φ may have polyhomogeneous singularities at R∪L, but it is C∞

in θ. Therefore, just as in the case of standard Lagrangian distributions, it follows from the stationary phase
theorem that if

C = CΦ = {(z, θ) : dθΦ(z, θ) = 0},
and a1(h, z, θ) and a2(h, z, θ) are such that a1|C = a2|C , then

A(a1)(z)−A(a2)(z) = O(h).

The proof of this statement requires integration by parts, but recall that the phase function is C1 in all
variables, so this is not a problem.

As in the case of Λ, one can define the principal symbol of A in the same way as in the case of C∞

Lagrangian distributions. Pick local coordinates {λj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n+2} on C, extend them to a neighborhood
of C and let

dC = |dλ1dλ2 . . . dλd|
∣∣∣∣D(λ,Φ′

θ)

D(z, θ)

∣∣∣∣−1

,

which is independent of the choice of {λj}. One then defines the half-density valued symbol aC(h, z, θ)
√
dC

on the manifold C, where a ∼ a0+ha1+ ..., aC = a|C . To see that this is well defined and polyhomogeneous
up to the boundary one can use the expansion of Φ(z, θ) given by (6.59). Here it is important that the
expansion starts in x2j , j = 1, 2, and so the Jacobian is well defined up to the boundary. Notice that the
Jacobian has two derivatives in θ and one mixed derivative in (z, θ), but it does not have two derivatives in
z, and in particular in xj , j = 1, 2. However, we need to observe that the mixed derivatives ∂xj∂θkΦ may

have terms involving xj11 (log x1)
k1 or xj22 (log x2)

k2 with k1 = j1 + 1, k2 = j2 + 1, which does not fit our
definition of polyhomogeneity. However, if one picks λ1 = x1, λ2 = x2, z = (x1, x2, y), such that H℘R = ∂x2

and H℘L
= ∂x1 , as in the proof of Theorem 6.5, then the first two rows of the matrix

D(λ,Φ′
θ)

D(z,θ) are of the form

(1, 0, . . . 0), and (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) respectively and hence the mixed derivatives ∂xj∂θkΦ, j = 1, 2, do not appear

in the determinant. Therefore, with this choice of λ and z, the Jacobian
∣∣∣D(λ,Φ′

θ)
D(z,θ)

∣∣∣−1

has a polyhomogeneous

expansion in (x1, x2). But since this is independent
Now, recall that the map

CΦ −→ Λ∗

(z, θ) 7−→ (z, dzΦ(z, θ))

is a diffeomorphism in the interior, and again the push-forward of aC(z, θ)
√
dC from C to Λ∗ via the map

defined above, which is still denoted by aC
√
dC , is invariant under a change of phase function that locally

parametrizes Λ∗. Since this is polyhomogeneous for the choice of phase function given by Theorem 6.5, then

it is always polyhomogeneous. So, as before, we define this class of symbols by S(Λ∗,Ω
1
2

Λ).
As in the case of Λ∗, if we have two symbols a(h, z, θ) ∈ S((0, h0) × O × RN1), b(h, z, θ′) ∈ S((0, h0) ×

O× RN2), and two phase functions Ψ1(z, θ) and Ψ2(z, θ
′) that parametrize Λ∗, and

(2πh)−k− (d+2N1)
4

∫
RN1

e
i
hΨ1(z,θ)a(h, z, θ)dθ = (2πh)−k− (d+2N2)

4

∫
RN2

e
i
hΨ2(z,θ

′)b(h, z, θ′)dθ′,

then if Ψj,CΨj
is the restriction of Ψj to CΨj ,

e
iσ
hΨ1,CΨ1 ei

π
4 sgnΦ′′

θθaC

√
dCΨ1

− e
iσ
hΨ2,CΨ2 ei

π
4 sgnΨ′′

θ′θ′ bC

√
dCΨ2

∈ hS(Λ∗,Ω
1
2

Λ∗).(7.13)

The terms ei
σ
hΨj,C , j = 1, 2, do not appear in the case when Λ∗ is conic, as they are equal to one. Here they

appear, and represent a delicate problem. However, since Ψj , j = 1, 2, are admissible, they satisfy (6.79),
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and so Ψj,C = s. We then use (7.13) to define the principal symbol of the Lagrangian distribution A as an

element of ei
σ
h sS(Λ∗,MΛ∗ ⊗ Ω

1
2

Λ), where MΛ∗ is the Maslov line bundle defined in [33, 34],

Ik(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 )/Ik−1(X ×0 X,Λ

∗,Ω
1
2 ) −→ ei

σ
h sS(Λ∗,MΛ∗ ⊗ Ω

1
2

Λ∗)/hS(Λ
∗,MΛ∗ ⊗ Ω

1
2

Λ∗),

which locally is of the form

σk(A) = ei
π
4 sgnΨ′′

θθei
σ
h sa0C

√
dC ,(7.14)

where Ψ ∈ C∞(O × RN ) is an admissible phase function that parametrizes Λ∗ and a0C = a0|C , where
a = a0 + ha1 + ..., satisfies the hypotheses of Definition 7.4. Notice that this definition only involves
derivatives in θ, and is perfectly well-defined for our class of phase functions. Here the existence of the
function s makes it possible to define the principal symbol globally. In general there is a topological
restriction to the global definition of the principal symbol, see for example [5, 15].

We should remark that the definitions above involve real-valued phase functions, but we can apply them
without a problem to oscillatory integrals with phase σΦ, as long as σ = 1 + hσ′, σ′ ∈ (−c, c) × i(−C,C).
In this case e−iσ

hΦ = e−
i
hΦe−iσ′Φ, and the factor e−iσ′Φ can be thought to be part of the symbol of the

Lagrangian distribution.

8. The third step of the proof: The construction of G2(h, σ)

In this section we will use the semiclassical Lagrangian distributions we have just defined to remove the
error on the semiclassical face. We have completed the first two steps in the construction of the parametrix:
Combining Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 gives an operator G′

1(h, σ) = G0(h, σ) + G1(h, σ) holomorphic in
σ ∈ Ωℏ = (1− ch, 1 + ch)×−i(−Ch,Ch), c > 0, C > 0, such that

P (h, σ,D)G′
1(h, σ)− Id = E1(h, σ),

E1(h, σ) = E′
1(h, σ) + ei

σ
h rF1(h, σ), E′

1 ∈ ρ∞S Ψ−∞
0,ℏ (X), F1 ∈ ρ∞S Ψ

−∞,∞,−n
2 ,∞

0,ℏ (X)

and with β∗
ℏKF1 supported away from L, R,

(8.1)

and KE′
1
is supported near Diagℏ while β∗

ℏKF1 supported away from Diagℏ . As mentioned before, the error

E′
1 is already good for our purposes, but we need to remove the error ei

σ
h rF1, since it does not vanish at

the semiclassical face A. Here it is very important that β∗
ℏKF1 is compactly supported in a neighborhood

of S and vanishes to infinite order at Diagℏ, see Fig.5. The third step of the construction is given by the
following lemma.

Lemma 8.1. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM, and let F1(h, σ) be as in (8.1). Then there exist
h0 > 0 and operators G2(h, σ) and E2(h, σ) with Schwartz kernels KG2 and KE2 such that β∗

0KG2 ∈
e−iσ

h γ̃I
1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ) and β∗

0KE2 ∈ e−iσ
h γ̃I−∞

ph (X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ), holomorphic in σ ∈ Ωℏ, with h ∈

(0, h0), where γ̃ is defined in (3.9) and are such that

(8.2) (h2(∆g(z) −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2)G2(h, σ)− ei

σ
h rF1(h, σ) = E2(h, σ).

Proof. Instead of having to deal with the factor ρ
n
2
• in the expansions, it is convenient to work with

Q(h, σ,D) = x−
n
2 (h2(∆g −

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2)x

n
2 .(8.3)

Notice that Q(h, σ,D) − P (h, σ,D) = O(h), so they have the same semiclassical principal symbol. So we
denote

QL(h, σ,D) = β∗
0Q(h, σ,D),(8.4)
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F1 = x
n
2 F̃1, and G2 = x

n
2 G̃2. We also know from (8.1) that β∗

0KF̃1
has an expansion

β∗
0KF̃1

∼ h−
n
2

∞∑
j=0

hjF̃1,j(σ
′,m).

So the first step is to find G̃2,0(h, σ) with β
∗
0KG̃2,0

∈ e−iσ
h γ̃I

1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ) such that if β∗

0KF̃1,0
=

h−
n
2 F̃1,0, then

Q(h, σ,D)G̃2,0(h, σ)− ei
σ
h rF̃1,0(h, σ) = hE1(h,D), β∗

0KE1 ∈ e−iσ
h γ̃I

1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ).(8.5)

Since in X̊ × X̊, h−
n
2 ei

σ
h rF̃1,0(σ

′,m) is a semiclassical Lagrangian distribution of order − 1
2 with respect to

the manifold Λ defined in (6.6), one would expect that, again in X̊× X̊, the kernel of G2,0, KG̃2,0
∈ I

1
2 (X̊×

X̊,Λ,Ω
1
2 ). If ei

σ
h tg2,0, with g2,0 ∈ S(Λ,MΛ ⊗Ω

1
2

Λ) is the semiclassical principal symbol of KG2,0 , e
iσ
h tF̃1,0 is

the principal symbol of F̃1,0(h, σ), q and qsp are the semiclassical principal symbol and subprincipal symbol
of Q(h, σ,D), then according to (7.7)

ei
σ
h t

(
1

i
LHqg2,0 + qspg2,0

)
= ei

σ
h tF̃1,0.(8.6)

This equation can be solved in X̊× X̊ without a problem, but the whole point is to describe the asymptotic
behavior of g2,0 at the right and left faces of T ∗(X ×0 X). Since β0 is a diffeomorphism in the interior of
X ×0 X, this equation lifts to an equation on β∗

0Λ in the interior of T ∗X ×0 X given by

ei
σ
h t

(
1

i
LHqL

g2,0 + qLsg2,0

)
= ei

σ
h tF̃1,0, on β

∗
0Λ, and g2,0 = 0 on Λ0 × [0, h0),(8.7)

where, by abuse of notation, g2,0 also denotes the principal symbol of β∗
0KG̃2,0

, ei
σ
h tqL and ei

σ
h tqLs denote

the semiclassical principal symbol and subprincipal symbol of β∗
0Q(h, σ,D). But as we know, β∗

0Λ is not
smooth up to the right and left faces, and so one should try to work with Λ∗. But if φ ∈ C∞(X ×0 X), the
map T ∗(X ×0 X) ∋ (m, ν) 7−→ (m, ν+dφ) ∈ T ∗(X ×0 X) preserves the canonical 2-form, and we also know

from (3.9) that QL,γ = e
i
hγQL(h, σ,D)e−

i
hγ and QL,γ̃ = e

i
h γ̃QL(h, σ,D)e−

i
h γ̃ satisfy QL,γ −QL,γ̃ = O(h2),

so they have the same principal and subprincipal symbols. So if qL,γ and qL,sp,γ are the semiclassical
principal and subprincipal symbols of QL,γ(h, σ,D), equation (8.7) becomes

ei
σ
h s

(
1

i
LHqL

g∗2,0 + qL,sp,γg
∗
2,0

)
= ei

σ
h sF̃1,0 on Λ∗, g2,0 = e−iσ

h γ̃g∗2,0,

g2,0 = 0 near Diag0 ×[0, h0).

(8.8)

Again, due to the non-trapping assumptions, this equation can be solved up to L. Notice that the factor
ei

σ
h t changes accordingly to ei

σ
h s. However, to understand its asymptotics at L one needs to work in local

coordinates. Let {(T ∗Oj ,Φj)} be an admissible cover near the left face. In the interior of each Oj we have

β∗
0KG̃2,0

(m,σ, h) = (2πh)−
n
2 −1−N

2 e−iσ
h γ̃

∫
K

ei
σ
hΦj(m,θ)g2,0(m, θ) dθ, K ⋐ RN ,(8.9)

and hence

ei
σ
h γ̃QL(h, σ,D)β∗

0KG̃2,0
=

(2πh)−
n
2 −1−N

2 e−iσ
h γ̃

∫
RN

e−iσ
hΦj(m,θ)QL(h, σ,D + σdm(Φ(m, θ)− γ̃))g2,0(m, θ) dθ.

As mentioned above, we are working with σ = 1+hσ′, σ′ ∈ (−c, c)×i(−C,C), and in this case e−iσ
hΦj(m,θ) =

e−
i
hΦj(m,θ)e−iσ′Φj(m,θ), and the latter part can be viewed as part of the amplitude g2,0 in the definition of

the oscillatory integral. By doing this we are just simplifying the construction of the symbols.
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Since F̃1,0 is compactly supported in the interior of T ∗(X ×0 X), we want

QL(h, σ,D + σdm(Φ(m, θ)− γ̃))g2,0(m, θ) = hBj(m, θ).(8.10)

We shall denote

QL,Φ,γ̃ = QL(h, σ,D + σdm(Φ(m, θ)− γ̃))(8.11)

In view of (2.3), then in local coordinates in X ×0 X it must be of the form

QL(h, σ,D) =
∑
jk

ajk(m)hDjhDk + i
∑
j

hbj(m)hDj +
h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20)− σ2,(8.12)

and so

QL,Φ,γ̃(h, σ,D) =
∑
jk

ajk(m)(hDj + σ∂j(Φ− γ̃))(hDk + σ∂k(Φ− γ̃))+

i
∑
j

hbj(m,h)(hDj + σ∂j(Φ− γ̃)) + C

and this can be written as

QL,Φ,γ̃(h, σ,D) =
∑
jk

ajkhDjhDk + i
∑
j

B̃jhDj + C, where

B̃j = −2iσ
∑
k

ajk∂k(Φ− γ̃) + hbj ,

C = σ2

∑
jk

ajk∂j(Φ− γ̃)∂k(Φ− γ̃)

− σ2 − ihσ
∑
jk

ajk∂k∂j(Φ− γ̃)+

ihσ
∑
j

bj∂j(Φ− γ̃) +
h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20).

(8.13)

We will analyze the behavior of the term

C0(h, σ,m, θ) = σ2

∑
jk

ajk∂j(Φ− γ̃)∂k(Φ− γ̃)

− σ2 +
h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20)(8.14)

in (8.13) near {ρL = 0}. Of course, by symmetry we also get the behavior on the right face, we would just
need to work with the operator QR(h, σ,D) on the right factor instead.

We have that in coordinates (2.2),

Q(h, σ,D) = h2κ2(y)(xDx)
2 + h2x2∆H + ih2x2

∑
j

BjDyj+

ih2x2FDx +
h2n2

4
(κ(y)2 − κ20)− σ2.

(8.15)

We need to lift the principal part of this operator to X ×0 X and compute C0(h, σ,m, θ). We work in the
regions near the co-dimension 3 corner, and we use coordinates (6.24). The computations for the other
regions are simpler. According to (6.25), we have

QL(h, σ,D) = β∗
0Q(h, σ,D) = −h2κ2L(x1∂x1)

2 − h2x21
∑
j,k

HjkUjUk+

h2x3x
2
1F1∂x1 + h2x21x2F2∂x2 + h2x21x3F3∂x3 + h2x21

∑
j

Bj∂Yj ,
(8.16)
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and therefore, in view of (8.14),

C0(h, σ,m, θ) = σ2κ2Lx1
2(∂x1

(Φ− γ̃))2 − σ2 +
h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20)+

σ2x1
2H11(U1(Φ− γ̃))2 + 2σ2x1

2
n∑

j=2

H1j(U1(Φ− γ̃))(∂Yj (Φ− γ̃))+

σ2x1
2

n∑
j,k=2

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ̃))(∂Yk
(Φ− γ̃)),

where U1(Φ− γ̃) = (x3∂x3 − x1∂x1 − x2∂x2 −
n∑

j=1

Yj∂Yj )(Φ− γ̃).

(8.17)

In these coordinates, ρL = x1 and ρR = x2 and so γ̃ = µR log x2 + µL log x1, where µR = µ(y′) and

µL = µ(y′1 + u, y′ + uY ), where Z = (Y2, . . . Yn). Since σ
2κ2Lµ

2
L = σ2 − h2n2

4 (κ2L − κ20), the first three terms
in (8.17) give

σ2κ2Lx1
2(∂x1(Φ− γ̃))2 − σ2 +

h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20) = σ2κ2Lx1

2(∂x1Φ− x1
−1µL)

2 − σ2 +
h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20) =

σ2κ2L(x1
2(∂x1Φ)

2 − 2x1∂x1ΦµL + µ2
L)− σ2 +

h2n2

4
(κ2L − κ20) = σ2κ2L(x1

2(∂x1Φ)
2 − 2µLx1∂x1Φ),

and hence if x = (x1, x2, x3),

C0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ) = σ2κ2L(x1
2(∂x1Φ)

2 − 2µLx1∂x1Φ) + 2σ2x1
2

n∑
j=2

H1j(U1(Φ− γ̃))(∂Yj (Φ− γ̃)+

σ2x1
2

n∑
j,k=2

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ̃))(∂Yk
(Φ− γ̃)).

Then we use (3.6) and (3.9) to write

C0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ) = σ2κ2L(x1
2(∂x1Φ)

2 − 2
1

κL
x1∂x1Φ− 2h2νLx1∂x1Φ)+

2σ2x1
2

n∑
j=2

H1j(U1(Φ− γ + h2β))(∂Yj (Φ− γ + h2β)+

σ2x1
2

n∑
j,k=2

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ + h2β))(∂Yk
(Φ− γ + h2β)),

and hence we obtain

C0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ) = σ2κ2L(x1
2(∂x1Φ)

2 − 2
1

κL
x1∂x1Φ) + 2σ2x1

2
n∑

j=2

H1j(U1(Φ− γ))(∂Yj (Φ− γ)+

σ2x1
2

n∑
j,k=2

Hjk(∂Yj
(Φ− γ))(∂Yk

(Φ− γ))− 2h2σ2κ2LνLx1∂x1
Φ+

2h2σ2x1
2

n∑
j=1

H1j(U1(Φ− γ))(∂Yjβ) + 2h2σ2x1
2

n∑
j=1

H1j(∂Yj (Φ− γ))(U1β)+

2h2σ2x1
2

n∑
j,k=1

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ))(∂Yk
β) + 2h4σ2ω2

n∑
j=1

U1β∂Yjβ + 2h4σ2ω2
n∑

j,k=2

∂Yjβ∂Yk
β.

(8.18)
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Recall that p = |ζ|2g∗ − 1 = 0 on Λ and since Φ− γ parametrizes β∗
0Λ, it follows that∑

jk

ajk∂j(Φ− γ)∂k(Φ− γ) = 1,

and so in coordinates (6.24), this equation gives

κ2Lx1
2(∂x1(Φ− γ))2 − 1 + x1

2H11(U1(Φ− γ))2+

2x1
2

n∑
j=1

H1j(U1(Φ− γ))(∂Yj (Φ− γ)) + x21

n∑
j,k=1

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ))(∂Yk
(Φ− γ)) = 0,

and since κ2Lx1
2(∂x1γ)

2 = 1, it follows that

κ2L(x1
2(∂x1

Φ)2 − 2x1
1

κL
∂x1

Φ) + x1
2H1,1(U1(Φ− γ))2 + 2x1

2
n∑

j=1

H1j(U1(Φ− γ))(∂Yj
(Φ− γ)+

x1
2

n∑
j,k=1

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ))(∂Yk
(Φ− γ)) = 0.

(8.19)

Therefore, substituting (8.19) in (8.18), and using that σ = 1 + hσ′, we deduce that

C0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ) = h2C̃0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ), where

C̃0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ) = −2σ2κ2LνLx1∂x1Φ+ 2σ2x1
2

n∑
j=1

H1j(U1(Φ− γ))(∂Yjβ)+

2σ2x1
2

n∑
j=1

H1j(∂Yj (Φ− γ))(U1β) + 2σ2x1
2

n∑
j,k=1

Hjk(∂Yj (Φ− γ))(∂Yk
β)+

2h2σ2x21

n∑
j=1

U1β∂Yjβ + 2h2σ2x21

n∑
j,k=2

∂Yjβ∂Yk
β.

Since Φ ∈ K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X), and x1∂x1

β, x1∂uβ, x1∂Yj
β ∈ K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X) and x1∂x1

γ̃, x1∂uγ̃, x1∂Yj
γ̃ ∈

K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X), and σ = 1 + hσ′, if follows that from the definition of β in (3.9) and (3.6) that

C̃0(h, σ, x, u, Y, θ) ∼
∞∑
j=0

hjC0,j(σ
′, x, u, Y, θ), such that

C0,j(σ
′, x, u, Y, θ) ∼

∞∑
l=1

l∑
k=0

xl1(log x1)
kC0,j,k,l(x2, x3, u, Y, θ),

(8.20)

Now we return to (8.13). We use (3.9), (8.20) and the fact that σ = 1 + hσ′, σ′ ∈ (−c, c)× i(−C,C), to
conclude that

QL,Φ,γ̃(h, σ,D) ∼ h2Q0,L(h, σ
′, D) + h(W + ϑ), where

Q0,L(h, σ
′, D) =

∑
jk

ajkDjDk + i
∑
j

bjDj + σ′(W + ϑ)+

hσ
∑
jk

ajk(2∂kβDj − i∂j∂kβ) + ihσ
∑
j

bj∂jβ + C̃0(h, σ),

W = −2i
∑
j

(
∑
k

ajk∂k(Φ− γ))∂j ,

ϑ(m, θ) = −i
∑
jk

ajk∂j∂k(Φ− γ) + i
∑
j

bj∂j(Φ− γ).

(8.21)
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Notice that the vector field W acting on functions of the base variable m satisfies

Wϕ(m) = −iHqL,γϕ(m).(8.22)

Using the formula of the coefficients of QL(h, σ,D) given by (8.16), the polyhomogeneity of Φ given by
(6.59) and the definition of γ, we find that

ϑ(m, θ) = −ix1ϑ̃(m, θ), ϑ̃ ∼
∞∑
j=0

j∑
k=0

xj1(log x1)
kϑ̃j,k(x2, x3, Y, θ).(8.23)

We deduce from (3.6), (3.9), (8.15) and (8.20) that

Q0,L(h, σ
′, D) = QL + σ′(W + ϑ) +W(h, σ′),

where QL =
∑
jk

ajkDjDk +
∑
j

ibjDj ,

W(h, σ) ∼
∞∑
a=0

haWa(σ
′,m),

Wa(σ
′,m, θ) =

∑
j

Aa,j(σ
′,m, θ)ρLDj +Ba(σ

′,m, θ), Aa,j , Ba ∈ K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X ×K).

(8.24)

The coefficient of Dj in Wa(σ
′,m) is of the form ρLAa,j because it comes from ajk∂kβ, where ajk is a

coefficient of the principal part of QL and β is defined in (3.9). Since QL is given in terms of the lifts of the
vector fields as (6.25), the coefficient ajk vanishes to order two at {ρL = 0}, and hence the particular form
of this coefficient.

By replacing this expression into the expansion (9.3), we obtain the first transport equation valid in local
coordinates in Oj :

(W + ϑ)g2,0 = 0, g2,0 ∈ C∞({x1 > δ}).(8.25)

But according to (8.22), W = −iHqL,γ
. Now recall that QL,γ and PL,γ defined in (6.13), have the same

semiclassical principal part, so HqL,γ = HpL,γ . But in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we defined pL,γ = 2ρL℘L

(there we worked with 1
2 (h

2∆ − σ2)) and so HqL = 2ρLH℘L + 2℘LHρL . Since ℘L = 0 on Λ∗ and G1 is
supported near Diag0, and we conclude that near the left face (8.25) is equivalent to

(H℘L
+

1

2
ϑ̃)g2,0 = 0, g2,0 ∈ C∞({ρL > δ}),(8.26)

where ϑ̃ satisfies the expansion in (8.23). If ζ(s) denotes an integral curve of H℘L
, then the solution to

(8.26) with initial data at x1 = δ satisfies

d

dx1

[
exp(−1

2

∫ δ

x1

ϑ̃(ζ(s)), θ ds)g2,0(ζ(t), θ)

]
= 0,

and so given a point (x1, Z) = (x1, x2, x3, Y ), let ζ(s) be the integral curve of H℘L
joining (z1, Z) to a point

on the surface {x1 = δ}, then

g2,0(x1, Z, θ) = g2,0(ζ(δ), θ) exp(

∫ δ

x1

1

2
ϑ̃(ζ(s), θ) ds).

Now we use (6.18) to see that

ζ1(s) = s,

ζr(s) ∼ ζr,0 +
∞∑
l=1

l∑
k=0

sl(log s)kXr,l,k(ζ0).
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On the other hand, we deduce from (8.23) that

ϑ̃(ζ(s), θ) ∼
∞∑
l=0

l∑
k=0

sl(log s)kϑ̃l,k(ζ2(s), . . . , ζ2n+2(s), θ), ϑ̃l,k ∈ C∞.

But in view of Taylor’s formula

ϑ̃l,k(ζ2(s), . . . , ζ2n+2(s), θ)− ϑ̃l,k(ζ2,0, . . . , ζ2n+2,0, θ) ∼
∑
α

Cα(ζ(s)− ζ0)
α ∼

∞∑
m=0

m∑
r=0

sm(log s)rBm,r(ζ0, θ),

and therefore

ϑ̃(ζ(s), θ) ∼
∞∑
l=0

l∑
k=0

sl(log s)kAl,k(ζ0, θ).

After integrating this expression and using Taylor’s expansion of the exponential function, we find that

g2,0(x1, Z, θ) ∼
∞∑
l=0

l∑
k=0

xl1(log x1)
kV2,0,j,l,k(Z, θ).(8.27)

Let β∗
0KG̃2,0

be defined locally by (8.9) with g2,0 satisfying (8.25). Then KG̃2,0
satisfies (8.5).

The next step is to find G̃2,1 such that ei
σ
h γ̃β∗

0KG̃2,1
∈ I

1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ) and such that

Q(h, σ,D)G̃2,0 − ei
σ
h rF1,1(h, σ)− E1(h, σ) = hE2(h, σ) β∗

0KE2 ∈ e−iσ
h γ̃I

1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ).

Again, if ei
σ
h sg2,1, g2,1 ∈ S(Λ∗,MΛ∗ ⊗ Ω

1
2

Λ∗), denotes the principal symbol of ei
σ
h γ̃β∗

0KG2,1 , and ei
σ
h se1

denotes the principal symbol of ei
σ
h γ̃β∗

0KE1
, and ei

σ
h sF̃1,1 the symbol of F̃1,1(h, σ), then in the interior g2,1

it must satisfy

1

i
LHqL

g2,1 + qsLg2,1 = F̃1,1 + e1, on β
∗
0Λ and g2,1 = 0 on Λ0 × [0, h0),(8.28)

This equation can be solved without a problem in the interior, and the only issue is to determine the
asymptotic behavior of g2,1 at the left face. Again we work in local coordinates valid in an neighborhood

O ⊂ X ×0 X of a point m0 ∈ L and since F̃1,1 is equal to zero near the left face, we arrive at the second
transport equation valid in a neighborhood Oj ,

(H℘L
+

1

2
ϑ̃)g2,1 =

1

ρL
e1, g2,1 ∈ C∞({ρL > δ}).(8.29)

But the error e1 is obtained by applying the operator QL,0 and the vector field W1, defined in (8.24) to
g2,0. Since g2,0 is polyhomogeneous, it follows that

1

ρL
e1 ∼

∞∑
j=0

j+1∑
k=0

ρjL(log ρL)
ke1,j,k.(8.30)

If ζ(s) is as above, then the solution of (8.29) is given by

g2,1(x1, Z, θ) = exp(
1

2

∫ δ

x1

ϑ̃(ζ(s), θ) ds)

∫ δ

x1

[
1

s
e1(ζ(s), θ) exp(−

1

2

∫ δ

s

ϑ̃(ζ(s1), θ) ds1)

]
ds.

But we deduce from (8.30) that

1

s
e1(ζ(s), θ) exp(−

1

2

∫ δ

s

ϑ̃(ζ(s1)) ds1) ∼
∞∑
j=0

j+1∑
k=0

sj(log s)kZr,j,k(ζ0, θ).
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Integrating this, using (6.38) and combining with the expansion of exp(
∫ δ

x1
ϑ̃(ζ(s)) ds) that we already

discussed, we find that g1,0(x1, Z, θ) has a polyhomogeneous expansion at {ρL = 0}. In general, we construct

a sequence of operators G̃2,k, k ∈ N, such that ei
σ
h γ̃β∗

0KG̃2,k
∈ I

1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ) and such that

Q(h, σ,D)G̃2,k − ei
σ
h rF1,k(h, σ)− Ek−1(h, σ) = hEk(h, σ) β∗

0KEk
∈ e−iσ

h γ̃I
1
2

ph(X ×0 X,Λ
∗,Ω

1
2 ).

By construction, the operator defined by

G2(h, σ) ∼
∞∑
k=0

hkx
n
2 G̃2,k,

whose symbol is given by the Borel sum of the symbols of G̃2,k, satisfies (8.2). This ends the proof of Lemma
8.1 □

9. The case of geodesically convex CCM

As an example, we show how the construction in the previous section applies in the very special case
when (X̊, g) is a geodesically convex CCM. As we have shown in Theorem 6.4, in this particular case the

underlying Lagrangian submanifold Λ∗ \ Λ̃0 is globally parametrized by a phase function R, and we only
need to introduce very simple semiclassical Lagrangian distributions to construct the parametrix.

Lemma 9.1. Let (X̊, g) be a geodesically convex CCM, and let r : X̊×X̊ 7−→ [0,∞) denote the distance func-

tion between two points of X̊, let F1(h, σ) be as in (8.1) and let h0 > 0 satisfy (3.5). Then there are operators

G2(h, σ) and E2(h, σ) with Schwartz kernels KG2 and KE2 such that β∗
0KG2 = ei

σ
hβ∗

0 reihσβU2(h, σ)β
∗
0 |dg(z′)|

1
2

and β∗
0KE2 = ei

σ
hβ∗

0 reihσβF2(h, σ)β
∗
0 |dg(z′)|

1
2 , U2, F2, holomorphic in σ ∈ Ωℏ, with h ∈ (0, h0), where β is

defined in (3.9), and

U2(h, σ) ∈ h−
n
2 −1K

n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)), vanishing to infinite order at Diag0 ×[0, h0)

F2(h, σ) ∈ h∞K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

such that

(9.1) (h2(∆g(z) −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2)G2(h, σ)− ei

σ
h rF1(h, σ) = E2(h, σ).

Proof. Since β∗
ℏKF1 vanishes to infinite order at S, it follows that β∗

0KF1 ∈ h−
n
2 C∞(X ×0 X × [0, 1)) is

supported near Diag0 ×[0, 1) and vanishes to infinite order at Diag0 ×[0, 1), so it follows that β∗
0KF1 has an

asymptotic expansion at {h = 0} of the form

β∗
0KF1 ∼ h−

n
2

∞∑
j=0

hjF1,j(σ
′,m), σ = 1 + hσ′, m ∈ X ×0 X

with F1,j ∈ C∞(X ×0 X) supported near Diag0 but vanishing to infinite order at Diag0 . We will find
U2(h, σ) such that

U2(h, σ) ∼ h−
n
2 −1

∞∑
j=0

hjU2,j(σ
′,m), σ = 1 + hσ′,

U2,j ∈ K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X) vanishes to infinite order at Diag0, and

β∗
0(P (h, σ,D))ei

σ
hβ∗

0 reihσβU2(h, σ)− ei
σ
hβ∗

0 reihσββ∗
0F1(h, σ) = ei

σ
hβ∗

0 reihσβF2(h, σ),

with F2(h, σ) ∈ h∞K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

(9.2)

We have chosen ρR and ρL such that ρR = ρL = 1 on the support of F1. In this case γ = γ̃ = 0 on the
support of F1, where γ̃ and γ were defined in (3.7) and (3.9) respectively, and since h2β = γ− γ̃, eiσ

hβ∗
0 rF1 =

ei
σ
hβ∗

0 reihσβF1. Perhaps one would have tried an expansion of the form β∗
0KG2 = e−iσ

hβ∗
0 rU2(h, σ), as in
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[52], however if this were the case, then in view of (3.8), U2(h, σ) would need to have a polyhomogeneous
expansion at the left and right faces involving variable powers of ρ•, and this would lead to very complicated

transport equations, and it would not be in the class K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X).

If U2,m = x−
n
2 Vm and F1,j = x−

n
2 F̃j , then we are reduced to finding Vj , such that

QL,R,γ̃(h, σ,D)h−
n
2 −1

∞∑
j=0

hjVj ∼ h−
n
2

∞∑
j=0

hjF̃j ,

where QL,R,γ̃(h, σ,D) = e−iσ
hRQL,γ̃e

iσ
hR = e−iσ

h (R−γ̃)QLe
iσ
h (R−γ̃)

(9.3)

We arrive at the same transport equations as in the previous section. In the interior these equations are
invariantly given in terms of the Lie derivative with respect to Hq,γ , while near the left face the equations
are given in local coordinates by (8.29) where R plays the role of Φ(m, θ). □

So far we have constructed an operator G̃2(h, σ) = G0(h, σ) +G1(h, σ) +G2(h, σ), such that

P (h, σ,D)G̃2(h, σ)− Id = E2(h, σ), β∗
0KE2(h,σ) = ei

σ
h (R−γ̃)F2(h, σ), F2 ∈ h∞K

n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X).(9.4)

10. The fourth step of the proof: the construction of G3(h, σ)

The fourth step is to remove the error at the front face F. Before we proceed we need the following

Lemma 10.1. Let R ∈ K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X) and let f(h,m) ∈ h∞K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X). Then

f(h,m)ei
σ
hR ∈ h∞K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X).(10.1)

Proof. Since R is polyhomogeneous with respect to R and L, then according to (2.7) in local coordinates
x = (x1, x2, x

′), where L = {x1 = 0}, R = {x2 = 0},

R(x1, x2, x
′)− R(0, 0, x′) ∼

∞∑
j1,j2=1

j1∑
k1=0

j2∑
k2=0

xj11 x
j2
2 (log x1)

k1(log x2)
k2Rj1,j1,k1,k2(x

′),

but then by Taylor’s formula, for any δ > 0,

hN+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣eiσ
hR(x1,x2,x

′) − ei
σ
hR(0,0,x′) −

N∑
j=0

1

j!

(
i
σ

h
(R(x1, x2, x

′)− R(0, 0, x′))
)j

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
C(N)hN+1|σ

h
(R(x1, x2, x

′)− R(0, 0, x′)) |N+1 ≤ C(N, δ)|x|N−δ,

and therefore f(h,m)ei
σ
hR ∈ h∞K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)), which proves the Lemma. □

According to Lemma 8.1, the error E2(h, σ) given in (8.2) is such that locally,

β∗
0KE2(h,σ) = h∞

∫
RN

ei
σ
h (Φ(m,θ)−γ̃)F2(m, θ) dθ, F2 ∈ K

n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

but Lemma 10.1 implies that in fact

β∗
0KE2(h,σ) = h∞e−iσ

h γ̃F̃2(h, σ), F̃2 ∈ K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0))

Lemma 10.2. Let E2(h, σ), h ∈ (0, h0), holomorphic in σ ∈ Ωℏ, be such that

β∗
0KE2(h,σ) = h∞e−iσ

h γ̃F2(h, σ), F2 ∈ K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

and here we may ignore half-densities. Then there exists an operator G3(h, σ), such that

β∗
0KG3(h,σ) = e−iσ

h γ̃U3(h, σ), U3(h, σ) ∈ h∞K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),
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and such that

(h2(∆g(z) −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2)G3(h, σ)− E2(h, σ) = E3(h, σ),

β∗
0KE3(h,σ) = e−iσ

h γ̃F3(h, σ),

F3(h, σ) ∈ ρ∞ff h
∞K

n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

(10.2)

Proof. The goal is to remove the error at the front face. Since multiplication by h commutes with P (h, σ,D),
the terms found at each step of the proof will also vanish to infinite order at h = 0, and after Borel summing,
the final term will also vanish to infinite order at h = 0. So we will ignore h at each step of the proof. We
use an argument from [6] which is a polyhomogeneous version of an argument of [43]. Since F2 is smooth
at ff, we can write its Taylor series at {ρff = 0} :

F2 ∼
∞∑
j=1

ρjffF2,j , where F2,j ∈ K
n
2 ,n2
ph (ff × [0, 1)),

where K
n
2 ,n2
ph (ff×[0, 1)) is the space of functions defined on ff×[0, 1) which have polyhomogeneous expansions

at the right and left face. Our goal is to find

U3 ∼
∞∑
j=1

ρjffU3,j , U3,j ∈ K
n
2 ,n2
ph (ff × [0, h0)) such that

β∗
0(P (h, σ,D))e−iσ

h γ̃U3 − e−iσ
h γ̃β∗

0KF2 = e−iσ
h γ̃F3, F3 ∈ ρ∞S ρ

∞
ff K

n
2 ,n2 (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

We recall that the normal operator introduced in [43] and also used in [6] is defined as

N(D) = β∗
0P (h, σ,D)|ff ,

notice that for example in coordinates (6.24), κL = κ(y′ + uZ), and ρff = u, so κL|ff = κ(y′), but the
variables y′ serve as parameters for the operator β∗

0P (h, σ,D), So, as observed in [6, 43], it follows that,

N(h, σ,D) = h2(∆g0 −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2, where

g0 is the metric on the hyperbolic space g0 =
dx2

κ2(y′)x2
+
dy2

x2
.

So the first step is to solve

N(h, σ,D)Ũ3,0 = F0,

and here one needs to establish the mapping property of N(h, σ,D)−1 given by

N(h, σ,D)−1 : e−iσ
h γ̃K

n
2 ,n2
ph (ff × [0, 1)) 7−→ e−iσ

h γ̃K
n
2 ,n2
ph (ff × [0, 1)),

where µ =
1

κ(y′)

√
1− h2n2

4σ2
(κ(y′)2 − κ20), is constant on the fiber of ff over (x′, y′),

(10.3)

holomorphically in σ ∈ Ωℏ. This was done in Proposition 4.2 of [6]. Now extend U3,0 to a function in
W3,0 ∈ K

n
2 ,n2 (X ×0 X × [0, h0)), and so

β∗
0(P (h, σ,D))e−iσ

h γ̃W3,0 − e−iσ
h γ̃β∗

0KF2 = ρffe
−iσ

h γ̃E2, E2 ∈ K
n
2 ,n2 (X ×0 X × [0, h2)).

Next we want to find U3,1 such that

N(h, σ,D)U3,1 = F2,1 + E2|ρff=0.

Again, we use (10.3) to guarantee that this can be solved, and the solution is in he right space. By induction
we construct U3,j , j = 0, 1, . . . , and by taking the Borel summation we find G3(h, σ) as desired. □
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11. The fifth step of the proof: the construction of G4(h, σ)

The fifth and final step consists of removing the error at the left face. Again, this is based on the
construction of Mazzeo and Melrose [43]. Recall that so far, using Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 9.1 and 10.2, we have

constructed an operator G̃(h, σ) = G0(h, σ) +G1(h, σ) +G2(h, σ) +G3(h, σ) such that

P (h, σ,D)G̃(h, σ)− Id = E3(h, σ), β∗
0KE3(h,σ) = ρ

n
2 −iσ

hµL

L ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµR

R F,

F ∈ h∞ρ∞ff K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

Also recall that G0(h, σ) and G1(h, σ) are supported away from the left and right faces, and that

β∗
0(G2(h, σ) +G3(h, σ)) = e−iσ

h γ̃ρ
n
2

Rρ
n
2

LH = ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµR

R ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµL

L H, H ∈ K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

and here we are not concerned with the structure of H. But the whole point about introducing µR and µL

is that n
2 − iσhµL is an indicial root of β∗

0P (h, σ,D), which one can verify using local projective coordinates
valid near the left face. This implies that

β∗
0P (h, σ,D)ρ

n
2 −iσ

hµL

L ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµR

R H = ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµL+1

L ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµR

R H̃,

and so the error E3(h, σ) in fact satisfies

β∗
0KE3(h,σ) = ρ

n
2 −iσ

hµL+1

L ρ
n
2 −iσ

hµR

R F, F ∈ h∞ρ∞ff K
0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

and since x = ρLρff , x
′ = ρffρR, this implies that the kernel of E3(h, σ) satisfies

KE3(h,σ) = x
n
2 −iσ

hµ(y)+1x′
n
2 −iσ

hµ(y′)
Z(x, y, x′, y′), Z ∈ h∞K0,0(X ×X × [0, h0)),

K
0,0
ph (X × X × [0, 1)) denotes the space of functions smooth in X̊ × X̊ × [0,∞) with polyhomogeneous

expansion at {x = 0} ∪ {x′ = 0}. So we need to prove

Lemma 11.1. Given E3(h, σ) be such that KE3(h,σ) = x
n
2 −iσ

hµ(y)+1x′
n
2 −iσ

hµ(y′)
Z(h, x, y, x′, y′), where Z ∈

h∞K0,0(X ×X × [0, h0)), there exists

G4(x, y, x
′, y′) ∼ x

n
2 −iσ

hµ(y)+1x′
n
2 −iσ

hµ(y′)
(W0(y, x

′, y′) +
∞∑
j=0

j∑
k=0

xj(log x)kWj(y, x
′, y′),

with Wj(y, x
′, y′) polyhomogeneous in x′ and vanishing to infinite order at h = 0, such that

P (h, σ,D)G4(h, σ)− E3(h, σ) = E4(h, σ) ∈ h∞x∞x′
n
2 −iµ(y′)

K0,0(X ×X × [0, h0)).(11.1)

Proof. Since P (h, σ,D) does not depend on (x′, y′) and h commutes with P (h, σ,D), we treat these as
parameters and do not take them into account in the computations. So we have

E3(h, σ) ∼ xα(y)E3,0(y) + xα(y)
∞∑
j=1

j∑
k=0

xj(log x)kE3,j(y), α =
n

2
− i

σ

h
µ(y) + 1,

and we want

G4(h, σ) ∼ xα(y)G4,0(y) + xα(y)
∞∑
j=1

j∑
k=0

xj(log x)kG4,j(y)

such that (11.1) holds. We substitute these expressions in the left side of (11.1) and match the coefficients.
Recall that P (h, σ,D) is given by

P (h, σ,D) =

−h2κ2(y)((x∂x)2 − nx∂x − x2F (x, y)∂x)− h2x2Hjk(x, y)∂yj∂yk
+ h2x2Bj(x, y)∂yj −

κ0n
2

4
− σ2
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So the first term must satisfy(
−h2κ2(y)(α2 − nα)− κ0n

2

4
− σ2

)
G4,0(y) = E3,0(y),

and the key is that α is not an indicial root, so the coefficient on the left side is not equal to zero, and this
equation can be solved.

Next we need to show that if β = n
2 − iσhµ(y)+ j, j ̸= 0, and k ∈ N0, then for any E(y) there exists G(y)

such that

P (h, σ,D)xβ(log x)kG(y)− xβ(log x)kE(y) = less singular terms

and we end up with the same equation as above with β in place of α, which can be solved because β is not
an indicial root. This proves the Lemma. □

Then G(h, σ) = G0(h, σ) +G0,1(h, σ) +G2(h, σ) +G3(h, σ) +G4(h, σ) and satisfies

P (h, σ,D)G(h, σ,D)− Id = E4(h, σ) as in (11.1)

is the desired parametrix.
Steps 1, 2, 4 and 5 of the construction work for any metric, even trapping ones. Step 3, the removal of

the error on the semiclassical face, is the only one that is global and requires the non-trapping assumption.

12. The structure of the semiclassical resolvent

We will use Theorem 3.1 to describe the kernel of the semiclassical resolvent for non-trapping CCM. We
recall from Theorem 3.1 that there exist operators G(h, σ) and E(h, σ) such that

P (h, σ,D)G(h, σ) = I + E(h, σ),

with β∗
0KE(h,σ) ∈ h∞ρ∞ff e

−iσ
h γ̃K

∞,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h)), as in (3.15). Therefore,

E(h, σ) : x−
n
2 +iµ(σ

h ,y)C−∞(X) −→ h∞Ċ∞(X),(12.1)

where C−∞(X) denotes the space of distributions supported on X and Ċ∞(X) consists of the C∞ functions
on X which vanish to infinite order at ∂X. So, as an operator acting on weighted L2 spaces, E(h, σ) has
small norm as h ↓ 0. Then for h0 small enough

R(h, σ) =

(
h2(∆g −

κ0n
2

4
)− σ2

)−1

= G(h, σ) (I + E(h, σ))
−1
, h ∈ (0, h0)(12.2)

The main point is to show that

(I + E(h, σ))−1 = I + F (h, σ), with

β∗
0KF (h,σ) ∈ h∞ρ∞ff e

−iσ
h γ̃K

∞,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h)),

(12.3)

and to prove this we use an argument from section 7 of [43]. The point is that this regularity is equivalent
to the condition (12.1). To see this observe that, since

(I + E(h, σ))(I + F (h, σ)) = (I + F (h, σ))(I + E(h, σ)) = I,

it follows that

F (h, σ) = −E(h, σ)− E(h, σ)F (h, σ), and F (h, σ) = −E(h, σ)− F (h, σ)E(h, σ).

The second identity states that F (h, σ) maps C−∞(X) into L2(X) and the first identity then shows that
(12.3) holds. It then follows that the operator E(h, σ) = G(h, σ)F (h, σ) is well defined and

β∗
0KE(h,σ) ∈ h∞e−iσ

h γ̃K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

Therefore we obtain the following
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Theorem 12.1. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM. Let R(h, σ) be as in (12.2), σ = 1 + hσ′, σ′ ∈
(−c, c)× i(−C,C). Let G(h, σ), be the operator defined in Theorem 3.1. Then

R(h, σ) = G(h, σ) + E(h, σ),

with β∗
0KE(h,σ) ∈ h∞e−iσ

h γ̃K
n
2 ,n2
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

(12.4)

13. The semiclassical Poisson operator

We use Theorem 12.1 to analyze the semiclassical Poisson operator of non-trapping CCM. We begin by
recalling the definition of the Poisson operator and scattering matrix at a fixed energy. Let (X̊, g) be a
CCM, and let x be a boundary defining function. Let µ(y, λ) is defined in (2.10) then, see [6, 24, 27, 36, 43],
for any f ∈ C∞(∂X), and λ ∈ R, |λ| >> 0, there exists a unique solution to

(∆g −
κ0n

2

4
− λ2)u(λ, z) = 0, such that

u(λ, x, y) = x
n
2 +iµ(λ,y)F+(x, y, λ) + x

n
2 −iµ(λ,y)F−(x, y, λ), F+(0, y, λ) = f(y),

(13.1)

The Poisson operator is the map

P(λ) : C∞(∂X) −→ C∞(X̊)

f(y) 7−→ u(λ, x, y),
(13.2)

where u(λ, x, y) is the solution to (13.1). This definition however, depends on the choice of the boundary
defining function. So as in [6, 27, 36] one defines the Poisson operator acting on the density bundles
|N∗∂X|n2 +iµ(y,λ) introduced in [27, 54], which keep track of the changes of x, namely

P̃(λ) : C∞(∂X, |N∗∂X|n2 +iµ(λ,y))) −→ C∞(X̊),

P̃(λ)f |dx|n2 +iµ(λ,y) = (P(λ)f)|dx|n2 +iµ(λ,y),

with P(λ) given by (13.2). One should in fact also use the half-density bundles on ∂X and on X, but we

will leave this out for simplicity. The Schwartz kernels of P̃ and P(λ) then satisfy

K
P̃(λ)

= KP(λ)|dx′|−
n
2 −iµ(λ,y).(13.3)

In principle the Schwartz kernel of P(λ) is a distribution on X̊×∂X, but of course it is more appropriately
described in terms of a suitable blow-up. As observed in [36], the blow-down map β0 defined in (2.1) induces
a blow-up on X × ∂X obtained by defining X ×0 ∂X to be the projection

X ×0 ∂X = X ×0 X|{ρR=0}

and defining

β0,L : X ×0 ∂X 7−→ X × ∂X, β0,L = β0|X×0∂X .(13.4)

It turns out that the Schwartz kernel of P(λ) can be obtained from the kernel of the resolvent, see [6, 27, 36]

β∗
0,LKP(λ) = −iλβ∗

0((x
′)−

n
2 +iµ(λ,y)KR(λ))|{ρR=0}.(13.5)

Therefore, if K
P̃(λ)

is given by (13.3), and if ρ0L = ρff |{ρR=0}, where ρff is the defining function of the front

face, since β∗
0x

′ = ρRρff , then β
∗
0 |dx′||{ρR=0} = ρ0L|dρR|, we obtain

β∗
0,LKP̃(λ)

= −iλρ−n
0L ρ

−n
2 +iµ0

R

R

(
β∗
0KR(λ)

)
|{ρR=0}|dρR|−

n
2 −iµ0

R(13.6)

where µR and µL are defined in (2.11) and µ0
R = µR|{ρR=0}.

Next we consider the semiclassical version of P̃(λ). If we set h = (Reλ)−1, and σ = λ
Reλ , since then it is

natural to define the kernel of the semiclassical Poisson operator P̃ℏ(h, σ) to be

ρn0Lβ
∗
0,LKP̃ℏ(h,σ)

= −iσ
h
(ρR)

−n
2 +iσ

hµ0
Rβ∗

0

(
KR(h,σ)

)
|{ρR=0}|dρR|−

n
2 −iσ

hµ0
R ,(13.7)
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where iσhµR is the semiclassical version of µR was defined in (3.4). We want to describe the microlocal
structure of this operator. It follows from Theorem 12.1 and Theorem 3.1, and the fact that the β∗

0KG0(h,σ)

and β∗
0KG1(h,σ) are supported away from the right face, that

ρ
−n

2 +iσ
hµR

R β∗
0KR(h,σ)|{ρR=0} =

ρ
−n

2 +iµR

R β∗
0

(
KG2(h,σ) +KG3(h,σ) +KG4(h,σ) +KE(h,σ)

)
|{ρR=0} =

ρ
−n

2

R ei
σ
hµR log ρRe−iσ

h γ̃ (U2(h, σ) + U3(h, σ) + U4(h, σ) + U(h, σ)) |{ρR=0}

where γ̃ = µR log ρR + µL log ρL, and

U2(h, σ) = ρ
n
2

Rρ
n
2

LW2(h, σ), W2 ∈ I
1
2 (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

U3(h, σ) = (ρRρL)
n
2W3, W3 ∈ h∞K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)),

U4(h, σ) = (ρRρL)
n
2W4, W4 ∈ h∞ρ∞ff K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)), and

β∗
0E = e−iσ

h γ̃U(h, σ), U(h, σ) = (ρRρL)
n
2 U1, U1 ∈ h∞K

0,0
ph (X ×0 X × [0, h0)).

(13.8)

So we conclude that

ρ
−n

2 +iσ
hµR

R β∗
0KR(h,σ)|{ρR=0} = e−iσ

hµL log ρLρ
n
2

L (W2(h, σ) +W3(h, σ) +W4(h, σ) + U1(h, σ))|{ρR=0}.

Therefore, the microlocal structure of ρ
−n

2 +iσ
hµR

R β∗
0KR(h,σ)|{ρR=0} is given by the microlocal structure of

e−iσ
hµL log ρLρ

n
2

LW2(h, σ)|{ρR=0}, since all other terms are O(h∞). We claim that

W2(h, σ)|{ρR=0} ∈ I
3
4

ph(X ×0 ∂X; Λ∗
0L,Ω

1
2 ),

where Λ∗
0L = Λ∗ ∩ {ρR = 0} and Ikph(X ×0 ∂X; Λ∗

0L,Ω
1
2 ) is the corresponding space of Lagrangian distribu-

tions of order k. The first thing we need to verify is that Λ∗
0L is a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗(X ×0 ∂X)

which has a polyhomogeneous expansion at {ρL = 0}. But this follows from the proof of Theorem 6.1,

where this was established. The definition of Ikph(X ×0 ∂X; Λ∗
0L,Ω

1
2 ) is completely analogous to Definition

7.5. The only thing one needs to verify is that the restriction of an oscillatory integral as in Definition 7.5
to {ρR = 0} gives an oscillatory integral with a phase Ψ that locally parametrizes Λ∗

L and the symbol is in
the corresponding class. But this follows from the definition of the phase functions that parametrize Λ∗ as
in Theorem 6.5 and Definition 6.9. If Φ(z, θ) parametrizes Λ∗, then the conditions (6.56) are valid up to
the right and left faces. Since the polyhomogeneous expansion of Φ start with terms in x2j , j = 1, 2, the
mixed derivatives in (6.56) are well defined and if Ψ = Φ|{ρR=0}, then Ψ is also a phase function and it
parametrizes Λ∗

0L. The polyhomogeneous expansions established for the symbol of W2(h, σ) in Lemma 8.1
shows that it can be restricted to {ρR = 0} and are in the corresponding class S((0, h)× O× RN ). There-
fore locally W2(h, σ) is the sum of oscillatory integrals of the form (7.12), where Ψj locally parametrizes
Λ∗
0L. Finally, notice that according to Definition 7.5, since the dimension drops by one, the order of the

Lagrangian distribution goes up by 1
4 , and since W2 is of order 1

2 , the order of W2|{ρR=0} is 3
4 .

So we have obtained the following result about the structure of the semiclassical Poisson operator:

Theorem 13.1. Let (X̊, g) be a non-trapping CCM, let h0 be as in (3.5) and let Ω
1
2

X×0∂X
, denote the

half-density bundle over X ×0 ∂X. Then for h ∈ (0, h0), ρ
n
0Lβ

∗
0,LKP̃ℏ(h,σ)

, defined in (13.7) as a section of

the bundle |N∗R|−n
2 −iσ

hµ0
R ⊗ Ω

1
2

X×0∂X
, is of the form

ρn0Lβ
∗
0,LKP̃ℏ(h,σ)

= −iσ
h
e−iσ

hµL log ρLρ
n
2

L (P1(h, σ) + E3(h, σ)),

P1(h, σ) ∈ I
3
4

ph(X ×0 ∂X; Λ∗
0L,Ω

1
2 ), E3(h, σ) ∈ h∞K

n
2

ph(X ×0 ∂X),

where Λ∗
0L = Λ∗ ∩ {ρR = 0} and the polyhomogeneous expansions are in ρL.
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A result of the same nature as Theorem 13.1 was obtained in [60], where the radiation field was considered.
Since the Poisson operator is given in terms of the Fourier transform of the radiation field, Theorem 13.1
essentially gives the behavior of the Fourier transform of the radiation field at high energies.

14. The semiclassical scattering matrix and the scattering relation

We return to the boundary value problem (13.1), and recall that the scattering matrix is the operator
defined by

S(λ) : C∞(∂X) −→ C∞(∂X)

f 7−→ F−(0, y, λ).
(14.1)

However, as in the case of P(λ), this definition depends on the choice of x and if x = a(x̃, y)x̃, and if S̃ is
the scattering matrix corresponding to x̃, then

S(λ)f = a(0, y)−
n
2 +iµ(λ,y)S̃(λ)

(
a(0, y)

n
2 +iµ(λ,y)f

)
,(14.2)

and so one needs to define S(λ) as an operator acting on the density bundles defined above:

S̃(λ) : C∞(∂X; |N∗∂X|n2 +iµ(λ,y)) −→ C∞(∂X; |N∗∂X|n2 −iµ(λ,y))

f |dx|n2 +iµ(λ,y) 7−→ (S(λ)f)|dx|n2 −iµ(λ,y),
(14.3)

where S(λ) is as in (14.1). In that case the Schwartz kernel of S̃(λ) is written as

KS̃(λ)(y, y
′) = KS(λ)(y, y

′)|dx′|−n
2 −iµ(λ,y′)|dx|n2 −iµ(λ,y),(14.4)

where KS(λ)(y, y
′) is the Schwartz kernel of S(λ).

As observed in [36], one needs to consider the projection ∂X ×0 ∂X = X ×0 X|{ρR=ρL=0} and the
blow-down map β∂ induced by β0 :

β∂ : ∂X ×0 ∂X 7−→ ∂X × ∂X

where β∂ = β0|{ρR=ρL=0}.

It has been shown [6, 27, 36] that one can obtain the Schwartz kernel of scattering matrix (14.1) from the
kernel of the resolvent via the following formula:

β∗
∂KS(λ) = −2iλ

(
β∗
0

(
x−

n
2 +iµ(y,λ)x′

−n
2 +iµ(y′,λ)

KR(λ)

)
|{ρR=ρL=0}

)
,(14.5)

and for fixed λ ∈ R \ 0 with |λ| >> 0, this is a pseudodifferential operator of order zero (in fact of complex

order iλ) and its principal symbol is 2iλ Γ(iλ)
Γ(−iλ) |ξ|

−iλ
h0

, where |ξ|h0 is the length of ξ with respect to the (dual

metric induced by) h0. Here we are using the choice of the resolvent according to Theorem 3.1, which is
bounded in L2(X) for Imλ > 0.

Recall that if ρR, ρL are defining functions of the right and left faces, and ρff is a defining function of
the front face, then x = ρLρff , and x

′ = ρRρff are boundary defining functions, and according to (14.4) and
(14.5), if ρ0 = ρff |{ρR=ρL=0},

β∗
∂KS̃(λ) = 2iλβ∗

0

(
x−

n
2 +iµ(y,λ)x′

−n
2 +iµ(y′,λ)

KR(λ)

)
|{ρR=ρL=0}|ρ0dρR|−

n
2 −iµ0

R |ρ0dρL|
n
2 −iµ0

L =

2iλρ−n
0

(
ρ
−n

2 +iµR(λ))

R ρ
−n

2 +iµL(λ)

L β∗
0KR(λ)

)
|{ρR=ρL=0}||dρR|−

n
2 −iµ0

R |dρL|
n
2 −iµ0

L ,

where µ0
• = µ•|{ρR=ρL=0}, • = R,L.

Next we consider the semiclassical version of S̃(λ) and also λ ∈ C. If as above we set h = (Reλ)−1,

and σ = λ
Reλ , we define the semiclassical scattering matrix S̃ℏ(h, σ) as the operator whose Schwartz kernel
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satisfies

ρn0β
∗
∂KS̃ℏ(h,σ)

= 2i
σ

h

(
ρ
−n

2 +iσ
hµR

R ρ
−n

2 +σ
hµL

L β∗
0KR(h,σ)

)
|{ρR=ρL=0}||dρR|−

n
2 −iσ

hµ0
R |dρL|

n
2 −iσ

hµ0
L =

2i
σ

h

(
(ρRρL)

−n
2 ei

σ
h γ̃β∗

0KR(h,σ)

)
|{ρR=ρL=0}||dρR|−

n
2 −iσ

hµ0
R |dρL|

n
2 −iσ

hµ0
L .

(14.6)

As in the case of the Poisson operator, we use this formula and Theorem 12.1 to obtain the semiclassical
structure of the scattering matrix. We deduce from Theorem 12.1 and Theorem 3.1, and the fact that the
β∗
0KG0(h,σ) and β

∗
0KG1(h,σ) are supported away from the left and right faces, that

(ρRρL)
−n

2 ei
σ
h γ̃β∗

0KR(h,σ)|{ρR=ρL=0} =

(ρRρL)
−n

2 ei
σ
h γ̃β∗

0

(
KG2(h,σ) +KG3(h,σ) +KG4(h,σ) +KE(h,σ)

)
|{ρR=ρL=0} =

(ρRρL)
−n

2 U2(h, σ)|{ρR=ρL=0} + h∞A(h, σ) =W2(h, σ)|{ρR=ρL=0} + h∞A(h, σ),

whereW2 is defined in (13.8). As in the case of the Poisson operator, the microlocal structure of ρn0β
∗
∂KS̃ℏ(h,σ)

is given by W2(h, σ)|{ρR=ρL=0}. We claim that

W2(h, σ)|{ρR=ρL=0} ∈ I1(∂X ×0 ∂X,Λ
∗
∂ ,Ω

1
2 ),

where Λ∗
∂ = Λ∗|{ρR=ρL=0}, and we define Λ∗

∂ to be the scattering relation of (X̊, g). Notice that it follows

from Theorem 6.1 that the Lagrangian submanifold Λ∗
∂ as well as the symbols of the elements I1(∂X ×0

∂X,Λ∗
∂ ,Ω

1
2 ) extend smoothly across the boundary of ∂T ∗(∂X ×0 ∂X). As in the argument already used

in the case of the Poisson operator, and the fact that if Φ(z, θ) parametrizes Λ∗, locally, then Φ|{ρR=ρL=0}
parametrizes Λ∂ . Moreover, the restriction of the symbols constructed in in Lemma 8.1 to {ρR = ρL = 0}
are C∞ functions. Since the dimension drops by two, the order of the Lagrangian distribution goes up by 1

2 .

The factor of h−1 on the right hand side of (14.6) gives that the order of S(h, σ) = 2iσhW2(h, σ)|{ρR=ρL=0}
equals two. So we have proved the following

Theorem 14.1. Let (X̊, g) by a non-trapping CCM. Then ρn0β
∗
∂KS̃ℏ(h,σ)

defined in (14.6) is of the form

S(h, σ)|N∗L|n2 −iσ
hµL |N∗R|−n

2 −iσ
hµR ⊗ Ω

1
2

∂X×0∂X
where S(h, σ) ∈ I2(∂X ×0 ∂X,Λ

∗
∂ ,Ω

1
2 ).
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Figure 6. The projection of the scattering relation onto X ×0 X. A point υ = (υ1, υ2) ∈
∂X ×0 ∂X and the projections of the integral curves of H℘R

followed by an integral curve
of H℘L joining υ to a point q0 ∈ Diag0 . Or vice-versa, the integral curves of H℘R and H℘L

joining q0 ∈ Diag0 to υ ∈ ∂X ×0 ∂X.
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The scattering relation in fact plays the role of the standard scattering relation in Euclidean metric or
obstacle scattering. Let υ ∈ Λ∗

∂ , then it follows from Theorem 6.1 and equation (6.17) that there exists a

point q0 ∈ Λ̃0 and t1, t2 > 0 such that

υ = exp(t1H℘R
) ◦ exp(t2H℘L

)(q0) = exp(t2H℘L
) ◦ exp(t1H℘R

)(q0),

where the last equality is due to the fact that the vector fields commute on Λ∗. Therefore, there exists an

integral curve of H℘R
starting at q0 ∈ Λ̃0 and going to a point qL on the left face, and then an integral

curve of H℘R going from qL to υ. Notice that since H℘• is tangent to the front face, the only integral curves

that start on the diagonal and hit {ρR = ρL = 0} are those that start at the intersection of Λ̃0 and the
front face, see Fig.6. But if the projection of υ to the base X ×0 ∂X is away from ∂(∂X ×0 ∂X), one may
identify υ = (υ1, υ2) ∈ T ∗∂X × T ∗∂X ∼ T ∗(∂X × ∂X) and so one may say that there exists υ = (υ1, υ2)

which is joined to a point on Λ̃0 by an integral curve of H℘R
followed by an integral curve of H℘L

. But

away from the front face, one may identify Λ̃0 and Λ0 and an integral curve of H℘R
as (q0, pR(t)) with

q0 = (z, ζ) ∈ T ∗X, and p′R(t) = H℘R
(℘R(t)) and p′L(t) = H℘L

(℘R(t)) and an integral curve of H℘L
as

(pL(t), q
∗
0) with q∗0 = (z,−ζ) ∈ T ∗X, and p′L(t) = H℘L

(℘L(t)). Since the vector fields H℘• , • = R,L, are
tangent to the front face, the bicharacteristic relation is well defined for points on ∂T ∗(∂X × ∂X). In this
case, the discussion is completely analogous to the one above, but restricted to the front face.

Away from the front face and near L∩R, we may use x and x′ as defining functions of the right and left
faces. If µ(λ) is the function defined in (2.10), if λ = σ/h and µ(h, σ) = µ(σ/h), and ℘ is the semiclassical
principal symbol of p(z, ζ + dµ log x) then one may use the discussion above to say that there exists an
integral curve of H℘ starting at a point q0 ∈ T ∗(X) going to a point (y, η) ∈ T ∗∂X and there is another
bicharacteristic starting at the q∗0 going to a point (y′, η′) ∈ T ∗∂X, see Fig.7. This gives the twisted
bicharacteristic relation (y, η) 7→ (y′, η′) as discussed in the example given in the introduction.

by

η

b b
y′

η′

b

b

y

y′

H
℘

H
℘

η

η′

Figure 7. One can interpret the scattering relation away from the diagonal of ∂X × ∂X
as the map T ∗∂X ∋ (y, η′) 7−→ (y, η) ∈ T ∗∂X obtained by taking the integral curve of
H℘ beginning at (y′, η′) ∈ T ∗∂X and ending at the point (y, η) ∈ T ∗∂X where this curve
crosses ∂X again.

15. Resolvent estimates for non-trapping CCM

The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from the asymptotics of the parametrix G(h, σ) and the remainder
E(h, σ) established in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 12.1. The main point is the following result from (the
proof of) Theorem 3.25 of [45], see also Lemma 6.2 of [52]:

Lemma 15.1. Suppose that the Schwartz kernel of an operator B : C∞
0 (X) −→ C−∞(X), trivialized by

|dg(z′)|, satisfies

|β∗
0KB | ≤ CραLρ

β
R,(15.1)
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then we have four situations:

If α, β > n/2, then ∥B∥L(L2) ≤ C ′C.

If α = n/2, β > n/2, then ∥| log x|−NB∥L(L2) ≤ C ′C, for N >
1

2
.

If α > n/2, β = n/2, then ∥|B| log x|−N∥L(L2) ≤ C ′C, for N >
1

2
.

If α = β = n/2, then ∥| log x|−NB| log x|−N∥L(L2) ≤ C ′C, N >
1

2
.

According to Theorem 12.1, the kernel of R(h, σ) is given by (12.4), and so we need to show that the
lifts of the kernels of the operators G(h, σ) and E(h, σ) satisfy estimates such as (15.1). We know from

Theorem 3.1 that G(h, σ) = G̃1(h, σ) + G̃2(h, σ), where G̃1(h, σ) = G0(h, σ) + G1(h, σ) and G̃2(h, σ) =
G2(h, σ) + G3(h, σ) + G4(h, σ). In view of the construction, β∗

ℏKG̃1
is bounded and supported near the

semiclassical front face, and hence β∗
0KG̃1

is bounded and supported near Diag0 ×[0, h0), and so it satisfies

(15.1) for any α and β. Since Λ∗ is compact, one only needs finitely many oscillatory integrals, and the
second part of the kernel which is given by the semiclassical parametrix is of the form

β∗
0KG̃2(h,σ)

=
J∑

j=1

h
−1−n

2 −
Nj
2

j ρ
n
2

Rρ
n
2

L e
−iσ

h γ̃Wj , Wj ∈ L∞,

One can pick the largest Nj . In the case of geodesically convex CCM, Nj = 0. Therefore,

β∗
0KρaG̃2(h,σ)ρb = h−Nρa+b

ff ρ
a+n

2

R ρ
b+n

2

L e−iσ
h γ̃W,

but in view of (3.6) and (3.7)

|e−iσ
h γ̃ | ≤ Cρ

Im σ
hκR

R ρ
Im σ
hκL

L .

Therefore, if for any boundary defining function ρ,

|β∗
0KρaG̃2(h,σ)ρb | ≤ Ch−Nρa+b

ff ρ
a+n

2 + Im σ
hκR

R ρ
b+n

2 + Im σ
hκL

L

In particular, if a, b > Imσ
hκ0

and a+ b ≥ 0, Lemma 15.1 guarantees that there exists C > 0 such that

∥ρaG(h, σ)ρbf∥L2(X) ≤ Ch−N∥f∥L2(X),

On the other hand, the same argument shows that ρaE(h, σ)ρb, where E(h, σ) is the error term given by
Theorem 12.1 satisfies, for any L > 0,

|β∗
0KρaE2(h,σ)ρb | ≤ CLh

Lρa+b
ff ρ

a+n
2 + Im σ

hκR

R ρ
b+n

2 + Im σ
hκL

L ,

and again, Lemma 15.1 gives that and for any L > 0 there exists CL > 0 such that

∥ρaE(h, σ)ρbf∥L2(X) ≤ CLh
L∥f∥L2(X).

Since

ρaP (h, σ,D)−1ρb = h2ρaG(h, σ)ρb + h2ρaE(h, σ)ρb,

we conclude that

Theorem 15.2. If (X, g) is a non-trapping convex CCM, there exists N > 0 such that and if a, b > Imσ
hκ0

and a+ b ≥ 0, there exists C > 0 such that

∥ρaP (h, σ)−1ρbf∥L2(X) ≤ Ch−N∥f∥L2(X).(15.2)

Moreover we also have estimates for the cases when a = Imσ
h and/or a = Imσ

h .

The holomorphic continuation and L2 estimates of ρaR(λ)ρb follows from (15.2) and the fact that
(Reλ)2R(λ) = P (h, σ,D), where h = (Reλ)−1 and σ2 = 1 + i Imλ

Reλ . This proves Theorem 1.1 .
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16. Resolvent estimates on CCM with hyperbolic trapping

We will use Theorem 1.1 and the results of Datchev and Vasy to extend the resolvent estimates for
metrics with hyperbolic trapping and prove Theorem 1.2.

Proof. The main idea of the proof consists splitting the manifold X and the operator ∆g in a way that one
can apply the results of Datchev and Vasy [12]. This is done as in [53]. As in the Introduction, we assume
that x ∈ C∞(X) is a boundary defining function and as in [12], let

X = X0 ∪X1, X0 = {x < 2ε}, X1 = {x > ε

2
}.

Let (X̊, g0) be a non-trapping CCM and let g be a C∞ metric on X̊ such that g = g0 in X0 and suppose
that in X1 the trapped set of g, that is, the set of maximally extended geodesics of g which are precompact,
is normally hyperbolic. We define X̃1 to be another Riemannian manifold extending X ′

1 = {x > ε}, which
is Euclidean outside some compact set. Let P1 be a self-adjoint second order differential operator such that
the operator P1|X1 = ∆g|X1 and suppose the principal symbol of P1 is equal to the Laplacian of the metric

on X̃1. Let

P2 = h2P1 − iΥ, h ∈ (0, 1),

where Υ ∈ C∞(X̃1; [0, 1]) is such that Υ = 0 on X1 and Υ = 1 on X̃1 \X ′
1. Thus, P1 − 1 is semiclassically

elliptic on a neighborhood of X1 \X ′
1. In particular, this implies that X1 is bicharacteristically convex in

X, i.e. no bicharacteristic of P1 − 1 leaves X1 and returns later. By Theorem 1 of [65] there exist positive
constants C, c, N and δ independent of h such that

||(P2 − σ)−1f ||L2(X̃1)
≤ Ch−N ||f ||L2(X̃1)

, σ ∈ (1− c, 1 + c)× (−δh, δh).

On the other hand, since ∆g0 |X0 = ∆g|X0 , and the semiclassical resolvent for ∆g0 satisfies (15.2), Theorem

2.1 of [12] implies that if a, b > Imσ
hκ0

and a+ b ≥ 0, there exists C > 0 and N > 0 such that

∥ρa(h2(∆g0 −
κ0n

2

4
)− σ2)−1ρbf∥L2(X) ≤ Ch−N∥f∥L2(X).(16.1)

The high energy resolvent estimate (1.7) follows easily from this one.
□
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